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1.  Introduction to Catalonia and  ICT. 
Catalonia, situated in the northern east part of Spain,  has 
a  population of around  6  milion people that represents 15,81 of 
the hole spanish population. Its GNP  represents around 19%  of the 
Spanish total and 1,751 of the CE  (1991). 
Its unemployment rate in 1991  was  12,21  (16,31 for Spain). 
Two  thirds  of  the  total  population  is  situated  in  the 
metropolitan area of Barcelona,  that concentrates  a  great part 
of the total economic activity. 
Catalonia is a  traditional industrial economic  region with 
diversified  industry,  predominantly  in  sectors  like  machinery 
(26,4%  of tbe Industrial GAV.  1989),  chemicals  (13,8%),  textile 
( 13, 71)  and  food  production  ( 13,  51) •  Most  of  this  ind,.Jstrial 
activity  1•  concentrated  in the  surroundings  of  Barcelona,  in 
traditional industrial districts. 
The  "Institut Catall de Tecnologia" is a  private foundation 
created in 1986,  by a  professional association  (the industrial 
engineers association),  that give services to companies  (mostly 
industrial  SME's)  of  information,  training and  advise.  It is a 
multisectorial, pluritechnology centre (see "The future of RTO's 
in Europe".  DG  XIII Sprint/Centrale Management,  june 1993), that 
concentrates its activities in the fields of: 
General technical  information 
International Technology transfer 
Quality management 
Information technologies 
Industrial Automation  (CIM  Center) 
Industrial Environment 2 
Its personnel  resources are  :  (january 1994) 
97  permanent personnel 
500  teachers 
50  external colaborators 
Annual  Turnover: 
1993 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
M.PTA. 
1.100 
1994  (budget) •••••  1.250 
Income  structure: 




- 40%  from  public administrations  (catalan,  spanish,  EU) 3 
2.  Reasons of the  LTDC  project.-
ICT  has  grown  very fast since 1987,  and during the period 
87-91  has concentrated its main efforts in: 
Creating a  consistent professional group 
Detecting real SME's  needs 
Generating appropiate services for  them 
Improving internal mechanismes  and ezternal 
communications 
All its activities were concentrated in Barcelona city for 
effectiveness reasons,  but this result in difficulties in: 
Detecting real SME's  needs 
Communicating with them.  Commercial activity 
Even  in  a  small  region  like Catalonia,  personal  contact, 
phisical and psychological prozimi  ty, plays an important role in 
terms  of  selling  services  to  companies.  This  is  of  great 
importance in innovation services, where personal confidence is 
usually the only reason for taking the decision of initiating a 
concrete programme  by an  SME. 
That  was  the  reason to initiate a  study in 1991,  where we 
considered two  main goals: 
a)  To  select the appropiate services to be situated in local 
areas  (offer). 
b)  To  analyse the socio-economic situation of the main catalan 
industrial districts,  and their needs  (demand). 
Regarding  the first  goal,  we  study different  local  innovation 
centres in Italy, Germany,  Denmark,  Netherlands and France, that 
have  a  general  profile  lastly  referred  as  RTAC  (Regional 
Technology and Advice Centres) •  That means services not directly 4 
related to research activities, but to information and technology 
transfer services.  These  services,  corresponding  to actual  ICT 
activities,  were  considered to be  descentralized through  small 
local centres. 
Another  paralel  exercise,  was  related  to  the  demand 
side.  What  was  the  potential  demand  of  the  main  industrial 
districts,  and to which possible services it corresponds. 
The  result  of  these  parallel  ezercises  was  a  first 
draft design on the initial profile of a  type of Local Technology 
Difussion Centre  (LTDC). 
1 
\ 5 
3.  Conceptual  Bases of the  LTDC  Model.-
With the LTDC project, partially implemented during the 
period 92-93,  we  try to situate ICT  near the problems and needs 
of industrial SME'S. 
We  consider  a  local area,  or an  industrial district, 
the territory where  different industrial activities which  take 
place,  due  to  their  proximity  and  common  culture,  enhance 
cooperative  relations.  In  these  territories,  technological 
innovation plays  an  important role and is a  determinant factor 
in the business competitiveness. 
A territory with innovative industries also means  the 
presence of technical services associated to these industries and 
cooperation networks based on knowledge  and personal trust. 
The  existence and  use of external  technical  services 
to  the  companies  is  one  of  the  signs  of  the  maturity  and 
complezi  ty of an industrial tissue,  and also one of the elements 
determining  a  terri  tory'  a  technological  potential.  Its  mere 
existence  can at times  be  the outcome  of a  promotion action on 
behalf of the public sector which, if well designed and directed, 
can produce the creation of a  market for services which did not 
previously exist.  The  use  of  these  services  by  the  companies 
assumes that their existence is a  sign of business modernity, but 
this also means that the attitudes of cooperation and opening up 
to the environment have reached a  significant level. 
Often the external  services related to technological 
innovation have an associative nature of their own,  in such a  way 
that they represent the product of a  cooperative culture which 
finds  its roots  in patterns of social behaviour.  In this case, 
the use of the services is considered in a much  more natural way, 6 
to  the  degree  in  which  the  companies  consider  themselves  as 
participants  in  the  institution  offering  them,  since  that 
institution  was  generated  as  a  result  of  certain  behaviours 
already  assumed  by  the  different  individual  and  collective 
agents. 
Cooperation  networks  between  companies  in  a  local 
territorial ambit  are usually of an  informal  nature  and have  a 
basically  economical  purpose,  in spite of  which  they  can  also 
collaborate  in  cultural  and  social  objects.  Cooperation  in 
technological  innovation is one  aspect of  cooperation networks 
which  is not the most relevant in Catalonia,  nor indeed in the 
south  of  Europe  as  a  whole,  but  which  occurs  quite often  even 
without the awareness of the agents themselves. Personal contacts 
provoque the ezchange of information which can be the source of 
innovation not only of products but also of processes. 
Companies cooperate together because it is easier for 
them  to  find  ouf;side  their ambit,  the  information,  service or 
product  that  they  themselves  are  unable  to  generate,  or  that 
would  be  complicated  for  them  to  generate.  Thus  we  come  to  a 
basic point:  it is the territorial environment or milieu which 
determines  the possibility of offering cooperative  conditions, 
and therefore one can speak of more or less innovative milieus. 
The territorial environment is an essential element in explaining 
the capacity for innovation,  and thus for competitiveness,  held 
by a  group of companies situated within a  given territory. 
Nevertheless,  we  should  mention  that  the  fact  that 
cooperation networks existing among  companies  and  the presence 
of technical services that could be  considered as the knots of 
this  network,  are merely  the  result or  consequence  of certain 
patterns of behaviour based on what we  could call the industrial 
culture that exists whithin a  given territory. 7 
The  existence  of  an  industrial  culture  is  normally 
based  on  a  certain  historical  background,  relating productive 
activities in an  area with industrial production in such a  way 
that  a  milieu  emerges  where  the urban  landscape  and  behaviour 
pattners  are  strongly  impregnated  by  the  work  at the  factory. 
Economical  and  organizational  rationality,  as  inherent  values 
within an industrial society, are deeply rooted in the conscience 
of the population in such a  way  that,  cooperative actions which 
allow us to speack of a  territorial network are fully assumed as 
yet as a  further element participating in the local culture,  in 
this case of a  local society. 
The  existence  of  a  relatively  homogenious  and  small 
economical  and  social  environment  such  as  that  which  is 
characterized  as  a  Local  Area,  involves  a  certain  industrial 
culture  which  facilitates  cooperative  actions  such  as  the 
creation of  common  services of an associative nature which,  in 
turn,  facilitate the diffusion of the technological  innovation 
through the area's industrial environment. 
But  facilitating  cooperativing  actions  does  not 
necessarily mean  to really create a  private association in order 
to generate the necessary services. Actually,  in practice, SME'S 
normally cooperate in an informal way,  but have big difficulties 
to create common  services with other SME' S  from the same  or from 
a  different sector. 
Now  coming to that point, and considering such type of 
services,  the problem that arises is how  to connect with SME'S 
needs.  And  mora  precisely: 
a)  What  type  of  services must  be  promoted  on  a  private 
cooperative basis. 
b)  Which  type  of  institutional  model  must  be  the 
instrument for these services.  · 8 
4.  Operation of an  LTDC  Centre.-
4.1  Type  of services. 
The  service·s  to  be  offered  by ·an  LTDC  Centre,  are  the 
following: 
- identification of technological needs, 
- infor.mation on the existing services, 
- cooperation through collaboration agreements between 
companies, 
- providing infor.mation on public programmes, 
- collaboration with Small- and Medium-Size Companies in the 
application of technological management  policies. 
- integration of resources  and solutions within groups  of 
companies, 
- collaboration with other local social agents, 
- detection of needs for technological services in regional 
companies, 
- offer of information and technology information, 
- promotion of initiative for  innovation and development 
within groups of local  companies, 
- offer of consulting services,  advice and training. 
The centre initiates the contacts, tries to be aware of the 
needs  of  the  companies  and  contacts  the  proper  ICT  unit  - or 
other  centre  situated  in  Catalonia  - to  solve  the  problem 
detected. 
This  way  of operation makes  the  communication  capacity of 
the  responsahle  of  the  center  very critical.  Its professional 
profile  and  personal  capacity  is  t~e most  important  factor  in 
determining the possible success of the centre. 9 
4.2 Typology of the centres.-
From  the experience accumulated during the last two years, 
we  can consider two different types of local centers: 
a)  A centre situated in an already existing local public 
institution,  through  an  agreement  between  this  authority 
(normally a  city council)  and  ICT. 
b)  A  new  centre  created  from  an  agreement  between  different 
private and local public institutions. 
In  both  cases,  we  try to  implicate  all  existent  private 
institutions  in  the  area,  but  sometimes  it is  not  possible 
because of the enterprises tendency .to lack of associative 
initiative. 
A specific strategy must be designed,  case by case, for the 
generation  of  the  centre,  taking  into  account  that  every 
situation  is  different  •... In  that  sense,  we  must  consider  the 
existing  private  associations  anc  their  relations  with  the 
private sector or the azistence of general purpose institutions 
like Chambers  of Commerce  or Local  Saving Banks. 
The whole strategy is important in order to avoid that SME' s 
consider the new centre as something imposed from outside. In the 
case of type b, we  make and effort to convince the local agency' s 
personnel, but assuming that the possibilities to involve private 
companies with the centre are not going to be the same. 10 
4.3 Other operational considerations. 
a}  Organic structure 
During its first year,  the minimum  personnel  required for 
the centre to start functioning is two  persons:  a  director ·and 
an  administrative employee.  Their main activities will consist 
of  diffusing,  training  on  ICT  activities  and  internal 
organization to the companies. 
During the second year,  and depending on the market demand, 
a  new  technician can be mostly dedicated to commercial  work,  to 
visiting companies. 
These  staff  are  in  permanent  contact  with  ICT  units  to 
implement  the  annual  programme,  technical  advise  and to select 
and distribute business opportunities. 
b)  Annual  budget. 
A Centre's budget: 
The  budget for  the expenses  in a  CDTL,  recently created and of 
average size,  without using human  resources nor  equipment from 
other activities, would be the folloft!ng:  (it is assumed thac the 
building is provided by a  local entity) 
EXPENSES  (Thousands  PTA.) 
Year  1  2  3 
Staff  (1)  8.500  11.000  11.000 
External collaborators  1.000  1.000  1.000 
Equipment depreciation  1.000  1.000  1.000 
Promotion  1.000  1.500  2.000 
Documents  fund  500  1.000  1.000 
General  expenses  3.000  3.500  4.000 
Participation to structural  3.000  3.000  3.000 
coordination costs  (ICT) 
Total  18.000  22.000  23.000 
(1)  year 1:  1  manager,  1  administrative staff 
year 2 and 3:  1 manager,  1 administrative staff, 1/2 technicians. 
This budget of expenses will increase according to the level of 
activity of the Centre. 11 
INCOMES 
The  level of  inputs for each  centre will be determined as 
much  by  the  level  of  activity  as  by  the  number  and  type  of 
companies within its area.  Usually  it is not planned to obtain 
self-financing within those Centres, due to the ezperience of the 
Centres  in other  countries presenting similar characteristics, 
who  were able to obtain levels of self-financing close to 50  1 
in specific cases. 
The  deficit should be  covered by the entities forming  the 
board  of  management,  and  also  by  grants  provided  by  Public 
Administrations:  E.C.  (FEDER  and  ESP  Funds),  Spanish 
Administration,  Catalan Administration,  and others. 
The  targets planned shoud be adjusted after a  pilot period 
during  the  first  year,  but  these  could  be  estimated  to  the 
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The  costs  will  only  increase  if  the  services  or  grants  are 
increased. 
c)  Annual  program 
The  most  important  document  for  the  centre  is the  annual 
programme of activities, where the local centre - and therefore 
the  local  companies  needs  - and  IC'l'  define  their  respective 
engagements about the activities to be developed during the year. 12 
This document  represents the equilibrium point between the 
stimated needs  of the  local companies  and their capacity to be 
fullfiled by  ICT  and by  the  LTDC  staff. It is also a  reference 
for a  comparison of the day to day reality in order to take the 
most appropiate decisions. 13 
4.4 Succes  and Failure factors 
From  the experience as  local  centres in Catalonia,  we  can 
conclude  that  they  have  fullfiled  a  real  need  and  that . they 
represent a  dynamic system that has to adapt all the time to the 
changing  conditions  of  competition,  while  considering  all 
institutional organizational and functional factors. 
More  precisely,  and  as  a  ref~ection for a  comparison with 
other similar experiences in Europe,  I  can propose some  success 
and  failure  factors  learnt  from  the  past  but  mainly  to  be 
considered for the future.  These are the following: 
a)  Succes Factors: 
Existence of an industrial environment and  culture. 
Participation of private economical and social agents 
through business and professional associations. 
Support  from  the  public  authorities  without  their 
participation to the management  of the centre,  which 
has to be professional and independent from political 
changes. 
The  presence in the board of management  of a  well 
qualified human team, deeply involved with the center's 
objective:a. 
b)  Failure Factors: 
The  lack of any of the referred succes factors. 
An  ezcessive  "budged pressure"  due to the lack of 
initial support. 
An  annual programme  that does not correspond to the 
real needs of SME. 14 
4.5 Actual situation. Advantatges of .a network of local centres. 
The  actual situation is represented in the next figure: 
CDTL'a NETWORK 
•LOCAL TECHNOLOGICAL DIFFUSION CENTRE• 
ABEA  CENTRES 
Catalonia  Giron.  •  Mat.ro  c 
Saba  dell  •  Manre  ..  • 
Llelda  •  Rubi  •  Balx Llobregat  •  Hoapltalet  •  Vllanova I Ia G.  •  Tarragon•  c 
Barcelona (ICT) 
•  Conslfuled Cenues 
e Centres ol hegh mte..sr  (1 ....  ) 
DIn rhe plann.ng stages (1.5) 
con  '• NETWORK 
We  consider the relation between  ICT  and  a  centre not only 
in a  bilateral basis,  hut also in its network nature. 
t1 15 
The  creation,  consolidation and operation of a  LTDC  network 
in which the ICT acts as motivator is considered as a  key element 
in this approach·in order to obtain a  technical  infrastructure 
suitable for technology  diff~sion within-Catalonia. 
The  following objectives of a  network have been identified: 
- exchanges of experience between LTDC's.  Group meetings. 
- Coordination between the various  LTDC's,  and  also with the 
existing Centres providing similar services to companies, 
- plan of actions and  commun  programmes, 
- presentation of  common  proposals and  claims  to the Publique 
Administrations, 
- Use  of information resources and networks, 
- Work  teams  for the development of specific initiatives, 
- Synergy of marketing efforts, 
- Integration to international initiatives. 
It ia  conaidered  that the  running  of  a  network  should  be 
dynamic  and  bureaucratism  free.  A  minimum  duration  for  the 
meetings  should be  established but the main  criteria should be 
flexibility and ability to adapt  and  respond to each situation 
and specific opportunity. 
Operating  within  a  network  brings  additional  advantages, 
some  of which are the following: 
- benefiting from Training programmes for LTDC  staff and easiness 
of doing so, 
- maximised administrative support framework, 
- maximised use of local needs  know-how, 
- strategies of services for Small- and medium-size  companies, 
- contribution to the  company  development through advanced 
technological services, 16 
- making possible the participation in Administrations' 
programmes  and  easing the expansion of such programmes, 
- maximise the services to companies with limited human resources 
particular to LTDC's. 
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key asset for competitiveness 
.  SMEs  have  inherent  weaknesses:  they 
have difficulties in accessing knowledge 
and external resources 
.  many S:rv.ffis  do not use available public 
support infrastructures or incentives ... 
TE.CHN()LQ:GY.·:.:DIF'FUSION 
. NETW.ORKslNEURdPE:  ·  . 
.  ~-... ·  .. :  .. ·::  ....  :: ..  .  ..  ,  ....  :  . ..  . :.  .  .  ::·::.: :.  :~  .. :·:  :  .·.  . 
····.·.:OBJECTIVES.·.,  · · 
.  to promote awareness of  technology 
.  to organise local delivery of,  and simple 
access to,  innovation services  (one-stop 
shop) 
.  to  meet  ·the  needs  of  companies 
(demand-driven+ integrated approach)  . 
.  to  develop  synergies  between  service 
providers 
.  to encourage networking or clustering of 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































''  ... . 
- .. :;  .. ·  .........  . 
·TECHNOL·o,GY··  .. DIFFUSION  · 
NETWO~clNEURo:PE  :  ·.· 
INTERMEniARY.·FuNcnoNs ·  ~:. ·  ·  ·  · 
.  ,,, .  ...  . . .  . 
Information on supply and demand 
Fin  ding and assessing resources 
Pooling and structuring supply and 
demand 
Developing contractual arrangements 
Monitoring transfer and use of 
resources 
Adaptation 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 .  ..  .  .. 
.  .  .  ..  .  '.:  . 
TECHN.OLO·GY  .  .-DIFFUSION 
. -NELrWORKS.·'JNqEUR.oPE:. 
·:::·:-... :.......  .  :::· ·-:  .=.:::·_· :·'··. :.·:. ...  . ..  . 
··nmRTACs·C.ASE ·::_-· 
. .  .  .... .  .  ...  ..  .  ....  . .  . .  .  . 
.  . .  .  . 
.  recent!)? created  · 
.  often a national level decision 
.  public-private partnership 
.  local or regional base 
.  small teams (generalists+ industrial experience) 
.  public funding 
.  roles include: 
•  mediation 
•  demand  stimulation,  analysis, 
aggregation 
•  information dissemination 
•  granting of  public aid 
•  networking companies · ..... 
- .  .  .. .  :  '  ·.  . .  ··.··  -
•'.  ···-
.  .. .  ..  ...  .  ... :..  ·..  .  . 
.TECHNOLO.GY.·DIF  ...............  ,F,USION 
:~~  .i 
. .  .  .  .  .  '  -
- ...  .  ..  . ..  . 
•'•• 
.  RTOs 
.  Fraunhofer Gesellschaft 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 ..  ..  .  .  .  .  .  ·...  ..  .  ..  '  . 
·.:.T.E.CHNOL.O·GY ·DIFFUSION.· 
· NErwoRKs'IN ElrRoPE : 
.....  ..  . . 
.  .  .  ..  . .  . 
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER IN· ..... 
.  BADEN~WtiRITEMBERG ·  ... 
..... 
..  . .....  .  . 
150 YEARS AGO 
.  Setting  up  and  using  centres  for  techno-
logical competence at different levels 







.  Establishing fora for best practice 
.  Supporting for  the  creation  of technology 
based firms 
.  Developing netvvorks of  support institutions 
.  Stimulating the transnational dimension ............... 
. .  .  ... 
.  TE:EHNOLO:G¥.-DIFFUSION 
··  NETWORKS-·m:EUROPE : 
..  . 
·  .... :  ·.·.· TE.CBN"OLOGY· TRANSFER rii :. 
'BADEN.;;W.URJTi:MliERG  :  ....  · 
FRAUNHOFER-SOCIETY 
.  technology oriented 
.  applied R&D for industry and public sector 
.  independent  organisation  with  corporate 
identity 
.  institutional links vvith Technical Universities 
.  highly decentralised 
.  national coverage 
Source : 0. Briualia& 1m ..  ·  ,•.  .  .  .  .  ..  . 
TECHNOLQG·y  .. ::.DIFEUSION  .  . 
·NETwORKSjN-EU:RoPE.: · 
.  .  .  . 
:-·.TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER JN.·:· · 
.  . 
BADEN-W'ORTT:EMBERG 
INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATIONS 
.  sector based 
.  collaborative R&D for S1\.1Es' needs 
.  related services 
*  information 
*  testing, certification 
.  developing industrial networks 
.  restructing of  networks 
.  diffusion of  best practice .... 
.  .........  .  ..  ..............  ' 
'  .  .  •'•  ........... .........  ..  ..  ...  ..  . . 
.. TE·CHNOEO.GY  .. ·:DfFFIJSION  ···  .  .  .  NJi~(j~:Uij~::itiRoPE :  ··  .. 
..  ..  ....  .  .. 
. .  ·  ...  '  ...  -.  ..  .  .  .... ·.  .  ..... 
·•··T~~!~~r£~lN"'  .·· 
.  . '•  ··.".  . . ···.  . .  ·:.::·::·:......  ·-:::  .: .  .:·>::  :  .  ... 
STEINBEIS-FOUNDATION 
.  Problem-oriented 
.  Technological support for SME 
.  Valorisation  of technological  competencies 
ofT  echnical .Colleges 
.  Working mechanisms 
* demand-led 
* incentives 
* common procedures  ] 
] " Franchise" 
*joint marketing  ] 
.  Highly decentralised .  ..  .  .  . ....  ....  ...  . 
'  ....  ·:.:...::·.·  ........... ::·.:  .·.:::~:· ..  ·.  ...  .. 
. a centralised system 
. RTOs 
. RTCs 
. the Business Link prograrnine (one stop 
shops) 
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.  ..  ·.  ..  . .  .  . .........  ··:· ..  :.··.  ..  ..  :.:::·· 
.  .  .  .  . 
TE·CHNOL·OGY·.:::DD  .......  ~  ........  !FlJSION. 
.  .  ..............  ·  ...  . ..  . ....  ...  . . .  ······.  .  ·.  ....  . 
. · .  NETWORKS·fiNtEURoEE.!  .···· 
.  .  . ·  ·  .. ··::.:.:.:  ::  ...  :·.  ·.  ·.:·  ·::·::<~=:.::~{<:·;~:~:  .. ··_;:Di~·:)-: .  :·.:·.· ..  :: .  7~:·:·;::..  t~=::;~·_.:  ... :  ... :  .·  ·.  ·  .... :  .. 
.  The TICs 
.  DTI 
.  ATV centres 
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...  .  ......  .  .....  . .  .  .  ..  . ...  ..  . 
.  ·  .. '  .  ..  . .:.··  .  .  .. 
TECHNOLOGY·.-:DllfF~·.USION . 
. .  :~;tf~~~,~~9fE:.:?  · 
.  The  regional  technology 
diffusion networks 
.  The Chabbal report France. 









Economic and Social Commm•• 
Regional DeveJopm•nt Agency 
Regional OfflcH of NationaJ Government 
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 ...  ·  .' .·.:·. ·.~ ...  :.:.:.:·.~:~:_.,.  ..  :·.: _.:. ......  : ·:..  ...  ·..  .  .:  ..  '  :::::--:.:  :·:::..  .  .  .  .,.  '• 
TEcHNOi.<lGYDIFFUSION 
. NE.TW0RKSktN EUROPE: . 
..  .  .  ......  '  . :  :···  '•  •"·:·:·; ·.: ... .  ·: ... ·:..  .  ..  ·  ·· .  :·..  .  ...  ·:~  .. -·  ·. · SP.AIN·  ·  ..  :·· ... 
.  A  less  favoured  country 
perspective 
.  a recent construction 
.  central networks 
* CDTI · 
* IMPI 
*OTT 
.  re  gio~al organisation 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































170 Kohsetsushi centres 
18 Technopolis 
Long term vision 
- UNI'I'ED STATES 
• 
• 
170 Manufacturing Technology 
Centres (Clinton Gore-plan) 
Federal and State initiatives 
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.  .: :  .... "::::· ..  ::·~\::..  ..  :  ... :  ·::·· ...  :.-::.:.-.. :  .:.::·: .  :.  ·. :·:::.: .. :·  . :.:· ..  :.·.- :·.  .:  . 
TECHNOLO.G¥EDilf.FliSION:: .·  .. ·  ..  ·.:.:...  .. · 
NE.TWORKS:ma~J:UROPE:r··.;  u  ·:. •••• 
·· · .  .  ·····•········~.r§§~:.iSU~-~:··:-.  :••·::··;···.·······,•·)·  ..  ···.• •. · 
........  ·.:  .-~ .  .-:::~~·~·  :· :.: _::-...  .  . . :  .  : ·  ...... · . :  . .  ·  .... 
.  standardisation vs diversity 
.  international vs local 
.  push vs pull 
.  public vs private 
53 • .J• 
.. 
IC.oliL. 1  ISO 
@ 
I4scb., 1954  liard. 1960 .. 
- -· 
·•··  .. 
" a dejiborate attempt to organise and 
st.rpc$re  'the local delivery of  innovation 
suwctrt services and their interlinking to 
btiteflt the largest number of  SMEs." 
.. 
; IVe Conference Stride 
ArsenaJ de Me1z (France) 
7-8 fevrier 1994 
Mardi  8  fevrier  1994  1 Tuesday,  8  February 1994 
11  h  00  - 12  h  30  1 11:00  - 12:30  a.m. 
DOCUMENT  DE  TRAVAIL 
WORKING  PAPER 
TRAME  DE  L'INTERVENTION  DE  : 
ABSTRACT  OF  THE  SPEECH  BY 
M.  Luc  BROOS 
Program.e •anager RTP 
PROVINCE  OF  LIMBURG 
Taxandrialaan 8  - Postbox  296 
NL  -·5283 MC  BOITAL 
(31)  41  16  78  735 
sb Regional  Technology Plan South-Limburg 
During  the  annual  STRIDE  Conference  which  in  1994  is  being 
held  in  France,  Metz,  the  draft  for  the  original  technology 
plan for  Limburg will be presented and discussed. 
The  idea  of  a  Regional  Technology  Plan  (RTP)  was  first 
launched  by  the  European  Commission  to  foster  a  closer  cohe-
rence  between  economical  development  and  technological  po-
tentions  in  a  region.  In . this  sense  the  idea  of  a  regional 
technology  plan  is  familiar  to  the  STRIDE-program.  Regional 
Economical  Development  and  Technology  are  closely  linked. 
Through  innovation  and  the  use  of  new  technologies  the  indus-
trial structure,  being  the  economic  motor  of  a  region  will  be 
strengthen.  These  aspects  are  as  important  as  the  more  tradi-
tional  instruments  for  a  regional  policy  like the  development 
of  infra-structure.  Through  a  Regional  Technology  Plan  a  more 
effective use  of  Regional  Fund  related to policing and  region-
al  based  new  technologies is possible.  Therefore  for the  Euro-
pean  Commission  the  regional  technology  plan  might  be  the 
basis  for  granting  regional  and  local  projects  out  of  the 
regional  funds  as well  as  from technology funds. 
The  idea of  a  Regional  Technology  Plan has  already some  histo-
ry.  A  couple  of  years  ago  the  Commission  already  published 
some  ideas  and  during  the various  meetings  the  ideas  behind  a 
Regional  Technology  Plans  were  elaborated.  By  the  end  of  the 
last year the  commission  decided to put the idea of  a  regional 
technology  plan  to  the  test  and  selected  a  number  of  regions 
who  were  invited to draft and  submit  a  proposal  for  a  regional 
technology plan for their region.  With  the help of  DG  XII  the 
region  of  Limburg  drafted  a  proposal  which  was  submitted  by 
the end of this year. 
The  aim  of the plan is to bring technological  development  into 
step with  regional  economic  development.  The  plan  is  intended 
to  provide  an  instrument  with  which  to  make  this possible  not 
only  through  the  use  of  funds  (to  be  generated  later)  for  its 
implementation  but  also  by  building up  a  structure  and  assem-
bling the necessary knowledge to do this. 
In  general  terms,  the  Regional  Technology  Plan  can  concern 
itself with: 
the  available 
the  strength 
technological 
knowledge  and  technological  potential  and 
of  the  regional  economy,  together  with 
developments  for  the  future  and  their 
r:  ,..~ 
....)  f 
i impact  on  the region(  the research component); 
the  development  of  a  structure  and  a  broad  basis  of 
support  in  order  to  improve  the  harmony  between  techno-
logical  developments  and  regional  economic  development 
'(the management  and  coordination structure); 
action  to  prepare  for  the  eventual  implementation  of 
technology  measures  and  projects  within  the  regional 
economy.  This  does  not  mean  the  action already worked  out 
in  the  plan  but  rather  the  activities of  a  more  prepara-
tory  nature  and  projects  aimed  at  eventual  implementati-
on.  This  also  includes  action in the area of sensitizati-
on  and  of  creating  a  broad  basis  of  support  on  behalf  of 
the  authorities  and  of  the  business  community  with  res-
pect  to  technological  developments  (elaborating  the 
plan). 
In  view  of  the  aspects  mentioned  above,  the  accent  as  regards 
the contents of the  RTP  for Limburg will  be  mainly  on  the last 
of  these  three  points,  given  that the  necessary  knowledge  and 
experience is already available with respect to the first two. 
The  intention  of  the  plan  should  therefore  be  to  give  its 
goals  the  most  concrete  form  possible.  This  means  that  the 
plan will  have  to include  a  large  number  of concrete projects, 
structures  and  activities  and  should  also  form  the  foundation 
for  a  broad  basis  of  support  and  eventual  effective  implemen-
tation. 
The  design  and  structure of the plan ca  be  made  clear by  means 
of the diagram below. 




project  project  project 
A  B  c 




BUDGET  R'rP 
BUDGET  PROGlWIMA Is 
St The  RTP  consists  of  the  components  research,  management/basis 
of support and projects which fit within this framework. 
The  research  outlines  the  technological  potential  of  the 
region in both the short and the  long term.  This is done  by 
confronting the  existing technological  structure  and  potential 
with the expected  (international)  developments  in the field. 
It is of the greatest importance  that the results and  the 
strategy  and  vision,  both  short-term  and  long-term,  are 
appreciated  by  all  parties  in  the  region  and  that  they 
take  joint action accordingly.  This  is the most  important 
task  of  the  ••platform",  supported  by  the  administrative 
department.  The  platform  will  need  to  ensure  that  there 
is  a  broad  basis  of  support  and  can  "enforce"  this  by 
setting  up  specific  projects  (sensitization)  in  the 
region. 
At  the  same  time,  projects  will  be  set  up  and  measures 
taken  in  order  to take  advantage  of  economic  and  techno-
logical  developments.  These  activities  will  be  initiated 
or approved  by the platform. 
Implementation  of  the activities themselves  will  to large 
extent  take  place  outside  the  context  of  the  RTP,  but 
will  be  carried  out  via  various  different  regional  and 
technological  programs.  The  development  of  these  activi-
ties,  in  some  cases  including  preparatory  studies  or 
short pilot projects,  does  however  fall  within  the  remit 
of the RTP. 
The  necessary  initial  impulses  will  also  need  to be  given  for 
the  implementation  of  the  plan.  In  view  of  the  fact  that  a 
large  number  of  bodies  are  concerned  with  implementing  pro-
jects at the  interface  between  technology  and  regional  econo-
mic  development,  clear  agreements  will  need  to  be  made  with 
respect  to  the  function  and  nature  of  their  various  activi-
ties. 
It is  also  important  that  concrete  agreements  should  be  made 
with  the  business  community  and  with  those  providing  various 
technologies  as to their involvement  in the eventual  implemen-
tation of the plan. 
These  agreements will be settled within the platform. 
The  process of the Regional  Technology  Plan Limburg is estima-
ted to take  a  period of  12  to 18  months.  During this period  a 
coordinating  body  will  be  provided  by  the  provincial  admi-
nistration.  This body will act independently. 
The  total costs of  the  project  for  this period  are  eliminated 
to be  ECU  400.000.  Half of this amount  is to be  requested for 
of the European  Commission. 
Given  the  knowledge  available  with  regard  to  technological 
developments  in  Limburg  and  the  fact  that the  initial  impulse 
for the  above-mentioned  platform involving the business  commu-
nity,  intermediaries  and  knowledge  institutes  is already  pre-
sent, it will be  possible to commence  the operational  phase of the  RTP  within the very short term.  In  fact this could  commen-
ce  immediately  after  the  Commission  reaches  a  positive  deci-
sion  with  regards  to the  design  of  the  RTP  presented  here  and 
to  the  associated  financial  consequences.  It  is  of  course 
assumed  that  the  European  Commission  (DG  XVI  and/or  DG  XIII) 
will  participate  actively  in  the  project  from  this  phase  on 
via the above-mentioned platform. 
( 
I 
C)() IVe  Conference Stride 
Arsenal de Metz (France) 
7-8 fevrier 1  994 
Programme detaille des ateliers 
Detailed programme of the workshops Organisation  des  ateliers  specialises 
Trois  ateliers  simultanes  sent  envisages.  Ils concerneront  trois  themes 
precis proposes  dans  le programme  general. 
L'organisation de  !'atelier,  conduit  par  un  animateur et synthese  faite 
par un  rapporteur,  sera le suivant  : 
11  regroupera un  nombre  de  participants tournant  autour de  40  personnes. 
11  sera  possible  de  passer  d 'un  atelier  a  1 'autre  pour  favoriser  les 
echanges  d'idees. 
Chacune  des  seances  en atelier comportera  2 parties 
- Presentation d'experiences correspondant  au  theme  principal  de 
!'atelier (de  l'ordre de  3 exp9ses), 
- Discussions  sur les presentations et sur le theme,  elaboration de 
propositions et suggestions. 
Les  rapporteurs  elaboreront  en  temps  reel  les  conclusions  qui  seront 
presentees dans  la seance pleniere terminale. ATELIER  no  1 
LES  PME  FACE  AUX  INITIAT_IVES  TECHNOLOGIQUES 
Degager  des  orientations  et  propositions  pour  convaincre  les  Prne  de 
faire un  effort technologique  coherent  avec  leur capacite propre. 
Les  bases  de  depart  pourraient etre la presentation de  10  a 12  resultats 
d'experiences  menees  dans  les  diverses  zones  en  declin  industriel  ou  en 
retard  d'industrialisation  pour  sensibiliser  les  entreprises  a 
!'innovation,  former  les  personnes  et  promouvoir  des  technologies 
modernes. 
L'atelier  devra  conduire  a des  propositions  d
1interet  et  d
1application 
immediat  pour  les  beneficiai~es du  programme  STRIDE. 
Les  participants  pourront  evaluer  1  I efficaci  te  des  methodes  de 
sensibilisation  depuis  le  mailing  en  passant  par  1' argumentaire,  le 
schema  de  prospection,  la  technique  de  1 
1 entretien  et  le  diagnostic 
rapide d'entreprise,  en  analysant  les  resultats obtenus  dans  le cadre du 
programme  STRIDE. 
Il  sera  bon  de  mettre  en  evidence  les  necessi tes  de  mise  a un  niveau 
moyen  europeen  de  la  Pme  par  rapport  a  sa  speciali  te,  d  I evoquer  les 
problemes  normatifs  au  niveau  eurqpeen  et  mondial.  Il  sera  interessant 
egalement  d'evoquer  les  criteres  socio-economiques  permettant  de  creer 
un  climat  favorable  au  saut  technologique. 
ORATEURS  ET  PARTICIPANTS 
-Services d
1assistance a 1
1 industrie des  Chambres  de  Commerce 
- Critt 
- Reseaux  de  diffusion  technologique 
- Organes  de  transfert des  etablissa~ents d'enseignement 
- Organes  d'information sur  les  technologies 
- Instituts  techniques 
- Conseils et experts  prives 
Agences  et organismes  d'aide a la technologie. Atelier n• 1 I Worksh·op n•  1 
Les Pme face aux initiatives technologiques 
Small businesses and technological initiatives 
President I Chairman : 
Anne-Marie Straus, directeur general de la technologie, de la recherche 
et de l'energie, ministere de la region wallonne, Namur (B) 
Rapporteur I Rapporteur : 
Richard Binfield, director; SRI International, Croydon (UK) 
Arsenal - salle de PEsplanade Lundi 7 fevrier 1994 I Monday,  7 February 1994 
14h00 - 17h30 I 2:00 - 5:30p.m. 
Presentation de l'atelier par le president de seance 
Workshop presentation by the Chairman 
lain Grieve, senior business executive, Institute of Technology Management, Edim-
bourg (UK) 
Transformer des managers d'industries de Ia defense en conseillers technologiques 
de Pme. 
Transforming industrial managers from  the Defence Industry into technological 
advisors for SMEs. 
Jean-Jacques Keff, directeur, centre d'etudes et d'applications technologiques pour 
l'artisanat lorrain (Ceatlor), Metz (F) 
Sensibilisation de tres petites entreprises au transfert de technologie. 
Sensitizing very small firms to technology transfer. 
Vis  sari  on Keramidas, associate professor of soil science, universite Aristotle, K&N 
Efthymiadi, Thessalonique (GR) 
Fournir aux entreprises et aux agriculteurs les moyens modernes d'un laboratoire 
agrotechnique (analyse de sols, eaux, plantes, aliments). 
Providing agrobusiness and farmers  with  the modern means of  an agrotechnical 
laboratory (soil,  water, plants, food). 
Francis Labbe, consultant, chambre de commerce et d'industrie de Boulogne-sur-
Mer (F) 
Mobilisation de la region de Boulogne-sur-Mer en faveur de !'innovation dans les 
Pme. 
Mobilization of  the Boulogne area for innovation in SMEs. 
Discussion I Discussion 
Simon Bos, manager, Henk J.  Hamberg, head of the transfer department, 
Ontwerpcentrum, Enschede (NL) 
Integration de developpement de produits dans des Pme par des etudiants; aspects 
transfron  taliers. 
Product development integration into SMEs by students; cross-border aspects. 
bs Pr Gunther Seliger, Berliner Technologie Agentur, Berlin (D) 
Reflexions sur le developpement de la technologie dans l'espace berlinois et sur u~e 
fondation regionale pour la technologie. 
Thoughts on technological development in the Berlin area and  on a regional foundation 
for technology. 
Pr Niels Olhoff, Institute of Mechanical Engineering, Aalborg university (DK) 
Exemple d'un resea  u  technologique danois entre l'universite et des Pme dans le 
domaine de la conception de machines. 
An example of  a Danish Technological Network between University and  SMEs in the 
field of  machine design. 
Discussion I Discussion 
Mardi 8 fevrier 1994 I  Tuesday, 8 February 1994 
9h00- 1  Oh40 I 9:00- 10:40 a.m. 
Dr Angelo Marino, Ente perle Nuove Tecnolo~e, l'Energia e l'Ambiente, Santa 
Maria di Galeria (I) 
Le programme Stride en Italie dans les zones d'objectif 1; analyse d'une experience. 
The Stride programme in the objective 1 regions of  Italy; analysis of  experience. 
Philip W. Thomas, director of external affairs, The North East Wales Institute of 
Higher Education, Wrexham (UK) 
Identifier les besoins technologiques des Pme et les competences technologiques des 
laboratoires universitaires gallois. 
Identifying the technological needs ofSMEs and the technical capabilities of  High 
Education Establishments in Wales. 
Claude Wehenkel, administrateur delegue, centre de recherche public Henri Tudor, 
Luxembourg 
Former des Pme a travailler avec des centres de recherche. 
Training of  SMEs for working with Research Centres. 
Richard Fitzgerald, director, Aquaculture Development Centre, University College, 
Cork (IRL) 
Centre .de  developpement en aquaculture : exemples d'actions reciproques avec des 
Pme (recherche, formation, conseils). 
Aquaculture Development Centre : examples of  interaction  with SMEs (research, 
training, Consultancy). 
Discussion I Discussion • 
ATELIER No 1 
AUX INITIATIVES TECHNOLOGIQUEs•• 
Mr. lain GRIEVE, Institute of Technology Management, Edimbourg (GB) 
Transformer des  managers d'industries  de  Ia  Defense  en  conseillers  de 
PM E technologiques. 
Mr. KEFF, Centre d'Etude et d'Application Technologique pour I'Artisanat Lorrain, 
Metz (F) 
Sensibilisation et transfert de technologie vers de tres petites entreprises. 
Mr. KERAMIDAS, K & N EFTHYMIADI, Thessalonique (GR) 
Fournir  aux  entreprises  les  moyens  modernes  d'un  laboratoire 
agrotechnique  :  analyse  de  produits  agro-alimentaires,  plantas,  sols, 
eaux. 
Mr. R.  FITZGERALD, Aquaculture Centre, University College, Cork (lrl.) 
Recherches  publiques  pilotees  par  des  entreprises  aquacoles.  Auto-
instruction dans des fermes aquacoles. 
Mr. Claude WEHENKEL, Centre de Recherche Henri Tudor, Luxembourg (LUX) 
Former des PM E a  travailler avec des Centres de Recherche. 
Mr. S.J.B. BOSS, Ontwerpcentrum, Enschede (NL) 
Integration  de  developpement  de  produits  dans  des  PME  par  des 
etudiants. Aspects transfrontaliers. 
Pr. Niels OLHOFF, lnstitude of Mechanical Engineering, Aalborg (OK) 
Transfert de technologie vers  PME dans le domaine de  Ia conception de 
machines. 
Dr. P.W. THOMAS, North East Wales Institute, Wrexham (GB) 
Identifier  les  besoins  technologiques  des  PME  et  les  competences 
technologiques des laboratoires universitaires. 
Mr. LABBE, C.C.I. Boulogne sur Mer (F) 
Mobilisation de  Ia  region  de Boulogne  en  faveur de !'innovation dans les 
PME. IVe Conference Stride 
Arsenal de Metz (France) 
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b8 Institute of Technology Management 
0.  The  Institute  of  Technology  Management  is ·located  at  Heriot-Watt 
University, Edinburgh, Scotland.  Heriot-Watt University is  one of three 
Universities located in Edinburgh. 
1.  Desaiption of the region 
Scotland comprises of approximately one third of the land area of the United 
Kingdom (UK), and with a  population of just over five million, it accounts 
for around 9 percent of the UI<  population.  With respect to the EUropean 
Community (EC), Scotland accounts for of 3 percent of its  geographical area 
and some 1.5 percent of its population.  The population is not spread evenly 
across the land area.  ¥/hile population density is high in the more industrial 
regions of the central belt, the more rural areas to the North and South. are 
more spusely populated.  In  1990,30 percent of Scotland's population lived in 
its four city districts (Glasgow, Edinburgh, Aberdeen and ~ee). 
Glasgow is Scotland's largest city, traditionally at the heart of Scotland's 
industrial centre.  Edinburgh is the capital city and administrative centre, with 
a major concentration of financial and professional institutions.  Aberdeen is 
the oil capital of Europe.  Dundee has strong representation in electrical and 
electronic engineerin~ printing and publishing. 
2.  Desaiption of Scottish industry in General 
Compared with the EC as a whole, Scotland has a similar share in industry,·a 
lower share in agriculture and a higher share in services.  Analysis of Scottish 
output, excluding oil and gas, shows that in 1989 the service sector accounted 
for over three-fifths of total output. In terms of structure, the food, drink and 
tobacco industries are the largest manufacturing sector, accounting for about 
20 percent of output.  Among other consumer industries, textiles, footwear 
and  clothing were  major  producers.  Engineering  and  allied industries 
(electrical and instrument, mechanical, transport and metal goods) accounted 
for 36  percent of manufacturing output.  Scotland's two largest overseas 
earners were electrical and instrument engineering (over two fifths of total) 
and whisky (almost one fifth).  The EC was the largest overseas market, ta1c:ing 
55 percent Scottish manufacturing exports.  In  terms of manufacturing exports 
per employee, recent figures show Scotland· well ahead of  Japan. 3.  Description o£ Scottish defence indn~try  and Scottish Defence Initiative 
The Institute of Tec.hnotner Management's Stride projt!c..t luc;  u~1  prepared 
under the aegis of the Scottish Defence Initiative, wlti.c.:h ·cw.us  Lo nlinimise the 
negative ;mpac:t of defence  expenditur~ rt!uucLiO.L1S.  It is estil:nated that there 
tt,.P  7:;,ooo  employees  in Scutlcu.1.d  whose job  directly depends on defence 
expendirure.  This is 3.2 pt:L"CeLlt of the work force and is slightly higher than 
the UK  averag~ of 2..9  perc:e."'l.t.  The  top ten defence companies account for 
18,000  clt::.CeJ.·tce  jobs.  Government expenditure on defence in Scotland has 
U.ecllned  by  12  percent  since  its  peak  in  1987.  Further  reductions  in 
eA-penditure  e.re  pl.nnncd.  Taking into account all direct job losses ann thP.ir 
subsequent effect, lower defence exptand.iture could lead to thP.  ln~' nf between 
16,00  ··  20,000  jobs  over  ~e period  1987  - ~5.  Milnufac:turing output is 
cttimated to bQ betwQQI\ 2 and /.6 pP.rc:P.nt lower than it would otherwise have 
been.  Not surprisingly major Scottish defence  equipment  supplit!r~ -lll1vt: 
reduced capacity and sought to  improve productivity.  Betwet~IL 9,000  i:u1.d 
11,000 of the jobs lost are likely to be in  II"LanufaLtu.ciJ.L~ ludu.su:les.  Most have 
~ub~tantially reduced their wurkfur~e lJ.'t  U1e  tece.Ll.l past and are considering 
export and diverslficatiuu uypotlwlities. 
Th~ Scottish  Defence  Initiative  is  a  three  ycilr ·operational programme 
·  d~vd.oped by an integrated tea.m from Scot&h EntCipri£e directoratG!S and the 
three loc:al enterprise c:omp.uUC!s in Scotland'  5 most dafRnce depQl'\d.Qnt areas, 
namely Fife  Enterprise, Glasgow  Devalopmant .Agency,  and  Lothian  and 
Edinburgh EnterprisQ  Limited.  The  programm~, addrPSSP~ thP.  needs of 
companies,  communitie2s  and  tndivirlual~  thrnugh  initiatives  including: 
company  adjustment  anrl  new  commercial  development;  economic 
developmant tor !oet~  I c-nmmurdties; and retraining and skills adjustment fur 
individuals.  · 
4.  Conc-ept supporting the STRIDE  pruj~c..1 
It has been recugui.st:d  U1at industrial diversification i! a high risk strutcgy 
requiring cuusicleJ.·able  resources, a  cultural transformation tmd corporate 
~u.uw:Li.Lo.l.e.&.lt.  This  ~tride project nim:;  to trono£cr  tcc:hnolo;y, not through 
product di~ifi~tion  within defence companies, but by utilising the skills of 
individuw gained in defence  c:om.paniQ;  to  enhance the performance ot 
SMEs. 
11M believes that "people transfP.r i!=  thP. most E'ffPrtivP mP.thod of technology 
tramfe~. Concept supporting the STRIDE project (cont) 
Our project is  based on the . concept of achieving technology  transfer by 
applying  the  skills  of  individuals  from  defence  and  high 
tec:hnologycompanies to Scottish manufacturing SMEs.  These key people are 
enabling  SMEs  to  increase  their  performance  and  profitability  by 
complementing  their  existing· entrepreneurial  skills  with best  practice, 
technology and systems from world-class companies. 
The approach is to the mutual benefit of the SME and the Objective n: area in 
which. they are located.  Retention of high technology skills in the economy of 
Objective n areas is a key objective as is culture change of both the SME and 
participating individual.  Career development of individuals involved in the 
project is also a high priority. 
5.  Implementation of Stride Project 
In each year of the two yeax project ITM appoints eight business executives tb 
act  as industrial advisors  to  S~  in Objective II areas.  An individual 
remains on the programme for twelve months and undertakes two or more 
placements with participating SMEs.  All the in:dividuals recruited to the 
project have previously worked in world-class defence or high technology 
companies and were either. unemployed; likely to fac:e redundancy; or  under-
employed in their current position in terms of skills and expertise. 
The participants in the programme are all high-calibre senior executives with 
responsibility levels ranging from middle managers to managing directors 
and chief executives.  Their academic backgrounds range from first degrees. to 
higher degrees including Master of Business Administration ac.d Doctor of 
Philosophy.  The participants range in age from 41 yea:s to 55 years. 
The Stride project is divided into three main elements: a four week induction 
and awareness  couxse  delivered by ITM  prior to the  participants being 
introduced to  suitable companies;  40  weeks  placement with SMEs  with 
ongoing ITM support and monitoring; and regular group review and· project 
evaluation.  This format is repeated in each year of the programme. 
To facilitate the effective integration of the participants  into SMEs, a formal 
induction and awareness programme was created by IT!v!.  The aim of the 
·programme was  two-fold:  firstly,  to  provide  the  participants  with the 
professional tools and knowledge relevant to SMEs and secondly, to facilitate 
the culture shift between a) large defence and high technology companies and 
companies involved in civilian production and b) between large corporate 
organisation and Slv!Es. 5.  Implementation of'  Stride Project (cont) 
The  one-month  programme  included  modules  on  supply  chain 
management, technology for small businesses, human resource management, 
strategic planning for SMEs,  culture change and the management of c:ha.nge, 
financial  management,  production  management  control  and  optimised 
production technologies. 
In establishing placements IIM identified suitable SMEs in Objective n areas. 
Those taking part in the project are recognised as companies with significant 
growth potential with senior  management  committed  to  realising  this 
potential.  Placement projects were dearly defined by the participating S:ME in 
agreement with ITM. ·Included in the project specification were milestones, 
deliverables  and criteria for  success.  Throughout the placement periods 
regular two weekly contact was maintained with the ITM advisor and the 
company.  Quarterly programme reviews are held to evaluate progress and 
are  attended  by  the  participants,  sponsoring  bodies,  ITM  staff  and 
representatives of the S:M:Es.  As part of the review the participants present 
the achievements and progress against the project schedule. 
6.  Benefits and achievements 
This  programme provides  SM:Es  with the opportunity to  gain access  to 
knowledge which would be difficult to source and fund otherwise. 
Specific  benefits  to  SMEs  involved in this Stride  project have included: 
increased gross  margin, increased  sales  to  existing customers, improved 
customer service,  improved production planning and  control leading to 
improved delivery, 
Individual  case  studies  will be presented to  illustrate  the benefits  and 
achievements of the project. IVe Conference Stride 
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-
1  •  L'environnement  economigue  et  industriel  des  tres. petites 
entreprises  lorraines 
Marquee  par  sa· structure  industrielle,  construite  sur  ses  ressources 
naturelles,  la  Region  Lorraine  a  engage  des  1971  une  action  de 
conversion et de diversification des tres petites entreprises de  production 
et de services. 
Cette action, initiee par le Ministere de 1  'Artisanat et le Commissariat a  Ia 
Conversion lndustrielle de Ia Lorraine, devait permettre aux tres petites 
entreprises de survivre et de  se developper malgre les pertes de marche 
engendrees par les restructurations  de  la  siderurgie,  des  houilleres,  du 
textile, de la filiere bois et ameublement. 
Deux mille entreprises de un a  vingt salaries etaient concernees. Le bilan 
de leurs competences presentait des atouts et des handicaps sur lesquels il 
fallait asseoir une nouvelle strategie. 2. 
Les  at  outs  etaient  reels,  ils  alliaient  Ia  ~ouplesse,  Ia  fie  xi bilite, 
l'adaptabilite des structures ala presence d'une main-d'oeuvre abondante, 
formee aux be  so  ins specifiques du donneur d'  ordre. 
Les  handicaps  etaient  importants,  Ia  capacite  manageuriale  etait 
anesthesiee par des decennies de dependance, les structures internes des 
entreprises etaient inexistantes, toute I' information exteme etait apportee 
par Ie donneur d'ordre unique, la technologie etait imposee, !'innovation 
se faisait chez le donneur d'ordre. La structure financiere de l'entreprise 
faisait apparaitre des insuffisances graves au niveau des fonds propres. 
2  - La problematigue 
La question existentielle se posait en termes simples, a savoir comment 
assurer  Ia  survie  et  la  perennite  d'  entreprises  "mono-industrielles", 
sachant qu' elles ne disposaient ni  des moyens humains,  ni  des moyens 
financiers,  ni  des  moyens  technologiques  necessaires pour engager une 
demarche  de  conquete  de  nouveaux  marches,  avec  des  chances 
raisonnables de succes. La diversification ne pouvait se faire ni  avec les 
memes clients, ni sur les memes produits. Les donneurs d'ordres possibles 
n'  etaient pas implantes en Lorraine, mais sur tout le territoire national. 
En fait,  to us les problemes se posaient avec le meme imperatif d 'urgence, 
qu'il s'agisse de mettre en place une nouvel)e politique commerciale, une 
nouvelle politique produit, une nouvelle approche technologique. 3. 
3  - Elements  de  reponse  strateaique 
En  fait,  face  a I  'impossibilite  de  laisser les  PMI  et  les  tres  petites 
entreprises  prendre  seules  leur  destin  en  m~in et  d'  assurer  leur 
conversion,  l'Etat  a  decide,  par  1  'intermediaire  de  1a  Delegation  a 
I'  Amenagement du  Territoire et a  I'  Action Regionale,  de jouer le  role 
d'agent commercial, tout en mettant en place les techniques de transfert, 
qu'il s'agisse de transfert technologique, de savoir-faire, de formation des 
hommes. 
Concretement, a  1  'instigation de Ia DA TAR, de grands groupes industriels 
ont confie des commandes importantes aux petites entreprises lorraines, 
en depechant des cadres, des techniciens, pour preparer les entreprises, 
definir les investissements, former le personnel. 
4  - Resultats  obtenus et situation actuelle 
Entre 1978 et 1988, plus de 1.000 emplois ont ete crees dans les PMI et 
les  tres  petites  entreprises,  dans  des  secteurs a haute  technologique 
(armement, aeronautique, espace, automobile). 
Les transferts technologiques ont ete particulierement efficaces dans les 
branches  mecaniques  et electroniques,  et  ont  induit  les  entreprises a 
s'engager  dans  des  actions  de  diversification  de  mieux  en  mieux 
maitrisees. 
Cependant, dans ce constat globalement positif, Ia position de la tres petite 
entreprise etait restee tres precaire, car les elements de fragilite n'avaient 
pas ete maitrises et c'  est ce qui a conduit CEA TLOR a s 'engager dans le 
programme STRIDE. 4. 
En effet, les chefs d'entreprises, avaient opere un transfert technologique, 
mais  celui-ci  realise,  ils  se  comportaient a nouveau  en  sous-traitants 
privilegies  de  grands  groupes,  et  se  cantonnaient  dans  une  position 
d'attente de conunandes, de conseils, d'information technologique. 
II - LE PROJET STRIDE 
POUR LES  'fRES PETITES ENTREPRISES 
1  - Sensibilisation  et preparation  au  transfert de  technolo&ies 
A  la difference du  transfert de  technologies  realise dans  les  relations 
donneur d 'ordres - sous-traitants, dans lequel Ia tres petite entreprises est 
totalement dependante, Ia volonte exprimee par CEA  TLOR dans le pro  jet 
STRIDE est de sensibiliser les entreprises pour les preparer a envisager 
seules les transferts de technologies necessaires a  court et moyen terme. 
L'  ambition affichee es.t de favoriser I' emergence ou le developpement des 
capacites d'anticipation des chefs de petites entreprises. 
Cette capacite d'anticipation, si elle existe dans l'entreprise, permettra de 
mesurer les evolutions previsibles du marche, et de s'y preparer. 
Dans le meilleur des cas, elle pourra faciliter le passage de I' etat de sous-
traitant a  eel ui de partenaire. 
Parfois,  elle pourra engager I'entreprise vers  Ia  realisation de produits 
pro  pres. 5. 
Les  moyens  qui  ont ete  mis  en oeuvre ont ete  tres  diversifies,  et ont 
obtenu des resultats tres variables : 
1  - Information par courrier avec  coupon-reponse : toutes les 
entreprises des zones de conversion ont ete destinataires de documents 
d'information generaux et specifiques 
Resultat : moins de 1 %de demandes d'information 
complementaires ou de conseil. 
2  - Diffusion  d'articles  redactionnels  dans  les  revues 
professionnelles  specialisees  des  Chambres  de  Me~iers sur 
des  themes  divers  :  machines a commande  numerique,  robotique, 
domotique, etc ... , avec coupon-reponse 
Resultat : taux de reponse quasi-nul. 
3  - Organisation  de  reunions  par  branche  professionrielle : 
le  taux  d 'accroche entre  le  nombre  d 'entreprises  contactees  et le 
nombre de presents se situe entre 5 et 20 %. 
4 - Visite directe d'entreprises avec ou sans prise de  rendez-vous 
prealable  :  1' accueil  a  ete favorable  et  a  donne  lieu a diagnostic 
technologique dans 90 % des cas. 
Deux ingenieurs ont ete affectes a  cette taches a  temps plein pendant une 
annee,  et  ont  pu  visiter  400  entreprises,  soit  20  %  du  vivier  des 
entreprises des zones de conversion. 
Un commentaire peut etre fait quant aux techniques d'approche utilisees. 6. 
Le chef de Ia  tres petite entreprise n'est pas receptif a !'information qui 
lui  parvient par courrier ou par l'intermediaire de magazines, sauf si  elle 
repond a  un besoin concret qu' il a deja identifie. 
Encore trap souvent, Ia  tres  petite entreprise n'a pas de  tradition ou de 
culture ecrite.  L'information est orale,  qu'elle soit interne ou externe. 
C'  est ainsi  que  toute  I  'information technologique est  apportee  par les 
fournisseurs ou les clients, a !'occasion des relations commerciales.  Le 
recours au conseil exteme est rare  ; de meme, les consultants prives ne 
prospectent pas cette clientele de tres  petites entreprises,  generalement 
peu receptives ou non solvables. 
L'efficacite de !'approche directe a ete reelle et mesurable.  En effet, sur 
400  entreprises  visitees  et  qui  ont  fait  l'objet  d'un  diagnostic 
technologique Ieger, 
- 28 ont souhaite obtenir une prestation technologique approfondie 
- 5 .ant demande une intervention lourde aboutissant a Ia mise au point 
de procedes ou de produits 
- 19 ont depose une demande de subvention pour les aider a  realiser un 
investissement technologique (CNC, DAO, CAO, ... ) 
- 9 ont introduit un  dossier d'embauche de cadre technique (niveau 
BTS ou ingenieur) 
- 21  en_ ont profite pour engager une action qualite, avec pour ambition 
de parvenir a une certification aux normes ISO 9000. " 
7. 
Bien qu'il y ait parfois des doubles comptes, on peut considerer que pres 
de 50 entreprises ont exprime des besoins latents, et qui  avaient peu de 
chance de s'exprimer sans la visite d'un Ingenieur de CEATLOR. 
D'autre part, si Ia premiere visite a ete I' occasion d'une reflexion orientee 
par  I'Ingenieur,  elle  a  aussi  permis  de  rompre  l'isolement des  chefs 
d'  entreprises. 
Volontaire ou  non,  cet isolement est vraisemblablement une des causes 
essentielles  de  Ia  sclerose  des  capacites  manageuriales  du  chef 
d'  entreprise.  La creation de  liens priviligies va ainsi  etre le  moteur de 
!'organisation d'une veille technologique informelle. 
2  - Evolution  des  besoins  de  formation  technolo&igue  dans  Ia 
tres  petite  entreprise 
1.500 plaquettes d'  offre de formation ont ete adressees aux entreprises de 
mecanique,  de  domotiq.ue,  du  bois,  afin  d'  eval uer  les  besoins  des 
entreprises et de repondre a  leur attente. 
Compte tenu du faible taux de reponse, seulement trois stages regroupant 
25 personnes ont pu etre organises. 
11  a alors ete decide d'abandonner cette demarche d'offre non adaptee a  Ia 
realite de Ia tres petite entreprise. 
Ces resultats negatifs sont a  rapprocher de Ia culture personnelle des chefs 
d'  entreprises. 
eo 8. 
En  effet,  dans  ces  entreprises  essentiellement  a statut  personnel, 
generalement creees par le  chef d'entreprise lui-meme, le niveau moyen 
de formation est bas.  La moitie des chefs d'  entreprises ont un  niveau de 
formation equivalent au  Certificat d'  Aptitude  Pr~fessionnelle, dix  pour 
cent seulement ont un niveau BAC ou Brevet de Maitrise. La majorite des 
membres du personnel est formee dans I  'entreprise, sans faire appel aux 
structures de formation continue. 
Ces publics sont peu demandeurs de formation, consideree non comme un 
investissement, mais comme une  perte de temps.  La difficulte est done 
d 'evaluer  les  be so ins  en  formation  en  tenant  compte  non _pas  des 
declarations  du  chef d'  entreprise,  mais  de  I' equi  pement existant,  des 
marches traites ou previsionnels, des qualifications actuelles du personnel. 
II  convient done d'adopter Ia  meme demarche que celle adoptee  pour 
!'action de sensibilisation, c'est-a-dire d'engager une visite systematique 
des entreprises. 
3  - Le  transfert  de  technolo&ies  par  Ia  creation  d 'un 
partenariat avec  une  ecole  d'in~:enieurs 
Traditionnellement, pour les raisons evoquees precedemment, les ecoles 
d'ingenieurs et les tres petites entreprises se rencontrent difficilement. Si 
le  chef d 'entreprise craint de perturber son entreprise par un  apport de 
matiere grise, le jeune ingenieur evite Ia pet_ite entreprise car il n 'y trouve 
pas de plan de carriere, ni  de niveau de remuneration satisfaisant. Selon 
une etude recente realisee par l'Institut Superieur des Metiers, il apparait 
que  seulement 30 %  des  petites entreprises de  fabrication  de  produits 
industriels ou de  consommation ont dans  leur personnel  une  personne 
ayant un niveau de Technicien ou Technicien Superieur, et que seules ces t 
9. 
entreprises font  etat  d'innovations  technologiques.  II  est done  verifie 
qu'une relation etroite semble exister entre les capacites d'innovation et le 
niveau de formation du chef d'entreprise et de son personnel. 
Ces  observations  justifient  les  efforts  que  nous  engageons  pour 
rapprocher  les  eleves-ingenieurs  et  les  responsables  des  tres  petites 
entreprises.  Nous avions fixe  un  objectif qui  consistait a engager cinq 
actions de partenariat. 
A ce jour, les cinq contrats sont signes ; ils se materialisent par Ia prise en 
compte d 'un probleme technologique identifie dans I' entreprise, par une 
equipe de deux ou  trois ingenieurs encadres par un  professeur de I  'Ecole 
Nationale d'lngenieurs de Metz. 
III - CONCLUSIONS 
1 - Compte tenu du caractere specifique de Ia tres petite entreprise, seule 
une approche systematique et individuelle est susceptible d'apporter des 
resultats : 
- elle apporte les informations, resultat d'une veille technologique 
- elle realise le diagnostic 
- elle preconise des solutions 
- elle met en place les propositions de transfert technologique. · 10. 
2  - La tres  petite entreprise est un  gisement  inexploite d'innovations 
technologiques, 15 % des entreprises diagnostiquees presentent apres une 
rapide analyse, une opportunite de developpement technologique. 
3- La faiblesse des structures internes de recherche, de methodes,  peut 
etre  compensee  par  des  ressources  humaines  externes,  issues  de 
I  'Universite et des Ecoles d'Ingenieurs. 
4 - L 'approche des besoins de formation, Ia formalisation des off  res de 
formation sont globalement inadaptees. 
, 
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(30)  31  99  25  93 The demand fer a sound sol testing  prOlJi am  In  Gra8ce  Is conttnuously 
Increasing. Farmers,  on  the one hand, are Interested in  applying  the  optimum 
amount  af  fertilizer  to  their  crops,  thus  saving  money  and  effat  while 
maintaining  the fertility  status  of  thatr  SOils.  The  public  sector.  on  the  other 
hand,  is  increasingly  concerned  about  health  hazards  associated  With 
axes ssiw amounts of toxic aubstancas in foodstuff and the environment. 
The  existing  situation  In  Grsece  and particularty  In  nor1ham ar8as  suCh 
as Macadonla and Thrace, with  respect to  Sail  Tasting and Plant Analysts 
and to Residues of PestiCideS in water, sell and food products is as follows: 
1. There is an ever increasing demand for d  tasting and plant analysis. 
2. The  curent and futtn needs far the above ~  cannot be met 
by the axistlllg InstitUtions and faclftles. 
3. Excess fer11TIZ8tion and soil-tare  beccrring a serious 
problem to the anvara~  ment, to the farmat's rascx.r'C8S and to the 
public health. 
4. There Is a lade of pei'IQI rte1 With well astabllsh8d 8xpertise on soil 
fertiBty prcblems. Consequently. proper guidance tD the farmers is 
mis9fng.  There is also lack of qualtfted personnel and modem 
fadlities for canducting Investigation on an agrochsnlcals used in · 
agrtcunuraJ practiCeS. 
5. There Is a vital need fer studying and mcntahiQ tte residues of an 
kinds of pesddctes that might put In danger the water quaftty of local 
underground 8Dd surface raavairs  ..  1  t  Is wonh mentioning at this 
point that several lakes ( Agtos Vaslllos - VoM, etc  .• ) and rivers 
(such as: AldcB, Aliakmon, etc.,) of the area are protected.by the 
lntemaaanal Agreement RAMSAR. 
and finally: 
6. There is ~  naad far the daValopment of-
nee essary to support a1vironmenta1 and residue studies involving an 
the naw pesticides that apply for regisbation In Greece. 
Tbe undertaken rasarch and derlelapn  aent proJect Is  tntanded to 
contribute to the solution of the afaramantlonad prablartiS by: 
1.  Establlshtng a wall orgas llzad  age utech  ileal laboraby In the valley of 
Thessalonlci,  equipped  with  fully  autcmated  Instruments  and  capabl4  of 
handling 20 • 30.000 soli and plant samples plus up tD 10.0DO residue anatysas 
per year.  The laboratory  w11  operate In  close ccopet  atioo with scientists and 
researchers  of  other  Governmental  instftutlons,  and  with  tha  Aristotalian 
University  of· Thesssalonikl.  Its  activities  will  include  soil  and  plant  analysis, 
water analysis and reSidue cletlrmlnatlon. aiming at: 
85 a. Evaluating and racarnnendlng app'Opliate ferUDzatlon strategies 
under the existing local conditions. 
b. Suggesting maaa.rres fer lmpl ovement of ·problem· sells. 
c. Determining safe levels of pesticide residues In the soli, water and 
faod~cts. 
d. Providing technical data and lnbmatlon to be used as guidelines In  . 
the preparaticn of directives fer the control of chanical residues the  · 
cculd be hazardous to the public health.  · 
2.  Training  pe1'8011nel and creating  a  task force  capable  of con ft outing 
with the existing problems efficiently. 
3. Adopting techniques and laboratary methods fer the 8313 e  ssment of the 
nutrtent status of soils and pestiCide residues, ccnapatlble with Greek conditions 
and in harmony with the ones used in other countries.  This way,  exchange  of 
results and  infqmaacn wtth Similar Institutions within  the European  Union  wtn 
became feasib181rultful.  ·  _- · 
4.  Initiating a  short - tam rrsraada  project aiming  at calibrating  three 
availability Indices for Fe, Cu.  Zn and Mn using representative soils of Greece 
and com as the expa  i11ental crap In a greenhouse pot expe~  in tent. 
5.  Initiating a. monltcrtng proga a  11  ala 1  *tg at desa ibing the pesticide status 
of surface and groundwaters af the Thessalanlkl vaney. 
A  Graak  flrm  (I<+N  Efthymbds, S.A.), Involved  In  the preparation  and 
drculatlcn of pesticides and foliar  fertilizers In  the Greek  and  fcnign martcet, 
undertook  the  realisation  of tt1e  above cbjacttves  by  expanding  Its  activities 
and  by  estabriShing  a  connection  with  researchers  and :scientists  of  other 
lnstib.Jtlons, namely, the Artstotallan University of Thessalonlkl.  In addition, the 
two  cooperating  teams  established  a  connection  with  similar  laboratories  in 
Europe (Franca. the Netherial ds) and Initiated two research projects which are 
In ·  proga ass.  The  buildings  for  the  lnstallabl of  the  aqLJiJ:rnent  are  almost 
complete  and  the  acquisition  of  modem,  automated,  fuly  computerised 
equ~ent  has been ac:tlievad.  The K +N Efthymiadls firm has also instaUad  a 
pilot  laboratory  and  hired  pel !a  a a with  the  objective  to. put  tha  equipment 
Into  cperatlon  and  train  the  peracnnCII  In  the  various  techniques  t)efcre  the 
AGRa.AB Is put into full 8C8Ie performance.  · .• 
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(33)  21  99  62  00 •  SITUATION GEOGRAPWIQUE : sur II  CtltA tf'Of'aiA,  r"rh rill Tunnelsoua Ia Mancha. 
• LE'  SAVOrJH~:AIAE SPECIFIOUEt  : lcs industries dele P6che, l'agro·elimenteire,  Ia  logistiquo,  lo 
moctical. 
•  Ll; PAOBLEMES  DE RECONvtROfON,  CON3tQUC!NC!S  NI!OATIYeS  DU TUNNEL,  DfS I'ROBLfMfS Of LA 
'ECHE ET DE L'AORJClJl.TURII,  IF.  POIDS  DE!t PME. 
•  liC POT&NTIELS  A  VALORI~En. 
• LA  CIBL~ : lea PMI 
• L'DBJECnF:  20 projetaaecnmpagn6s, lancament d'un mouvement aupr6s dt 150 PMI. 
• LEI  MOVENS  : f4d•ratJon dos comp6tencea locales dans un •centre de reasources•  anim~ 
Dlr Ia Groue-e Innovation de le  CCIBM . 
• LES  ETAPES  :  • unaihilb:a.tinn 
• Information 
· action 
• LE POINT D'AVANCEMtN'I  :environ 80  4J6 
•  •  fX!MPL!S V!CUS D'  ACCOMPAGN!MeNT D'INNOVATION DAN$ L!S PMI  LOCAL!$ : 
~  Innovation de groduit chez un petit tabricant de machines de condltlonnament 
10 Innovation de proceaa chez un eacalidteur 
e  innovation de prodult chez un eoneepteur de systtmes lnformatiques industrials 
Q  problemes de mise aux norma aurogeennas Chez un fabrlcant de machines 
egricole• 
•  C!S !X!MPLES PERMmENT DE MmRE EN £VIDENCE LE ROLE MOTEUR DU GROUPE INNOVATION 
STRIDE tN TANT Qut! : 
Q  partenalre de rdflexlon 
~  apporteur d'lnformationa 
e  accompaonateur dynamlaeur 
...:,  d6veloppeur de svnergles 
•  MAIS CflA S'AC:COMP.AONE D! QUELQUES REGLES  DU JEU  : 
~  do1 partonalrea motiv•a 
e  des hommea de t1rr1ln 
IQ un bon cllmat un 6tat d'esprlt poaltlf 
r:- un ongegement de confidentialit' 
~  un r61e important dei'ANVAR 
e  en amont, une d•marche co~rente de contacts lors dea con,.rencoa, de 
vicltoc progr:amm6os qui pcrmcttcnt do g"gncr Ia confionco ot d'invltor 
l'innovateur pntAntier A antr•r ttllnA lA  ornupA 
•  MAIS  IL RESTE ENCORE A  LUTTER CONTR! DES OBST  .ACLES TROP FREQUEMMENT RENCONTRES  : 
~  m•connaiscance des PMI dea queationc de propritt' lnductrielle 
~  las f'MI n'exololtant pas spontan6ment les possibilit6s de conseils et d'aides 
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89 1.  Introduction 
'Ontwerpcentrum'  Enschede  is a  Consultancy office for 
industrial productdevelopment.  It is founded  by Hogeschool 
Enschede  (  Poly-technic) . 
Essentially,  it supplies specified plans/ideas for product 
development  projects e.g.: 
*  a  good  described product  idea 
*  information about  markets/users 
*  developing product  specifications 
*  product visualisations  (  fast prototyping) 
Furthermore,  the  OCE  carries out  small  collective innovati-
on projects  for  small  industries  (less  than  100  employees) 
which  are not  so familiar with product  development.  The 
office has  an  intermediary role between education institu-
tes,  design  & engineering firms  and_ industry espacially.-in 
the  region of  Twente  (The  Netherlands)  and Munster  (  Germa-
ny) .  The  OCE  developes  a  sort Pied a Terre  formula  by 
carrying out product  development  activities for  small 
companies.  Students of varying institutes are  involved in 
the projects. 
2.  Inventarisation of projects/ activities and results 





4.  Discussion of results/procesfactors 
5.  Ingredients  for indentifying guidelines  to achieve  the 
goals.  (  Pied i  Terre  formula) IVe Conference Stride 
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(49)  30  31  42  20  14 Uberiegungen zur Technologieentwickhmg 1m Berliner Raum Wld zu elDer regionalen 
T~bnologiestiftung 
Ziel  regionaler  Technologicpolitik  muS  cs  sein,  daucrhaft  wettbcwerbsfihige  qualifizierte 
Arbeitsplatze  in  der  Region  zu  schaffcn.  lm  Berliner  Raum  gibt . es  kaum  eine 
technologiepolitische Aufgabe, fiir die kcin Forderprogramm existiert. Auch an Institutionen im 
Aufgabenfeld mangelt es offcnbar nicht. Eine expansive Entwicklung des B.erliner Raumes zu 
einer prosperierenden Tcchnologicrcgion ist abcr Ieider nur in schr vagen Ansatzen crkcnnbar. 
Das  Management strategischer Zukunftstechnologien  nach  Ponfoliologik uber cine  regionale 
Technologiestiftung in  "lean management und administration· erscheint als sinnvollcr Ansatz 
zur grundlegenden Verbesserung der Lage. 
Die Stiftung Innovationszcntrum Berlin kann die Keimzelle dafiir sein. Nach Min  ..  Vorbild 
wird ein MindestrnaB an Transparcnz iibcr regionale Tec:hnologiekompctenz unter Moderation 
der Stiftung geschaffen, um den Wettsttcit der ldeen, die Konkurrenz der Projcktinitiativen aber 
auch die Kooperation in gegenseitigem Nutzen der beteiligtcn Partner zu stimulieren. 
Ein interdisziplinirer Technologierat mit anerkannten Vertretcm von Wirtschaft, Wissenschaft 
und  VerNal tung  wirkt  als  oberstes  Aufsich~gremium.  Unter  der  Regie  kompetenter. 
Modcratoren fUr unterschiedliche Tcchnologiefclder (Cluster) konkurrieren und kooperieren die 
Initiatoren aus  Wirtschaft und Wissenschaft,  um  Zukunftspschiftsfelder bcsser fUr regionale 
Bctriebe zu erschlie8en. 
Als  Cluster regionaler Technologieentwicklung in Berlin und Brandenburg wetden Arbeit und 
Technik,  Biotechnologie,  Encrgietechnilc,  Informations·  und  Kommunikationstechnik, 
Lasertechnik/Optik,  Medizintechnik,  Mikroelektronik,  Neue  Werkstoffe,  Produktions- und 
Fertigungstechnik, Umwelttechnik und Verkehrstechnik genannt. Technologiecluster sind nicht 
als  abgegrenzter disziplinirer Aufgabcnrahmen, sondem als offencr ProzeB dynamischer und 
auch fachubergreifender Innovationsentfaltung zu vezstehen, dcr a  us regionalen Stiftungsmitteln 
nach Portfoliomethode unterstiitzt werden soU. R~gioualc: Tc:~hnuloiiCStinuni:en wurden  m K:tyP.m  (Finafl%ierung  iiber Ertcige  lnndeseigcncr 
Unt!.rnehmen,  Haus;h:1ltsvolumen  46  Min  OM  pro  Jahr,  jc:  ~ur Hiilfte  zur  Erhohung  de.C\ 
Stiftuu~skapiLals  und  zur  Prujek:tforc.Jerune,).  H;tci~.n-Wurttemberg (Steinbeis  Stiftung  fur~ 
Wirt.~ch~mfi:\~derung,  Hau£halttvolumen  1992  92  Mio  DM),  s~hleswii·Holstein 
(Stiftunpvcn:nogcn aus  V~1k.aur landesetgener Untemehmen  60 Min OM.  daraus  Ziasertrige ~ 
von 4 bis S Mio DM  ?.tJr  ~rnj~ktfOrderung) und "fhuringen (Anfangskapital1993 10 Miu DM) 
gegrundet. In Bnyem konntcn in den vcrg;luycnc:n zwei Jahrco mit S7 Mio DM  au~eP-~r:hiitteten 
Funlcrmitteln Forschun~projekte  von  in.~eea-~nu 200 Mio DM initiiort werden, die lndustric hat 
c;~lrt~r dazugegeben. 
Die  Stift~r  der  Stiftung  Innovatinnsuntrutn  Dcrlin  (ADL,  Berliner  Bank.  Berliner 
C<..,mmerzbank,  Dcu~~h~ Bank  Fili;1le  Bc:rlin.  Dra-..  ~cin~r Ban.K  in  Berlin,  undesbnnk Berlin, 
Schering  ACi,  Siemens  AG)" haben  srundsiitzliche Dercitscha!L  :ti~u~:tlisien..  fhre  Stiftun2 als 
sinen  Beitrag  dcr  privaLc::u  WirtschRft  in  ein · neue.~.  in  J;ir.h  sehliissiges  u~d  effizientc3  · 
Technologiekonzept der  ~~~gion e.in2ubringen.  Bei der Vcrlcihuog de$  !WJuv~tionspretses fUr 
Berlin  uod Brandenburg 3piclt die StifLuui-;  hc:n:its  heute eine  maBgehenci~ Rolle  ..  Mit  einem 
gegcnwani~c:n Kapitalstock der Stittune vnn 1.5 Mio OM  liegt d:1::  vcrfugbare Fordca "'ulumc:n 
pro Jahr ~h~r nur be.i 100 TDM. 
Banken.  Betriehe ::ms  Industrie  und  Handwerk,  IIIK:s  und  HK:;,  Untemehmensverh~  nt'iP.  und 
Gewerkschaften,  Univcx~itiiten  und  For.;chung~inrichtungen,  die  Senntsvcrwaltungen  Cut 
Finanzen,  St;:!dtentwickluns  und  Umwchschutz,  Vcll~.chr  und  Betriebe,  ·wissenschaft  und 
Ft)rschung,  Wia t.:;~tmft und  Technnloei~~ snwic  uie  entsprechenden  Brandenburge1  Mini~terien 
sind  t"Ur  ~in Netzwerk  technok•sicp<..,Iiti~chcr luilicuiven der  Re~ion !"Serlin  Brandenburg unter 
Modenstion dcr SLifLuu~ in efncm dynam1sd1~n Pruzt:B rmch Portfoliomethode zu gcwinnen. 
Der  Senator  fur  WirtschafL  uuu  1"echnnloJ:ie  de.~  I ;~odes  Berlin  hat seine  gruncbat;c.li~hc 
Dcrcilschaft  erklan.  we.~entJir..he  Anteile  seiner  Tcchnologie!Ucueruni  Qber  ein  solehes 
Stiftungsmodell  zu  renli3icrcn.  Dca- Senator  fiir  Wis,;ensr.:haft  und  Forschung  hat  seiuc: 
~iitwirkung au~ck1lndlit. Der  Vorstand  der Stiftung Innovationszeuttum Berlin .tiherregt  eine  -
Sat7.unl;sinderung,  di~ eine flexible  Ahwickrun~ von  Mittelherlcunft und  Mittelvcrwenduni iu 
s~rlin und  Drauucuburl!  cnlh.lJ:IICIU~n Sl\ll.  II IK  Berlin,  uvn  und  Oc:wcrlc.~cha"rten hnhen  c;fie  • 
Initiative zu eJnP.r regionalen  Technoln_£ic~tiftuut.; bcgrOBt. IVe Conference Stride 
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between University and S:MEs in the Fleld of Machine Design 
Summary: 'rhe research group on Co.mputer Aided Mechanical Engineering  Design 
of the above Institute and University in Northern Jutland, Denmark, in 1993 
initiated a  joint project in the  field  of Machine  Design  with  four  industrial 
companies in the same region: Danyard Aalborg A/S,  Aalborg Portland A/S, De 
Smidtske, and Pedershaab Maskinfabrik AJS. 
The project is entitled "Rational Dosign and Optimi?.ation''  and is  carried out 
under the auspices of EEC's STRIDE programme. The project has been allocated 
a funding of  approximately 0.4 MECU out of  a total project cost of 1 MECU for the 
period 1993-1995 (inclusive). 
The  sc:ientific  interests  of the  research  group  span  a  broad  spectrum  from 
fundamental research in methods and prohlen1s  o[ optin\u.m design to  subjects 
related to the integration of optimum design facilities into the engineering design 
environment. During recent years  the emphasis of the activities  has been on 
reseaTch, development and implementation of new methods and capabilities for 
analysis, design sensitivity analysis, rational design, synthesis and optimi1.ation 
of mechanical systems and. components, and the integration of these methods into 
standard CAD modelling environments. Dovelopment of methods which facilitate 
efficient use of traditional as well as advanced materials such as composites and 
FRP  materials  (:b"ibre  Reinforced  Plastics)  in  the· design  process,  have  been 
integrated into the research. 
It is the objective of the network that the results of the research activities be 
transferred to the industrial paTtneTs, and that the research group be inspired for 
new  developments.  '1
1hus,  the  project  is  a  collaborative,  two-way  technology 
transfer and exchange of experience which, inter alia, encompasses the following 
types of actions: 
the  research  group  transfers  to  the  participating  companies 
knowledge  on  rational  methods  of computer aided mochanical 
engineering desib'll and initiates the application of these tools in 
the companies tho  companies  transfer  to  the research group  their experience 
pertaining to  the application of the techniques  · 
in  the  industrial  environment,  the  research  gToup  identifies 
scientifically  interesting  problems  and  areas  where  further 
research and development is needed 
The  network  activities  of the  research group  are are carried out in close  co-
operation with each of the industrial compan.ies, and are based on identification 
and selection of suitable "cases·' in the form of engineering analysis and design 
problems pertaining to existing or future products whose treatment by_ the new, 
rational methods developed by the research group, may prove beneficial for the 
company. 
In turn, the assistance in the work on these "cases" is  expected to provide the 
research group  a  very  useful  feed-back  in  terms  of indications  of needs  for 
augmentations of the analysis and design tools  developed, and identification of 
problems of a more fundamental scientific nature that need to be solved very soon, 
or may be included in the plans· for future research. 
In the talk, the organization of the  network  activities  \vill  be  presented, and 
preliminary experiences,  results,  and perspectives  of the co-operation  will  be 
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Abstract 
A brief description of  the economical and industrial situation in Wales in the context of  science, 
technology, education and training will be giyen. The five STRIDE projects active in Wales 
provide a co-ordinated infra-structural support for SMEs whose contribution to the economic 
development of the region is of  paramount imponance. The networking and ongoing development 
of  the projects, listed below, will be descnoed: 
1. Development of  a Design and Technology Centre (Cannarthenshire College ofT  ecbnology). 
2. Strengthening Links with SMEs (University of  Glamorgan). 
3. Technology Audits and Innovation Database CVI elsh Development Agency). 
4. Technology Links (Welsh Development Agency). 
5. Strengthening Links with S:MEs (North East Wales Institute of  Higher Education, NEWI). 
NEWI's STRIDE project, to be discussed in detail, is building on the foundations laid by earlier 
initiatives. Action has been taken to utilise and foster  R and D and specialist expertise ofNEWI 
and its local partners in seiYices to industry. This includes assistance in problem solving, 
cfr.·ersification, prototype and technical development, EC program involvement,  collaborati~-c 
research and joint venture projects. 
Project management has concentrated on five ~ands  of activity. 
1. Identification of  principal  "products~ or "product groups", highlighting key expertise and 
facilities of  the Institute . 
. 2. Production of  marketing .literature. 
3. Internal marketing to develop individual specialists' industrial contacts. 
4. External marketing of  specific areas ofNEWI expertise in appropriate market sectors of  the 
North Wales Objective 2 area. 
S. Database development to provide a comprehensi"*'"C integrated base of  pro~ssionallcnowledgc, 
commeraal information and qualifications of  SMEs. 
Products that are now the subject of  targeted marketing campaigns to SMEs are as follows: · 
1. Manufacturing Engineering. 
2. Process and Product optimisation through analytical methodology. 
3. Materials Technology. 
4. !NOVA. -inno"*a.tion for profit. 
5. Quality assurance. 
6.  Computer systems, software and netWorks. 
Case studies will highlight  specific examples of  SME-assistance based on a selection of  these 
products.  ·  ... IVe Conference Stride 
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one approche pragmatique de cooperation avec les PME. 
Le contexte regional et industriel 
Au  Grand-Duche de Luxembourg, le programme d'initiative communautaire STRIDE vise 
deux cantons limitrophes de  Ia Belgique et de  Ia France, a savoir les cantons d'Esch-sur-
Alzette et de Capellen. 
Population: 141.000 habitants, soit 40% de Ia population du Grand-Duche. 
Etendue: 442 km2, soit 17% du territoire national. 
Cette zone comprend egalement Ia partie Luxembourgeoise du Pole Europeen de Deyelop-
pement (PED) de Ia region d'Athus (B), Longwy (F) et Rodange (L). Les actions entreprises 
dans le  cadre du  programme luxembourgeois de !'initiative STRIDE sont par consequent 
etroitement liees aux activites du College Europeen de Technologie (CET) duPED. 
Sur le plan industriel, cette zone a connu un bouleversement intersectoriel suite au declin de 
la siderurgie qui fut traditionnellement Ia principale activite industrielle du Grand-Duche. Au 
cours de I  a peri  ode 1970-1991, le secteur secondaire a vu le poids de Ia siderurgie au plan 
national se reduire de 65% en 1970 a  quelques 30% en 1991. Les autres secteurs industriels 
secondaires ont pu augmenter pendant Ia meme periode leur part de 35% a  environ 70%. 
L'industrie du secteur secondaire est actuellement caracterisee par une grande diversite de 
branches  industrielles  plus  ou  moins  integrees  (transformation  de  matieres  plastiques, 
produits mineraux non metalliques, construction electrique et mecanique, transformation de 
metaux, agro-alimentaire  ). 
Les entreprises etablies  dans  les  deux  cantons  formant  l_a  zone  d'objectif n°2,  sont, a 
!'exception de Ia siderurgie et de  trois autres entreprises, des entreprises de  moins de  500 
salaries qui possedent des  structures de·  gestion typiques  aux  PME/PMI, meme si, pour 
certaines, le critere concernant Ia participation au capital impose par Ia Commission des CE 
n'est pas rempli. Ce critere n'est d'ailleurs relie d'aucune fa9on a  Ia capacite d'innovation et de 
creation d'emplois des PMEIPMI concemees. 
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L'envergure du  programme luxembourgeois (1991-1993, environ 600 personnes-mois) est 
relativement importante: 
- cout total: 
- contribution FEDER: 
- contribution nationale: 





Pour assurer la  bonne  gestion du  programme, le  Gouvernement luxembourgeois a  cree 
l'Agence  de  Transfert de Technologie STRIDE ("Agence  STRIDE") qui  s'est etablie a 
Rodange dans l'irnmeuble luxembourgeois duPED.  La gestion de cette agence a ete confiee 
conjointement a  deux centres de recherche publics (CRP): 
- le CRP du Centre Universitaire et 
- le CRP Henri Tudor. 
Les ressources du programme luxembourgeois ont ete consacrees a  trois types d'activites: 
- gestion et animation de l'Agence STRIDE; 
- actions de sensibilisation; 
- projets d'assistance scientifique et technologique. 
Les activites de sensibilisation et d'assistance scientifique et technologique sont essentielle-
ment consacrees a  deux domaines: 
- analyse et traitement des surfaces de materiaux, pour environ 1/3 du programme; 
- production et ingenierie assistee par ~rdinateur (Computer Integrated Manufacturing and 
·Engineering, Cllvffi), pour environ 2/3 du programme. 
A cause du retard des decisions de la Commission (fin 1992), les activites n'ont commence 
que tres progressivement a  partir de fevrier 1991. Ce n'est qu'en 1993 que les actions ont pu 
atteindre toute I'envergure souhaitee, l'Agence STRIDE ne voulant pas engager des moyens 
trop importants avant !'acceptation definitive par la Commission du  programme propose. 
Cependant, !'ensemble des moyens prevus pour le programme sera definitivement e~gage 
avant le 31 decembre 1993, mais les projets continuerontjusqu'a la fin de 1994. 
L'action CIME du Centre Henri Tudor 
Principal operateur de !'action CIME, le CRP Henri Tudor a pu mettre au service de I'Agence 
STRIDE, ses structures de diffusion et ses reseaux de partenariat industriel, a  savoir: 
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• 
-son Centre de Ressources Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CR-CIM). Mis en place des 
1989, le  CR-CIM est guide par un  Comite d'accompagnement qui reunit les  partenaires 
industriels  et institutionnels  du  domaine  concerne,  et  notamment certaines  entreprises 
partenaires de !'initiative STRIDE.  11  dispose d'une infrastructure unique au  plan regional 
(Atelier flexible CIM) et qui correspond a un investissement en materiel de  1 !v!ECU et un 
investissement en  res sources  humaines  d'environ  150 personnes-mois. Depuis  1991,  les 
actions de sensibilisation et de creation de nouvelles competences ont ete menees a partir de 
cette plate-forme de demonstration et de recherche; 
-son Centre de Ressources Multimedia (CR-MM)  disposant d'un reseau de partenaires de ce 
nouveau secteur industriel; 
- !'organisation de  diffusion des connaissances S/Tec deja active au  plan interregional et 
transfrontalier, notamment dans le cadre du PED et de pro  jets COMETT. 
Les activites STRIDE auront mobilise jusqu'a une vingtaine de collaborateurs du CRP Henri 
Tudor, dont quatre personnes a temps plein. 
Lors de la definition initiale du programme luxembourgeois en 1990-1991 - dans un contexte 
industriel et technologique fort  different de celui de  1993-1994 - !'accent fut  mis  sur la 
production manufacturiere et ses aspects techniques. Sous l'effet des premieres actions de 
sensibilisation  avec  des  partenaires  industriels,  Ia  necessite  d'une  interpretation  moins 
restrictive fut etablie. Les actions specifiques du CRP Henri Tudor sont done du domaine de 
!'integration des processus industriels et professionnels par les technologies de I'information. 
Les technologies avancees de !'information sont en effet arrivees au stade ou elles peuvent 
potentiellement modifier !'organisation generale de l'entreprise, ses procedes de production et 
ses produits. Actuellement, Ia  penetration des technologies de  !'information reste encore 
souvent confinee aux taches administratives, a la conception assistee par ordinateur et a 
I'automatisation et au  controle du processus.  11  n'existe pas encore de methodologie ayant 
apporte ses preuves pour !'integration progressive de l'ensemble des processus de gestion et de 
production avec  les  technologies deja partiellement disponibles  que  sont le  multimedia 
integre par ordinateur et les systemes de traitement repartis. 11 existe done un grand besoin a 
•  Ia fois d'informer, de sensibiliser et aussi d'acquerir avec les entreprises le savoir-faire concret 
de I'application in situ. Les activites entreprises par l'Agence STRIDE ont ete  con~ues pour 
couvrir un spectre aussi large que possible d'aspects caracteristiques du  domaine conceme 
avec  un  certain  nombre d'entreprises :representatives de  la grande  diversite  industrielle 
rencontree dans les deux cantons mentionnes plus haut. 
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Lors de  la campagne d'information initiale, environ 100 entreprises furent contactees. Ces 
entreprises representent !'ensemble du secteur secondaire de la zone visee, qu'elles soient de 
type  plutot  industriel  ou  plutot  artisanal.  A  la  suite  de  cette  action,  des  activites  de 
sensibilisation ont ete menees avec  15  entreprises, dont 14 entreprises du  type PME/PMI 
(voir plus haut) et une entreprise siderurgique. Les entreprises partenaires correspondent a  un 
echantillon representatif de la zone visee par le programme STRIDE: 
- les secteurs d'activites sont tres varies; 
- leur localisation est dispersee geographiquement sur les deux cantons; 
- leur taille est tres variable: de quelques salaries a  quelques centaines de salaries. 
Les  secteurs  d'activites  representes  correspondent a la  fois  aux  secteurs  traditionnels 
(mecanique, chauffage, ventilation et climatisation, siderurgie, agro-alimentaire, materiaux 
non  metalliques,  transformation  de  metaux)  et aux  secteurs plus .recents  ou  nouveaux 
(informatique, electronique, multimedia, recyclage de matieres plastiques). 
L'envergure des activites de sensibilisation menees par l'Agence STRIDE est tres variable: 
- visite en entreprise et discussions technologiques avec les specialistes du CRP Henri 
Tudor; 
- inventaire des problemes CThffi au niveau global de l'entreprise (dans une entreprise, plus 
de quinze possibilites de projets technologiques furent identifies); 
- pre-etudes de certains problemes technologiques identifies; 
- stimulation pour la creation de nouvelles competences et de nouvelles activites dans les 
entreprises partenaires; 
- developpement et mise a  la disposition des entreprises de capacites de demonstration 
CTh1E; 
- developpement d'un reseau telematique specifique (CIMTEL ®)pour les partenaires de 
recherche de l'action CIME; 
- etude de marche et evaluation de produits CAD/CAM pour un groupe d'entreprises 
artisanales. 
Les activites d'information et de sensibilisation ont finalement debouche sur 8 projets tres 
concrets d'assistance scientifique et technologique.  Ces projets realises sur Ia periode 1992-
1994 ne sont pas encore termines en majorite, mais dans !'ensemble leur issue semble tres 
prometteuse. 
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103 Cinq projets portent sur !'amelioration et !'integration PB! ordinateur de precedes industriels et 
trois projets concement des produits integrables dans un concept CIME. Les sept entreprises 
partenaires pour ces projets sont toutes de type PMEIPMI ou de type artisanal. 
Principaux enseignements 
(1)  Patience et confiance sont les mots-cles de Ia cooperation en matiere d'innovation et de 
developpement technologique (IDT). Cela signifie d'abord que le processus de cooperation ne 
s'improvise pas, mais est le fruit d'une longue experience sur le terrain et que cela s'apprend 
avec  tous  les partenaires.  Cette  phase preliminaire doit  deb~ucher sur des  relations  de 
confiance mutuelle, la mefiance etant humaine et naturelle dans ce domaine. De ce point de 
vue, !'action STRIDE du CRP Henri Tudor a ete jusqu'a maintenant tres positive. La gradua-
tion des activites IDT y etait certes pour beaucoup: sensibilisation preliminaire par les centres 
de ressources deja existants disposant d!un bon reseau de partenaires, premieres entrevues ex-
ploratoires entre nouveaux partenaires, envoi d'un ingenieur de technologie dans les entre-
prises ainsi sensibilisees, inventaire commun des problemes a  resoudre sur le plan des techno-
logies, analyse des problemes les plus prioritaires et definition progressive des solutions tech-
nologiques en terme de projets R&D en cooperation. 
(2)  Pour la plupart des entreprises partenaires, I'  action STRIDE a foumi la premiere occasion 
de collaboration avec des laboratoires publics ou universitaires. 
(3)  On a pu constater que le principal frein a l'IDT dans les PME n'est pas d'ordre strategique 
ou psychologique, mais est tout simplement Ia rarete des moyens financiers. L'aide financiere 
publique, qu'elle soit nationale ou europeenne, mais qu'elle soit surtout substantielle, est 
pratiquement une condition necessaire pour toute action d'envergure. A ce propos, il faut 
esperer que le principe de subsidiarite continuera a etre ·bien compris par le gouvemement. II 
s'agit de resoudre les problemes d'IDT au meilleur niveau possible, qui n'est pas seulement le 
niveau europeen, mais qui est en !'occurrence aussi le niveau national sans limitation aux 
seuls cantons du sud. 
(  4)  Pour sa mission de centre d'IDT, le CRP Henri Tudor considere !'initiative STRIDE 
comme une politique d'investissement pour amorcer Ia cooperation avec de nouveaux_parte-
naires industriels de type PME dans une optique a  long terme.  La consolidation du partena-
riat sera assuree par les reseaux des partenaires que constituent les centres de ressources sec-
toriels du CRP Henri Tudor. 
(5)  Pour la presque totalite des activites et actions decrites ci-dessus, !'initiative communau-
taire STRIDE a constitue une stimulation indispensable. L'execution du programme luxem-
bourgeois a ete accompagnee d'une augmentation substantielle des effectifs disponibles pour 
la cooperation avec les entreprises industrielles. Dans !'ensemble, le principe d'additionnalite 
a ete parfaitement bien respecte. 
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105 AQUACULTURE DEVELOPMENT CENTRE: Examples or interactions with Sl\1Es 
(Researc:h, consultancy and trainine) 
STRIDE in Ireland 
The theme selected for the STRIDE Operational Programme for Ireland (1991-1993) was the 
natural resources area (i.e. agriculture, fisheries, forestry. tourism and aquaculture) as these 
resources comprise a very significant element of the Irish economy. 
The Operational Programme was divided into four sub-programmes with National and EU 
contributions as follows: 
Table 1.  Allocation of STRIDE Funds in Ireland 
National  EU  Total 
(MECU)  (MECU)  (MECU) 
Marine  2.65  7.98  10.63  -
Environment  1.25  3.2  4.45 
Forestry  0.33  1.0  1.33 
Food  0.22  0.66  0.88 
These funds were used primarily to up-grade and equip designated research facilities in these 
key sectors, thereby augmenting and  enhancinJ the services available  to resource-based 
industries which. in tum, would promote further development, employment, efficiency and 
competitiveness.  Within the STRIDE Marine sub-programme. the Aquaculture Development 
Centre was one of the designated projects and it ~eived  a total subvention of MECU 0.591 
The Agpaculrurc jndustzy in Euro.pe and lrcJand 
Globally,  the consumption of both  fish  and  shellfuh products  is steadily increasing. 
Production from wild fiSheries is vinually static, therefore, the deficit can only be supplied 
by a growing aquaculture indusuy. 
Within the EU, aquaculture annually accounts for 0.8 million tonncs (11 %) out of a total fish 
prOduction of 7.0 million tonncs (1988 figures).  The aquaculture sector yields products of a 
high value and quality which comprise 16% of the total value of the EU fah production (1.3 
BECU of 8 BECU).  At the same time, it should be highlighted that, even in 1988, the total 
value offlSb impons into the Union still amounted to some 5.1 BECU. The aquaculture sector is, thus, perceived by the EU as a means of complementing intem8.1 
fish  supplie~ and providing cxporu without the constraints of quotas and conservation 
measures associated with wild stocks.  To this end, the EU is actively supporting the industry 
through its  research programmes and  with  development grant aid.  As a  consequence, 
aquaculture is a rapidly developing and growing industry across Europe and is emerging as 
an integral constituent of the socio-economic profile, most particularly, of coastal areas and 
peripheral regions.  The sector is also typified by a preponderance of  small and medium-sized 
enterprises. 
In Ireland, the contribution of the aquaculture industry to  the economy has increased 
significantly, in recent years, when measured in tenns of output. employment and value of 
exports.  The Irish Government has ri&htly identifted aquaculture as a major growth sector 
and in a recent document produced by Bord Iascaigh Mhara (Irish Sea Fisheries Board), for 
the Minister for the Marine, the scale of development for 1993-1997 was outlined (see Table 
2).  A  major commitment to  research and development is essential to ensure that this 
potential is fully realised. 
Table 2.  Summary Statistics for the Aquaculture Industry in Ireland 
1991 (est.)  1993 (projected) 
Total production (tonnes)  27  .. 700  64.200 
Total value (IR£ million)  39.5  102.4 
Total jobs  2.600  3,700 
Aquaculture Deve}ppment Centte 
The  Aquaculture Development Centre  is located beside  its  parent unit.  the  Zoology 
Depanment, in University College Cork.  For over 20 years. research in the Zoology Dept. 
has focused on the areas of ftsh biology, aquatic ecology and aquaculture.  In 1987, the 
Aquaculture Development Centre was established to provide a fonnal structure in which to 
utilise the existing collective expertise and to co-ordinate activities in the field. 
Thus, the University recognised the national need for a  committed and focused multi-
disciplinary approach and has provided in the Aquaculture Development Centre a critical 
mass of  human and physical resources dedicated to this area.  The strategic role of  this Centre 
has been acknowledged by the granting of  significant fmancial support from State and EU for 
research  initiatives/programmes and  for extensive structural  developmentS ·(including 
STRIDE). 
1~}1 There is a small core group of managerial, scientific and administrative staff with further 
scientific personnel being recruited on a shon- to medium-tenn basis for specific projects as 
they  arise.  In addition, associate researchers are drawn as required from other units (e.g. 
Marine Engineering. Nutrition. Food Chemistry. Food  Eeono~ics, Marketing), within the 
University. to panicipate in certain projects and provide complementary skills. 
The physical structures of the Centre include general laboratories, workspace, offices and two 
dedicated aquaculture facilities, namely, a large experimental water recirculation unit with 
fish rearing tanks (on campus) and a marine pump-ashore facility with extensive tank farm 
(off campus).  The work activities of the Centre can be  grouped into a number of broad 
themes on the basis of existing expertise and past projects.  These include: 
- Optimization of  existin& cultured species: new production stratcpes 
- Ev~uation of new species for cultivation: site selection; growth and feeding sturdies 
- Health and disease: monitoring service; .histopathology; immune-diagnostics 
- Genetics: stock discrimination; broodstock development and enhancement 
·Novel technologies: artificial reefs; recirculation systems 
·Supporting initiatives: training methodologies; distance learning; image analysis 
In keeping with one of the underlyina strategies of the Programme, the STRIDE funding to 
the ADC was used to augment the existing infrastructural facilities by : 
.. purchasing new equipment 
- extending/refurbishing labspace 
• employing trained (core) staff to implement the programme objectives 
When integrated with existing facilities, they now combine to provide a greater technical 
suppon base with extensive capabilities which has enabled  the ADC to play a  more 
significant r~le in research, consultancy and training services tO the aquaculture industry. 
Research 
It is possible to loosely defme three categories of research. i.e. basic9 strategic and applied, 
and the ADC is active in all three areas.  Efforts are concentrated both on the Irish industry 
directly and on panicipation in EU research programmes with transnational linkages. 
For example, one of the major problems associated with the salmon farming industry across 
Europe is the sea louse parasite.  In conjunction with laboratories in Norway and Scotland, 
and funded by the  EU AIR programme  since  1~92, the ADC is participating in two 
complementary research projectS relating to this problem: • Development of a vaccine for sahnon against sea lice 
- Investigation of the ftsh mucosal immune system: this project aims to elucidate the 
fate in the intestine of vaccines delivered orally 
Many people believe that the only viable, environmentally-friendly, solution to the sea louse 
problem is a vaccine and the outputs from basic/strategic research, as in these two projects, 
could have significant economic and environmental benefits for the entire salmon farming 
industry in Northern Europe, not just Ireland.  Another EU AIR-funded, transnational, project 
examines the epidemiology of PKX disease in salmonids.  This disease, which primarily 
affects rainbow trout in culture, causes serious ongoing economic losses. 
There have also been significant direct benefits for Irish SMEs through more applied research 
underta.lcen  by the ADC.  Until rccentlyt the Irish aquaculture industry relied on a small 
number of species (e.g. salmon, trout, mussel and oysters) as is the case in many European 
countries.  It.was recognised that there were inherent risks and instabilities in such a situation 
and,  as  a  priority,  these  risks  would  have to  be  reduced by diversification into, and 
development of,  new  species.  In Ireland, a number of initiatives with this objective are 
currently underway and foremost amongst these are the developments in turbot fanning. 
When turbot farming  was  first  mooted  in  1991,  the  ADC  was  asked.  and  agreed,  to 
participate in a proposed concerted approach in conjunction with State development agencies 
and commercial enterprises.  The primary objective in 1991 was to detcnnine the biological 
and economic feasibility of turbot fanning in Ireland.  In the intervening years, the ADC has 
provided  a  complete  range  of technical  support services  (environmental  and  disease 
monitoring)  to  this emerging industry  and,  more  importantly,  has  undertaken  applied 
research  to  optimise  production  and  growth  in  the  Irish  environment.  The ADC has 
investigated through a series of interrelated ongoing experiments: 
• Growth rates of  farmed turbot under ambient and enhanced temperatures 
.. Comparative perfonnance of fanned turbot using various commercial feeds 
- Th~  impact of husbandry practices (e.g. feeding strategies) on growth of turbot 
• The proximate composition  of fanned as compared to wild turbot 
- The genetic composition of the cultivated turbot stocks 
This  work  contributes  to  the  overall knowledge  base and  will  hopefully  facilitate  the 
optimisation of turbot farming  in Ireland  as  the findings  and  recommendations can be 
implemented and tested in the practical sense in the associated commercial fanns.  A project 
to stan in 1994 is probably the most ambitious to date as it focusses on the development of a 
dedicated moist diet to maximise growth rates. Consultancy Services 
The  ADC  has provided a broad  range of consultancy services to  the  Public and Private 
sectors at both an national and international level. 
These services  are  provided  as  a result  of formal  commercial  enquiry  or  through  the 
competitive tender process.  All of these are normally targetted at the ADC's known areas of 
specialisation as indicated earlier.  In 1993, the ADC received a total of 21 fonnal enquiries, 
resulting in 10 (48tfo) consultancy assignments. and submitted S competitive ~nders  of which 
2 (40%) were successful.  The staff of the Centre also provided non-specific advice and 
general information to a further 28 casual enquiries:  this is considered an integral pan of the 
ADC's service a.s often it facilitates new entrants into the sector. 
The tender contracts arc typically for multinational commercial groups, involving projects 
with broad application, whereas formal enquiries come from aquaculture SMEs established in 
Ireland or those comtemplating establishing in the country.  The latter consultancies are 
nonnally concerned with fillin& infonnation gaps, resolving specific shon-tenn prQblems, 
canying out ongoing monitoring programmes and, very ocassionally, assisting with strategic 
development.  In addition, the state agencies may devolve certain duties to  the ADC on a 
temporary contractual basis. 
One of the more applied developmental projects carried out in 1993 involved the evaluation 
of the genetic composition of the broodstock in use by a large Irish salmon farming company. 
Having investigated the genetic profile of the stocks, the ADC were in a position to formulate 
a long-tenn breeding programme for the company which would ensure a viable acne pool 
with high heterozygosity. 
Irainin& Initiatiyc;s 
University College Cork has a long tradition of training in the aquaculture sector with the aim 
raising technological competence and meeting labour-market demands.  The Zoology Dept 
delivers a Higher Diploma and M.Sc. course in Aquaculture while the ADC specialises in 
continuing-vocational training and advanced training workshops. 
The advanced training workshops are targeted at the technical staff of SMEs and include such 
topical issues as: 
• Nutrition· in rish Farming 
• Aquacultural Engineering 
·Hatchery Techniques for Shellfish Fanners and 
-Turbot Farming In the area of continuing vocational training the  ADC is a partner in a EU FORCE pilot 
project with other participants from  Scotland and  Greece  The  outputs from  this project 
include a Training Needs Analysis for the industry as well as distance learning materials and 
test multimedia training packages for use on the farms. 
In 1991, the ADC prepared and submitted, on behalf of an Irish consortium, an application to 
the EU COMETI programme to establish a sectoral UETP for the Aquaculture industry in · 
Europe.  This proposal was approved and AQUA IT UETP  Ltd was established.  This  ... 
network co-ordinates training  and technology  transfer under the COMETI programme. 
AQUA TI, presently, has  some 230 members (SMEs, Universities and trade organisations) 
in EU and EFr  A countries with affiliates in Eastern Europe.  The UETP is also involved in 
projects in the LINGUA, TEMPUS and FORCE programmes. 
CONCLUSIONS 
In the ADC it is intended that the overall objectives of STRIDE can be realised, as evidenced, 
above: 
-participation in National and EU research programmes 
- providing enhanced technical suppon services to both Public and Private sectors 
- targetted industty initiatives 
However. it is most important that the functional role of units, such as the ADC, will have to 
be dynamic and will be market-driven serving the changing needs and solving the specific 
problems of  potential partners and clients Atelier n• 2 I Workshop n• 2. 
Developper les cooperations technologiques 
Developing technological cooperation 
President I Chairman : 
Hugh Logue, head of sector, DG XII, CCE, Bruxelles (B) 
Rapporteur I Rapporteur : 
Gilles Copin, consultant, CCR associes Ernst et Young, Villeurbanne (F) 
Arsenal - salle du Gouverneur ATELIER  no  2 
DEVELOPPER  LES  COOPERATIONS  TECHNOLOGIQUES 
Degager  les  orientations,  les  propositions  ou  meme  les  regles  pratique: 
favorisant  la  cooperation  technologique  entre  les  differents  acteur. 
d  I une  zone,  d  I un  pole,  d' une  region  sci  t  vers  1' interieur.  sci  t  ver: 
l'exterieur en  visant  !'interregional ou  !'international. 
La  cooperation  Pme/enseignement  efficace  sera  mise  en  evidence  ez 
faisant  ressortir  la  necessite  d'une  coherence  de  niveau  technologiquE 
entre  les  etablissements  et  les  entreprises  et  en  lanc;:ant  1' idee  dt 
developpement  de  transfert  technique  et  humain  (de  type  lycee: 
techniques  au  entites de  niveau equivalent). 
L'atelier devra  faire egalement  emerger  les criteres d'une collaboratio: 
efficace  et  reussie  en  proposant  des  niveaux  de  diagnostic  e· 
d'intervention. 
Cet  atelier concerne  des  actions  qui  s'inscrivent dans  la continuite  dE 
la sensibilisation et  de  la  conviction  pour  les  Pme  de  faire  un  effor· 
technologique. 
Au  cours  des  deux  premieres  parties  de  seances  seront  presentes  3  a · 
exemples  de  cooperations  technologiques  en  bonne  voie  faisant  interveni. 
une  grande  diversite d'acteurs. 
ORATEURS  ET  PARTICIPANTS 
- Etablissements  d'enseignement 
- Critt 
- Lycees  techniques,  eccles  specialisees 
- Conseils  prives 
- Clubs  d'entreprises 
- Associations  technologiques 
- Organes  de  transferts  technologiques  dans  les etablissements 
d'enseignement  secondaire au  superieur 
- Societes  de  transfert de  tec~~ologies. Lundi 7 fevrier 1994 I Monday,  7 February 1994 
14h00 - 17h30 I  2:00- 5:30p.m. 
Presentation de l'atelier par le president de seance 
Workshop presentation by the Chairman 
Josef Gochermann, manager, Optikzentrum NRW, Bochum (D) 
Faire croitre les competences technologiques des petites et moyennes entreprises en 
leur faisant connaitre les techniques de mesures optiques de precision. 
Enhancing the technological capabilities of  small and medium size companies by 
introducing precise optical measuring techniques and systems. 
Juan Manuel Vieites Baptista de Sousa, secretaire general, Asociacion Nacional 
de Fabricantes de Conservas de Pescados Y Mariscos, Vigo (E) 
Developpement d'un centre de recherches pour les industries de conservation de pro-
duits de la peche en Galice (Espagne). 
Development of  a research centre on fishing product preservation in Galicia (Spain). 
Jean-Claude Ettinger, administrateur delegue,  Optimum Management, Nivelles 
(B) 
Former les responsables de centres de recherche publics a cooperer avec les Pme eta 
gerer !'innovation. 
Training the leaders of  public research centres to cooperate with SMEs and to ma-
nage innovation. 
John Mellor, director of teamwork, University of Durham (UK) 
NETS: un reseau de reseaux dans le Nord-Est de l'Angleterre. 
NETS: a network of  networks in the North-East of  England. 
Discussion I Discussion 
Arthur Hunter, head of food process technology, The National Food Centre, Dublin 
(IRL) 
Soutien du programme Stride a  l'industrie agro-alimentaire irlandaise. 
Stride support for the Irish food processing industry. Claude Barlier, ·  directeur, centre d'ingenierie de  recherche et de transfert de 
l'ESSTIN, Saint-Die-des-Vosges (F) 
Introduction du prototypage rapide et de la CFAO dans les Pme. 
Introducing rapid prototyping and CAD-CAM  in SMEs. 
Rafael Ferre, professeur, Universidad Politecnica, Barcelona (E) 
Cooperation technologique entre un centre CIM de l'universite et les Pme de Catalo-
gne.  . 
Technological cooperation between a University CIM  centre and SMEs in Catalonia. 
Discussion I Discussion 
Mardi 8 fevrier 1994  I Tuesday,  8 February 1994 
9h00 - 1  Oh40 I 9:00- 10:40 a.m. 
Pierre Vanesse, president, chambre syndicale des entrepreneurs du batiment et des 
travaux publics, Valenciennes (F) 
Sensibilisation et partenariat technologique entre organisations professionnelles, 
entreprises du BTP et universite. 
Fostering greater awareness and technological partnerships between professional 
bodies, construction firms and the University. 
Pr Lambert Stals, general manager, Institute for Materials Research, Limburg 
University, Diepenbeek (B) 
Les projets Stride de la province beige du Limbourg. 
The Stride projects of the Belgian Province of Limburg. 
Pr Erick Granum, Laboratory of Image Analysis, Aalborg University (DK) 
Norbit: un reseau de Pme dans le domaine de la vision artificielle (controle-qualite, 
controle de fabrication). 
Norbit: a SMEs network in the field of artificial vision (quality control, process mo-
nitoring and control). 
Dr Ralf Grassow, managing director, Centre for Research and Development in 
Microtherapy, Bochum (D) 
TT en medecine et en technologie medicale dans la region de la Ruhr. 
TT in medicine and medical technology in the Ruhr area. 
Discussion I Discussion 
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TECHNOLOGIQUES  .. 
Mr. Jeff MARTINUSSEN, Danish Technologic Institute, Taastrup (OK) 
Les  reseaux  de  PME  technologiques  :  exemples  italiens,  danois, 
britanniques. 
Mr. Jean-Claude ETTINGER, Optimum Management, Nivelles (B) 
Former les directeurs de Centres de  Recherche  Publics a  cooperer avec 
les PME et a  manager !'innovation. 
Mr.  Juan  VIEITES  BAPTISTA,  Asociacion  Nacional  Fabricantes  de  Pescado, 
Vigo (E) 
Creation d•un centre de  recherches pour les industries de conservation de 
produits de Ia peche en Galice. 
Mr.  C.  BARLIER,  Centre  d•lngenierie  de  Recherche  et de  Transfert,  Saint-Die 
(F) 
Introduction du prototypage rapide et de Ia CFAO dans les PME. 
Mr. A. HUNTER, National Food Centre, Dunsinea, Dublin (lrl) 
R&D,  conseils,  atelier-pilate,  utilises  par  les  PME  du  secteur  agro-
alimentaire. 
Mr. R. FERRE MASIP, Universidad Politecnica, Barcelona (E) 
Cooperation  entre  un  centre  C.I.M.  de  t•universite  et  les  PME  de 
Catalogne. 
Pr. L. STALS, lnstituut voor Material Onderzoek, Diepenbeek (B) 
Transfert de technologie dans plusieurs domaines techniques : deposition 
en  phase  vapeur,  controle  non  destructif,  conception  de  produits  et 
fiabilite. 
Mr. VANDENBULKE, Chambre de Commerce et d'lndustrie, Peronne (F) 
Creation d•un pole technologique dans l•hydraulique et l'hydromecanique. 
Pr. Erick GRANUM, Institute of Electronic Systems, Aalborg (OK) 
Reseau  de  PME concernees  par Ia vision  industrielle  (decoupe,  controle 
de qualite, ... ) IVe Conference Stride 
Arsenal de Metz (France) 
7-8 fevrier 1994 
DOCUMENT  DE  TRAVAIL 
WORKING  PAPER 
TRAME  DE  L'IHTERVENTION  DE  : 
ABSTRACT  OF  THE  SPEECH  BY 
M.  Josef  GOCHERMAHN 
Manager 
OPTIKZENTRUM  NRW 
Universitatsstrasse 142 
D - 44799  BOCBUM 
(49)  234  97070 Kurzfassung 
Das  OPTIKZENTRUM  Nordrhein-Westfalen  - Steigerung  der  technologischen 
Qualifikation  kleiner  und  mlttlerer  Unternehmen  durch  Einfuhrung  priziser 
optischer MeBmethoden und -systeme 
(The  OPTIKZENTRUM  Nordrhein-Westfalen - Enhancing the  Technological· Capabilities 
of  Small  and  Medium  Size  Companies  by  Introducing  Precise  Optical  Measuring 
Techniques and Systems.) 
lm  lndustrieraum  Ruhrgebiet  finden  sich  die  unterschiedlichsten  produzierenden 
Gewerbe.  Allen  gemeinsam  ist  die  Notwendigkeit,  durch  technologisch  innovative 
Verfahren und Entwicklungen qualitatskontrollierender und -optimierender zu produzieren. 
Eine Kemtechnologie  hierzu ist die Optik, mit deren Hilfe beruhrungslos und ohne EinfluB 
auf  den  ProzeB  gemessen,  gepruft  und  beobachtet  warden  kann.  Die  extrem  hohen 
Genauigkeitsanforderungen  und  die  oft  ungunstigen  Umgebungsbedingungen  erfordem 
die  Entwicklung  und  lmplementierung  komplexer  optischer  Systeme,  wozu  viele 
Unternehmen derzeit noch nicht in der Lage sind. 
Wahrend der Bedarf an  Optik in  der Region groB ist, finden sich die meisten  Entwickler 
und  Anbieter  jedoch  in  entfemten  Gebieten.  Gleichwohl  ist  das  wissenschaftlich-
technische  Potential in NRW durch die greBe Hochschuldichte beachtlich. 
Das  OPTIKZENTRUM  Nordrhein-Westfalen will  diese LOcke  schlieBen.  Gemeinsam  mit 
Unternehmen  der Region,  gestutzt durch  das  Universitats-Know-how,  sollen  potentielle 
Anwender optischer MeBtechnik und optischer Systeme in die Lage versetzt werden, sich 
innovativ  weiterzuentwickeln.  Diesem  Zweck  dienen  gemeinsame  F+E-Vorhaben, 
Analyse und Systementwicklungen vor Ort, lnformationen und Technologietransfer, sowie 
die Qualifikation von Mitarbeitem. IVe .Conference Stride 
Arsenal de Me1z (France) 
7-8 fevrier 1994 
DOCUMENT  DE  TRAVAIL 
WORKING  PAPER 
TRAME  DE  L'IHTERVENTION  DE  : 
ABSTRACT  OF  THE  SPEECH  BY  : 
M.  J .M.  VIEITES  BAPTISTA  DE  SOUSA 
Secretaire generale 
ASOCIACION  NACIONAL  DE  FABRICANTES 
DE  CONSERVAS  DE  PESCADOS  Y MARISCOS 
Areal,  144-1• 
E  - 36201  VIGO  (PONTEVEDRA) 
(34)  86  433351 ledadin  llaclonal 
de f'abltcanaasde 
CDNSERVAS DE PESCADDS 
YMARISCDS 
(ANFICO) 
Monsieur le President,  Mesdames  et Messieurs: 
Messieurs  les  industrials  spagnoles  de  l'Asociaci6n 
Nacional  de  Fabricantes  de  c.onservas  de  Pescados  y  Mariscos  I 
ANFACO I  m' ont  donne  la  possibilite  et  le  grand  honneur  de  vous · 
exprimer  en  leur  nom  les  plus  chalereux  remerciements  pour 
f•invitation a exposer le role d'ANFACO  dans  le cadre  du  STRIDE. 
L 'Asociacion  Nacional  de  Fabricantes  de  Conservas  de 
Pescados  et  Mariscos,  ANFACO,  a  ete  cree  a  1 'annee  1977.  Cette 
Association,  reprend le travaux de 1.' ancienne  "UNION  DE  FABRICANTES 
DE  CONSERVAS  DE  GALICIA",·  cree  a  1904  en  faissant  de  la  defense 
integral  des  inte~ets profesionels  du  Secteur  transformateur  des 
produits  de  la peche  sa raison d'existance. 
Les  petites  et les moyennes  enterprises  ne  peuvent  pas 
restees  indifferents  au  process  de  montant  concurrence  survenu 
comme  consecuence  de  l'internationalization  du  marche  lequel 
suppose  le defile plus  important a repondre  a·notres  jours.  Ceci 
c'est dehors question pour !'Association que je represent,  et dans 
cet  sense  les efforts  qu•ont  ete faits  diriges  a la amelioration 
continue  du  niveau  concurrencial  des  enterprises  du  secteur 
transformateur  des  produits  de  la  peche  peuvent  etre  consideres 
comme  pionniers. 
Des  1 'origine,  cette  industrie,  qui  est  devenue  etre 
charateristique du littoral spagnol,  s'est placee preferablement a 
la  region  galicienne,  surtout  a la province  de  Pontevedra.  Deux 
circonstances ont produit cet movement  precurseur:  L'emigration de 
les  Catalans  vers  la  Galice  dans  la  premiere  dizaine  du  siecle 
XVIII,  en quete  de  la sardine,  disparue alors  du  Mediterranen,  et 
tres  abondant  au  litorel  galicien  et  le  naufrage  d •  un  vessel 
francais a  la baie de Vigo lequel emportait,  divers preparations en 
conserve qui revellait,  tout de·suite,  le desir d'emulation. 2 
Pour  donner  quelques  reseignements  de  la  Region 
galicienne on peut dire q'il est 29.434  km2  vaste,  ~a fait le 5,83. 
% sur le total national.  Sa population  a  1975  representait le 7,5 
%sur l'ensamble,  mais aujourd'hui il existe certaine tendence vers• 
la  diminution.  Pourtant,  la  densite  de  population,  environ  90 
habitants/km
2  il est superieure la moyenne  nationale. 
Les  characteristiques  les  plus  typiques  de  la  economie 
galicienne,  comme  sa  forte  dependence  du  secteur  primaire,  la 
manque  d'integration dans les differents etapes productives,  unies 
les  relativement  hautes  taux  de  population  ont  amene,  a 
1' incapacite  de  la  regi6n  pour  assimiler  touts  les  ressources 
humaines. 
Dans  cet  cadre,  l'industrie  de  transformation  des 
A  produits de la peche  a  suppose hier et de meme  aujourd'hui un tres 
important  facteur  de  dynamisme  sur  1'  ensamble  du  faible  tisu 
industriel de  la Galice. 
Des le debut de ses activities,  "l'UNION"  et apr~s ANFACO 
a  donne  soutenement  a 1'4ctivite des  industries  des  conserves  qui 
offrent des  characteristiques bien diferentes par rapport a  celles 
du debut du siecle. A ce moment,  il existait une fourniture tres en 
dependence  de  la  peche  cotiere,  au  litorel  galicienne,  une 
exploitation centree Ala sardine,  une man  d'ouvre abondante et pas 
chere dent le cout  ne represent qu•un petit pourcentaje au produit 
fini,  une  location preferente,  pour  des  raisons  historiques,  des 
usines  a la Galice  par  rapport  au  march6  spagnol  et  une  certaine 
independence  de  celui-ci des  facteurs  internationales,  surtout  en 
considerant un marche soit national soit international mains sature 
qui  celui  de  notres  jours. 
Maintenent,  pourtant,  le situation est tres different et 
on  pourrait  dire  tout  a  fait  opossee.  Les  nouvelles  sources  de  .. 
approvisionament des  mati~res premieres plus diversifiees ont fait 
changer  les  raisons  historiques  d' avantage  de  la  Galice,  et  en 
plus,  ont produit !•augmentation de la production.  Cela a  supposee 
une  indubitable difficulte,  au  meme  temps  qu'il  a  fallu  de  faire 
front a des defis comme  des besoins montants d'investissements des 
enterprises unies  au acces  aux marches beaucoup plus concurrantes, 
et  diversifies.  Mais  surtout,  aujourd'hui  on  peut  remarquer,  la 
forte  dependence  des  facteurs  internationels  comme  la de  plus  en 
plus  forte  concurrance  des  marches  plus  vastes,  parfois  satures 
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avec  des  prix  a  la  baissel  qui  suposse  des  problemes  de  face  a 
reussir la capitalisation necessaire du  secteur. 
Voici  I  vue  d' une  fa~on  generale  la  problematique  des 
industries  de  la conserve,  on verra suivant  comme  !'Association a 
structure  ses  ressources  humaines  et  materielles  et  comme  a 
collabore  avec  le Secteur a fin  de  donner  des  reponses,  a  chaque 
moment,  aux defis les plus  importants. 
L •  Association est conformee dans differents departaments, 
qui  travaillent  dans  une  continue  collaboration  en  dependance  du 
Secretariat Generale,  a savoir: 
1.- Dept.  Technique et de la Recherche. 
2.- Dept.  du  Commerce  Exterieur et Interieur. 
3.- Dept.  Economique-Financiere. 
4 . - Formation. 
5.- Assistance Juridique. 
6.- Service de  Documentation et Information. 
1.- Le  Departement Technique et de la Recherche. 
Le  6  Octobre  19491  le Joint Rectrice  de  "l'Uni6n"  prend 
la  decision  d'installer  dans  ses  dependances  le  Departement 
Technique et de la Recherche,  dedique.specifiquement aux problemes 
techniques et scientifiques lies aux processes industriels.  L'idee 
vient meme  du  comencement de la Union,  mais a cet momment-la il n'y 
eu des possibilites d'en demarrer l'idee. Pendant les annees trente 
on  demande  conseil  du  technique  fran~aise  Mr.  Cheftel  pour 
!'installation d'un laboratoire,  mais n•est pas  jusqu•a,  apres  la 
guerre mondial,  avec le debut d'une certaine activite exportateusse 
vers  1 ' Inglaterre  1  que  s'  on  posse  la  question  du  control  du 
produit.  Alors la fabrication des  conserves ete fait d'une  fa~6n a 
peu pres artisanal.  Pour mieux supporter les frais des analyses et 
pour aller a  peu plus loin en  commencent  a faire le control de  la 
qualite,  est  que  s•est  cree  le  Departament  Technique  et  de  la 
Recherche.  Depuis  sa  fondation 1  on  a  fait  au  meme  temp,  du 
assesorament  des  enterprises  sur  des  methodes  de  fabrication, 
formation  et  ameliorament  du  niveau  techinique  du  personnel.  Les 
travaux  se  sent  articules  sur deux  champs:  D•une  cote  l'etude et 
propose  des  methodes  d'analyse  et des  normes  de  qualite et d'une 
autre  cote  des  differents  travaux  de  la  recherche  appliquee  a 4 
echelle industriel. 
Pour  faire  un  resume  assez  vite  des  activites menees  a 
bien pendant les 44  annes d'existence du  "Departement"  on pourrait ~ 
signaler  la participation a la  reunion  convoquee  pour  la  OCDE  a 
Paris  en  1961  oil  on  a  traite  le  redation  d'un  document  sur  des 
normes  sanitaires  pour  le  poisson  et produits  de  la peche.  On  a 
participe  dans  le  programme  11Fish  Code"  de  la  FAO/OMS I  a  Bergen 
(Norwege)  plusieurs  fois  pour  discuter les  normes  de  la anchovie 
sardine,  then. 
Dans  le  domaine  de  la  normalization  international  des 
boites  metalliques  nous  semmes  allees a plusieurs  reunions  de  la 
ISO  (International  Standard  Organization) I  a·  London,  Sevilla 
Manchester,  et Stockholm.  A Vigo,  et au endroit  d'ANFACO  on  a  ete 
organise,  a 1985  une  reunion international  sur plusieurs matieres 
de  la normalization internationale. 
Auj curd' hui,  les  moyens  et  installations  ant  augmente 
d' une  fa~on  extraordinaire,  et  on  dispose  de  laboratoires  de 
bacteriologie chimie,  instrumentel,  On  a  fait un tres grand travail 
d•asistance  technique  aux associes et meme  comme  colaborateurs  de 
la  Administration,  avec  !'assistance  a  congres,  publications, 
formation du personnel,  mise au point de techniques etc. Au  mois de 
Octobre  1966,  la Direction  General  du  Commerce,  du  Ministere  du 
Commerce  compte tenu le travail deroule et sa speciallization prend 
1 'accord  de  reconetre  le  Laboratoire  de  l 'Association  per  la 
realisation des  analyses et peritages. 
Entre  1 'equipement  de  professionels  en  travaillant  a 
L'Association, et lies au Departement Technique et de la Recherche, 
il y  a  des docteurs et licencies dans sciences chimiques,  licencies 
en  sciences  veterinaires  et  techniciens  de  laboratoire,  en 
travaillant  toujours  avec  complete _ coordination  les  autres 
Departements. 
Dedans  les  fonctions  du  departement  il est  necessaire 
remarquer les suivantes: 
a)  Centrale et amelioration de la qualite. 
Services  analytiques,  sutenue  par  la  realisation  des 
analyses rutinaires et speciales des matieres premieres,  procces de 
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fabrication et des produits finis. 
- Diagnostique, planification et implementation des plans 
du  control  de  la qualite. 
Systemes  de  control. 
Control  de  la contamination et du  milieu ambiance. 
Surveillance et control des  fraudes. 
Homologation des matieres premieres. 
b)  Informes  techniques. 
c)  Deplacementes a les enterprises. 
d)  Departement  de la recherche. 
Leur propres  fonctions  sent les suivantes: 
- Faire  de  la  recherche  sur problemes  sectoriel  posses 
par les enterprises elles-memes. 
- Egalement  sur des  problemas d'interet particulier. 
- Prevision des  problemes a l'avenir. 
- Collaborations  avec d'autres intitutions  de  recherche 
nationales et internationales. 
- Recherche sur !'optimisation et reciclage des produits 
finis et dechets. 
- Des  autres. 
A  cet  momment  il  faut  dire  quelques  mots  sur  la 
proyection de futur de l'Association. Ace respect,  la apportation 
des  fonds  du  Programme  STRIDE  a  ete  decisives  de  face  a reussir, 
bientot,  unne vieille aspiration de l'Association comme  elle ~tait 
de dispposer des nouvelles installations,  pour mieux s•adapter les 
besoins  croissants  des  associes  et  d '.en  demarrer  des  nouveaux 
projects. 
Le  dessein  des  nouvelles  installationes,  beaucoup  plus 
vastes  par  rapport  les  anciennes,  permettra,  sans  doute, 
d'ammeliorer l'operativitite du  travaille.  Le  laboratoire il aur4 
des areas parfaitement definis et separees meme  quand le filosophie 
de  la  coordination et  du  travaille en  equipement,  rester! tout  ! 
fait 6gale.  Le  fonctionnement il va  demarr~r cette annee-la,  et il 
aura trois grandes  areas: Laboratoire  de 
biotechnologique  et  profit  des 
transformation: 
biochimique, 
dechets  et 
6 
transformation 
produits  de  la  ·' 
- Laboratoires des nouvelles techniques et methodologies 
analitiques et deroulement des  nouveaux produits. 
- Laboratoire d'instrumentation. 
AUTRES  DEPARTAMENTS  D 'ANFACO 
Egalement  important,  compte  tenu  1' esprit  de  defense 
integrale des interets du  secteur son les autres Departements,  par 
exemple: 
Departemente  du  Commerce  Exterieur et Interieur: 
Dans  notres  jours  les  produits  sent  concus  apres 
evaluation  des  besoins  a  satisfier.  Pour  ca  faire,  il  faut 
disposser  d' information  a  peu  pres  sur  les  caracteristiques  du 
marche,  (captation des clients, strategies de concurrence etc.  )  et 
du  auteur economique,  technologique et culturelle. 
Le  but  des  activites  il  est  liee  a  l'  adquisition  des 
etudes  de  marche  qui  vent  soutenir la pris  des  decisiones  comme 
evolution  du  marche,  habitudes  du  consommateur,  deroulement  des 
nouveaux  produits,  cherche  des  nouvelles  cannaux  de 
commersialization,  champagnes  d'image,  presentation  des  nouveaux 
produi  ts,  et  en  general  tout  ce  qui  concerne  A  des  travall.?'. 
socioculturelles,  economiques et tecnologiques lies au  secteur. 
Departement Juridique: 
Dirige  par  avocats,  s • est  ocuppe  de  1• assistance  pas 
seulement  pour  des  probl~mes  individuels  meme  pour  des  affaires 
sectoriales qui ataint !•ensemble du  Secteur. 
Departement  de  Documentation,  et Information: 7 
En  dependant directement du Secretariat General et selon 
le  cas  assesore  par  tous  les  autres  departements  deja  cites,  il 
prend  en  charge  les  fonctions  de  entretien et actualization de  la 
bibliotheque,  laquelle  possait  des  publications  sur  diverses 
matieres  scientifique-techniques  economiques  et legales d'interet 
pour  le  Secteur.  L'information  ci-joint citee il est difusee par 
moyen  des circulaires; bulletines;  telephoniquement A instances de 
quelque  departement  ou  a demande  des  associes. 
D'une  facon  reguliere  on  publique  un  magazine  qui 
contienent des matieres propres du secteur et d''ctualite. Tous  les 
nouvelles  d'interet  et  des  repportages  sur  diverses  affaires 
(politiques,  juridiques,  economiques,  laborales,  etc). 
Departement  de  Formation: 
Le  personel il est considere aujourd'hui comme  l'actif le 
plus  important des enterprises,  au meme  temp,  un personnel avec  un 
tres  bon  niveau  de  formation  permet  pas  seulement  de  repondre  le 
defis d'aujourd•hui aussi  de  s'adapter mieux  aux  continua  changes 
des  fa~ons a produire,  lequels  s•on  imposses par la evolution des 
procedures industrielles. 
Pour  tout  ~i,  ce  Departement  organise  regulierement 
activites  telles  comme  courses  et  seminaires,  conferences  et 
colloques.  Il y  a  deja fait plussieurs activites sur les suivantes 
metieres: 







Resources  humaines  et gestion du  personel. 
Direction generale 
Commerce  exterieur. 
Control et gestion de la qualite. 
Pour  mieux  derouler  cettes  activites  ANFACO  a  cete  de 8 
leur  propre  personnel  contacte  avec  de  profesionnels  du  mend 
patronal,  universitaire et administrative. 
Collaborations. 
ANFACO  n'a  pas  voulu  rester  isolee.  Compte  tenu 
1' importance  de  mantenir  un  flux  d' information  le  plus  vaste 
possible l'Asociation a  ouvert  ses portes a la collaboration avec 
d'autres  centres privees et publiques.  Bntre-eux on peut citer: 
Nationales: 
"Institute del frio",  "Institute de la .Gras  a  de Sevilla", 
"Institute  de  Investigaciones  Marinas",  "Institute  Espafiol  de 
Oceanografia". 
!nternationales: 
Institute  Portugais  des  Conserves  et  du  Poisson,  Institute 
Pasteur  (France) ;  Centre  Experimentel  de  la  Conserve  de  Panna 
(Italia),  IFREMER  (Francia)  TNO,  Holland,  et  d'autres  Centres  et 
Universites nationales et  ~trangeres. 
Monsieur le President,  Mesdames,  M~ssieurs: 
Pour finir,  il faut  remercier vottre amable  invitation 
pour participer a le IVe  Conference STRIDE.  Je voudrait vous faire 
savoir,  encore  une  fois  plus,  l'importance  qui  l'aide du  STRIDE, 
suppose pour tout l'ensamble du secteur de la conserve.  En  plus,  je 
vous  remeciez  de  avoir bien voulu m•ecouter,  et  je reste  a  votre 
disposition s'il vous desirez de passer quelque question. 
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1.  LA PROBLEMATIOUE 
D'une maniere generale, les centres de recherche ont  un role essentiel a  jouer dans  Ia  diffusion 
locale des competenccs technoJogiques. En particulicr, cette diffusion doit etre dirigee de maniere 
priviJegiee  vers  les  PME  compte  tenu  de  ce  qu'il  est  maintenant  etabli  que  ces  entreprises 
constituent  un  vecteur  efficace  de  deveJoppement  economique  via  notamment  )'innovation 
technologique. 
En Region Wallonne. il est apparu que les centres de recherche publics, en raison de leurs modes 
de  financement  et  de  fonctionnement,  n'etaient  pas  suffisamment  engages  dans  Ja  voie  de  Ia 
cooperation avec les PME locales, en particuJicr dans le domaine du deveJoppement et de Ia mise 
en oeuvre d'innovations technologiques. 
Les facteurs expJiquant cette situation dans les centres de recherche et devant etre pris en compte 
dans toute approche d'amelioration, tant quantitative que qualitative, de leur cooperation avec les 
PME sont multiples : 
- des orientations strategiques insuffisamment definies, resultant de contraintes en sens divers 
auxquelles ces centres sont soumis 
- des modes de financement ne stimulant pas toujours l'ouverture aux PME 
- Ia  meconnaissance des PME en general  et  de  leurs attentes en termes de  cooperation en 
particulier 
- des  savoir-faire  en  gestion  de  projets  innovants  insuffisamment  penetres  des ·contraintes 
economiqucs 
- une absence de demarche "comn1erciale" toumee vers l'entreprise de taille rCduite. 2 
2.  LA FORMATION. OUTJL DE DEVELOPPEMENT DE LA COOPERATION C.R.P .• PME 
Parmi  Jes  mesurcs  devant  conduire  8 une  intensification  de  Ia  cooperation  recherchee,  Ia 
formation  des responsablcs de centre de recherche constitue  Je  moyen  par excellence d'assurer 
une amelioration a  moyen et long terme. 
Pour  repondre a cette  attente,  cette  action  de  formation  doh  repondre  aux  caracteristiques 
suivantes : 
a)  avoir pour objectifs operationnels Ia correction des facteurs mis en evidence plus haut, i 
savoir Je developpen1ent 
- de componements manageriaux nouveaux en matiere de 
. reflexion et formulation strategique 
. mise en oeuvre d'une politique generale coherente au travers des 
ressources humaines existantes 
. orientation "client PME" de )'approche des utilisateurs du centre 
. valorisation des ressources en fonction  d~s attentes des PME 
- de savoir-faire tournes vers  . 
. les dimensions et contraintes economiques des projets d'innovation 
. le controle de Ia gestion d'un centre qui integre l'objectif de cooperation 
avec les PME 
.. de Ia connaissance des techniques juridiques et autres de cooperation technologique 
b)  compte  tenu  de  l'amp1eur  et  du  niveau  comportemental  des  changements  i  operer, 
s'etaler  sur  une  periode  sufisamtnent  longue  pour  que  les  evolutions  puissent  se 
declencher et etre accompagnecs 
c)  etre proJongec,  au  nivcau  de  chaque  centre  concerne,  par  un  accompagnement  de  la 
mise en oeuvre individualisee des changements suscites par Ia formation collective 
d)  etre accompagnee par d'autres mesures aux objectifs convergents. 
3.  LA FORMATION EN COJJ.RS PE  REA~lSA  TJO.N 
a).  Contenu 
~s  8 modules qui structurent ce contenu sont orientes vers les objectifs operationneJs decrits 
plus haul: 
I. Ia strategie d'un centre de recherche 
2. J•approche des utilisateurs du centre 
3. Ia faisabiJite cotnmerciale d'une innovation 
4. Ia cooperation technologiquc 
S. Ia faisabilite financiere d'une innovation 
6. le controle de gestion d'un centre de recherche 
7. Ia gestion des ressources humaincs 
8. Ja fourniture d'informations traitees et de conscil 
b)  Processus 
L'ensembJe du contenu dispense ci-avant est dispense 
- en un cycle long (  octobre-juin) de formation collective en 2 groupes limites a  l 0 
participants 
15) - en 8 modules de S demi-journees 
- selon un rythme varie 
. 3 modules en seminaires residentie)s 
. 25 seances d'une matinee proJongee par un dejeuner 
. interruption pour Jes conges scolaires 
3 
- en interaction avec des dirigeants de PME en formation paraiJeJe : dejeuners et un seminaire 
residentiel communs 
- seJon diverses methodes pedagogiques : exposes panicipatifs, etude de cas  reels, jeux de 
roles, ... 
- avec un prolongement en interventions individuaJisees d'assistance i  la mise en oeuvre des 
acquis de formation au sein de chaque centre. 8 raison d'un budget de 32 heures. 
c)  Promotion de )'action 
- campagne de presse 
- envoi d'un dossier a  toute Ja population de Ia  cibJe, avec une lettre de persuasion de Ia pan 
de l'autorite subsidiante 
- visite personnelle de chaque centre vise pour recrutement des panicipants. 
4.  ETATD'AVANCEMENT 
La formation est en cours depuis debut octobrc 1993 : les 3 premiers modules sont termines . 
•  • 
• 
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132 draft paper .for presentation in METZ 
NETS: A Detwork of networks in the north east of  England 
Introduction 
The British aovemment made a call for projects under the community initiative 
concerning regional capacities for research, teclmoloay and innovation. Four separate 
proposals from the North East of  England were successful in securing a grant from 
EC structural funds, administered by the regional DTI. Each project targeted different 
perceived needs of small scale manufacturi.ne companies and was oreanised in a 
different way. There was, however, a si,i!lificant common aim. 
Small firms in the manufacturing sector are not aware of. or taldna full advantage of, 
the assistance that is available to them. In some cases the technological support 
requires development and refinement to satisfy their requirements. Each of  the 
projects dr&ws together expertise in a network arrangement to maximise the delivery 
of  practical help, advice and support at the local level. This idea of  nctworkini was 
revolutionary for some of the existing service organisations. It meant looking beyond 
the pressures of  competition to the global benefits of co-operation. 
Back&J"ound 
Britain has been through a biting recession which has seen the decline and loss of 
much of  its manufacturing capacity. A characteristic of  the larger firms that have 
survived the recession is that they have adopted new working practices and made 
efficient use of  new technologies. Some of  the smaller firms have also adapted and 
changed to meet the challenge of  the competition from an international market. Many 
however have managed to survive the recession tbroup  bard work, painful cuttin& of 
CA\,;C~  ~lljJAL:iLl awU  WA3Lc IW\1 J.C4lw.;a.luu uf  .&WU.~W. nu:u:: GIC  ~&.ill UCWC:UUu~ 
inefficiencies in their organisation due to the legacy of  existing practices and 
equipment, and the lack of  investment in people or plant Usc of  appropriate 
technologies could put them into a better position to compete on price, delivery and 
quality. 
Earlier work to investigate this situation revealed some factors. Firms are highly 
pressured for time and money. They perceive either 
a. no provision for their need 
b. no local provision for their need 
c. a bewildering multiplicity of  provision 
They receive too much paper through the post to be able to select what is aood or 
useful. 
The Deed for local Detworka 
Most companies prefer to build up local contacts for the supply of  services and 
materials. They would prefer to deal with a small number of  trusted suppliers. Technology and expertise is available from many sources, often in an inappropriate 
form. A particular source will rarely be able to meet the different needs of  a company. 
A spidt of  competition hu  developed bctwccn the tcclmolol)'  .suppliers. The oolleges, 
universities and technology support agencies are all seeking to provide services to 
industry. The service qencies tend to concentrate on the larger companies who have 
money to invest, and hence they neglect the smaller companies where the returns arc 
much smaller. 
NETS 
The four STRIDE projects and a project funded under RTSG have agreed to work 
collectively as part of  an overall regional network called North .East Technology 
Support (NETS). The network brings together all the rcgion•s main technology 
support organisations to co-ordinate and rationalise provision. 
The network has agreed to act together on certain issues. Projects l'lill share best 
practice about the use of  marketing devices such as mailshots and advertising. There 
will be an exchange of  information about the needs of  the small manufacturing 
industries and how the project can be improved to increue the technology transfet. 
The projects will work together to provide a co-ordinated response to British 
government, rc&ional and European initiatives. 
Perhaps most importantly in the short term the projects have decided to share data 
about company contacts and visits. Use of a common company questionnaire by all 
projects will simplify data collection and profiling of  companies. This will be used to 
better target companies with services that they are likely to need and reduce the 
amount of melevant or redundant information that a manager receives. 
The people involved in each of  the projects arc already seein& benefits from the 
sharing of  'best practice' in such areas u marketing, industrial visits. workshop 
or&anisation, questionnaire design, visit reporting and data collection. 
TEAMwork 
~h  projtet has a distinct identity resulting from location. number of  partners, 
technoloaics supported, approach, and cxistina contact base. Their precise 
relationship to NETS may di1Jer slightly but in general all projects participate fully in 
the activities ofNETS. One of  the projects will be used to illustrate an approach to 
reaching the smaller manufacturing companies and developing the tcchnolo&Y so that 
it is appropriate to their needs. TEAMwork, the Transfer of  Existina and Appropriate 
technn1n2Y to the Manufacturina worlmlace. a consortium of five further education 
colleges and two universities, is the largest of  the five projects. 
TEAMwork is making fums aware of  what technology is available and how it can 
benefit them. It is helping firms to decide what is appropriate for their particular needs 
and assistina them with the application of  the technology and it is providini a 
structure for the further development of  the technology where required. All the partners ~  academic institutions with huge resources of  expertise, research cDpocity 
and support for innovation, but small companies require confidence that a particular 
technology works in a commercial environment By drawiDa together larae and small 
firms in participatory forums TEAMwork demonstrates how proven technology can 
work. 
Technology transfer takes place between the companies within the enablina 
environment of  a workshop or tcchnoloay transfer club. 
Reaching smaller companies is a universal problem. The time and financial pressures 
mentioned earlier arc barriers to their participation in worbhops and even their 
openness to a site visit. Laraer firms are keen to see their suppliers, many of  whom 
are small companies, make the best use of  technology and people. TEAMwork is 
wn,.1r;"2  A lnneQ;n~ hn·eer flnn~  tn develnl' their m}1J11ier chain. Some of  the 
workshops are hosted by the Iaraer companies with input from the company and the 
academic institution partner. 
Through the visit and workshop proaram TEAMwork is opening up a dialogue 
between the larser companies, service providers and smaller manufacturers 
'Datashare' 
An early result from the collaboration of  the five projects has been agreement over the 
need to share data. The commercial value of  data has previously resulted in a strong 
reluctance for one service agency to reveal to another such infonnation as its contact 
database, visit program, or infozmation about individual companies .. 
Couclusiona 
The nctworkina of  resources means that fums can access the full fiDIC of  skills and 
ex  peruse tllrough lUCI&l puluu. ut  wuuu,a  .• 
The sharing of  data has resulted in a far more consistent, and hence professional, 
approach to the small companies. 
Each of  the projects, like TEAMwork, is workin& together to meet the challenge cii 
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STRIDE SUPPORT FOR mE IRISH  fOOD PROC£SSING INDUSTRY 
INTRODUCTION 
1.  The Irish Food lndusto 
Ireland is traditionally a producer of  agricultural commodities.  Vast quantities of raw 
materials have always been exported to be processed and packaged elsewhere. 
The Irish Government's present National Developn1ent plan involves a major change 
in  direction  for  the  food  industry.  Processed  foods  is  one  of the  areas  where 
significant development is targelt=d and expected.  The aim  i~ to exploit more of the 
country's natural  resources and  hu~fully increase employment. 
Output from the processed food sector has indeed been risin&, as have c:..porls.  This 
increased output, however, has only slowed down the rate at which jobs are lost due 
to rationalisation ·and automation. 
The food  processing sector employs around  37,000.  Much of the industry is small 
and is in rural areas.  (75% of industrial  establistnn~nls can ploy less than 50 people). 
Added value is low at 28%  and  in  meal (Ireland's largest sector) added value is only 
13%. 
138 2.  The Natjonal Food Cent.re (NFCl- Dublin 
The Dairy P,.oducts Centre U>I'Cl  • Fennoy. Cg. Cork. 
NFC  and  DPC  are  semi-State organisations  which  carry out  research  and  provide 
consultancy and  testing services to  the food  processing sector. 
These  two  centres are  pan of the  irish  Agriculture and  Food  Authority  (Tea.gasc) 
which  was largely devoted  to servicing  the  fanning eomn1unity. 
The DPC, dealing as it does  with  dairy products (lhe  most highly developed sector 
of Ireland's food industry)  has been  in  c~stenc~ since 1965. 
The Nft: was formed only 5 years ago to stitnula~ 4Juwusu·c:anl development in other 
(non-dairy) sectors. 
The division of services between the two cenLres is no longer so clearly defined, due 
to  the  fact  that  the dairy  cooperatives  (who are  lli'C's customers) are diversifying 
into other areas and into manufacture of milk derivt:d ingredients for use in other (non 
dairy) industries.  The dairies are, therefore, seeking technical facilities and expcrlisc: 
in  bakery, confectionery and meat product Inanuf.t.cture and DPC has been forced  to 
invest in  th~  new areas. 
NFC  on  the  other hand  was  formed  only  five  years  ago  to  slin1ulate  downstream 
product manufacture in the less developed non dairy foods sector.  The NFC is based 
on  a  site  previously  dedicated  to  tneat  research  and  equipped  only  with  process 
facilities for slaughter and immediate post slaughter lrc::abnents.  It was neeessary here 
to  build a new  multipurpose pilot plant  for processed  foods.  This new  900 sq.  m. 
building can1e into service only in  1991. 
It was against this scenario that STRIDE can1e to the rescue with  funding 
(i)  for non-dairy process equipment at DPC 
(ii)  for some basic picecs uf equipment for the new pilot plant at NFC. 
• STRIPE FUNDING 
STRIDE funding supported the following purchases: 
Confectionery Equipment  108  Extrusion/cooldng  130 
Meat Products  70  Autoclave (pilot scale)  47 
Bakery  Products  H2  rood Processor (pilot scale)  47 
(Trainin&  &. Mist.'"CllancouJ)  20  Te:napc=r.llurc  u1~UJ  iu~  11 
Cold Stores  29 
Mass specuomctcr  13S 
280  399 mo.rECT EXAMPLES 
The pilot plant facilities at DPC and  NPC are for  usc in commercial development projects 
which  are carried out  by  DI'C/NFC saaff in  close collcbomtion with  indusuW clients and 
entrepreneurs. 
Examples of project:; art:  list~ ~Juw. 
Dairy  ReSt2rch 
PlU~HtUlJllC: 
Dairy Reseuch 








Dcvc:luvmcnL of cheese/meat 
combination products e.g. 
burcers,  salami etc. 
Effect of dried  milk protein 
blends on the texture of 
yo gun 
l~valnatinn nf  lactn~ U!e in 
proccssen  meat pnxlucts 
Development of long·life 
iec-ercam  mixes for snft·servc 
distribution outlets 
Canned comminuted 
meat products for  ca~rinz 
marke.ts 
vcacrable bu11ers 














H~t  p-.netratinn  ltudie.q 
Pormulation 
Choppin,/mixin"furmin: 
F  J'L".aiu g 
funnuhillun 
Blending 
Extrusion cookin1 Client 
Manufacturer of spreads 
(expanding range as 
result of links with 
Belgian Co.) 
Pet food manufacturer 
Meat Industry 
Prgject 
Wide range new pet foods 
in  cans and autoclavable 
plastics 
Detection of veterinary drugs 
in  meat 
Formulation 
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I  I  I  r  N 
-Groupe Darmois- rue de Foucharupt- 88 100  Saint-Die-des-Vosges- tel: 29 SS  11  71 -Fax: 29  SS  10 45-
La creation du CIRTES, une initiative 
Le CIR  TES est cree en partenariat entre I  'ESSTIN (Ecole Superieure des.Sciences et Technologies de I'lngenieur de 
Nancy- Universite de NANCY I.), l'Agence Regionale de Developpement Industriel, Econornique et Social, de 
Ia ville de Saint-Die-des-Vosges, Ia Chambre de Commerce et d'Industrie de Saint-Die-des-Vosges,  Ie 
PPE ( Pole de Plasturgie de l'EST) et les industriels du bassin de Saint-Die-des-Vosges. 
Cette creation s'inscrit dans le cadre de Ia procedure europeenne STRIDE. (OAT  ARJ  ANV AR) 
A  vee le soutien 
- du Ministere de l'Enseignement Superieur et de Ia Recherche 
-de Ia Direction Regionale de l'lndustrie, de Ia Recherche et de l'Environnement, 
-de Ia Region Lorraine. 
Presentation du CIRTES 
Aujourd'hui, le centre regroupe principalement: 
1) U  ne plate-forme  de  Prototypage  Rapide, veritable structure de transfert en CF  AO, unite de simulation 
et de realisation de produits nouveaux ... 
La plate-forme est equipee actuellement: 
- de stations de travail CFAO, CA  TIA et MTEL 
- d'une cellule de prototypage rapide par Stratoconception• 
- d'une cellule de digitalisation laser a  3 dimensions LD 500 de Laser Design 
et dans quelques semaines, d'un centre d'usinage  5 axes REALMECA (en UGV). 
Le centre travaille en panenariat avec Ia societe  LASER 30 pour Ia realisation de pieces par le precede 
de Stereolithographie. 
Le centre est par consequent equipe des principaux precedes de P.R., actuellement industrialises ainsi que 
de son propre precede, Ia Stratoconception ®, develop¢ par l'equipe de recherche ERIN .mp. 
2) Un serveur d'ingenierie 
11 est rnis en place en collaboration avec Ia cellule ESSTIN-INDUSTRIE (Cellule d'Etude et Developpe-
ment de Projets pour l'lndustrie). C'est un outil d'echange et de transfert de donnees (fichiers CFAO, 
services d'assistance du CIRTES ... ), assiste par ingenieur. D utilise le reseau NUMERIS eta pour but 
principal de faciliter les echanges de cooperation CIRTES/Entreprises/Laboratoires. 
- Centre d'INGENIERIE de RECHERCHE  et de TRANSFERT de l'ESSTIN a  St Die-des-Vosges  -Claude Barlier -26 -5-93 -
-page 1-3) L'equipe de recherche ERIN .mp 
l'equipe "mecanique et production" du laboratoire ERIN (Equipes de Recherche en Interfaces Numeri-
ques) de I'ESSTIN est implantee en appui sur le CIRTES. Elle developpe ses travaux de recherche, en 
particulier selon deux axes: 
- Etude des temperatures a  I'  interface pieceloutil en usinage dans le cadre de Ia surveillance automatique 
de l'usinage (SAO) 
- Recherche de procedes et developpement d'interfaces numeriques pour Ia conception de pieces par le 
procede de Stratoconception ® 
Une convergence •.. 
A  partir  d'un  besoin  clairement 
identifie par l'equipe, l'implanta-
tion du centre, dans le  bassin in-
dustriel de Saint Die, a fait I'  objet 
d'un travail de partenariat. 
Aujourd'hui  les  partenaires  sont 
etroitement associes a  Ia mise en 
place et au developpement du cen-
tre,  en  particulier par l'intenne-
diaire du conseil d'administration 
et  du  conseil  scientifique  du 
CIRTES. 
Dans le C.A., sont presents: 
- 6 membres ESSTIN 
Ecole d'ingenieur et laboratoires 
- 6 representants des collectivires 
- 8 industriels Lorrains. 
- 2 personnalites exterieures 
La plate-forme de prototypage 
rapide, install& au CIRTES a 
Saint-Die 
Elle est  con~ue pour devenir un 
veritable outil de conception et si-
mulation  de  produits  nouveaux, 
dans les domames de Ia mecanique 
et de Ia plasturgie. 
CCI 
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L'ESTIN a toujours ete a  l'avant-garde dans le domaine des relations universite/entreprises. La creation 
du CIRTES lui permet d'aller encore plus directement sur le terrain, au devant des PMI. Les missions du 
centre soot orienrees, vers l'ingenierie, Ia  recherche, le transfert de technologie et Ia formation. 
Ingenierie 
En conception de produits ou de systemes, a  dominante mecanique, et integrant les notions de design et 
de plasturgie. 
Recherche 
Fondamentale et appliquee en mecanique&production selon  2 axes de recherche (equipe erin. mp). 
Transfert de technologie 
Dans un premier sens, a  partir des travaux de nos laboratoires de recherche (principalement Ies equipes de 
I'ERIN, en mecanique), vers les entreprises, et dans le sens inverse, a  partir des besoins identifies dans Ies 
PM!, vers de nouvelles recherches specifiques. 
Le CIRTES oriente ses actions: 
-dans le bouclage CFAO/MO et le transfert des donnees informatiques 
-en Prototypage Rapide, par Stratoconception®,  par usinage 5 axes en UGV, par Stereolithographie ... 
- en simulation d'usinage 
- en digitalisation laser a  3 dimensions. 
Formation 
-En formation initiale, pour les eleves-ingenieurs de l'ESSTIN, pour les techniciens superieurs du Lycee 
BAUMONT de Saint-Die et du Lycee Henri LORITZ de Nancy. Cette formation est prevue en projets 
industriels, en conception de produit et en CFAO. 
- En formation pour les entreprises de Ia Region de Lorraine. Cette formation est prevue en digitalisation 
3D, en prototypage rapide, en simulation d'usinage et en usinage a  grandes vitesses sur M.O. cinq axes. 
Ces echanges et actions sont facilites par Ia mise en place du serveur d'ingenierie assiste par ingenieur. 
Plan d'action- contribution au developpement economique de Ia Lorraine et 
particulierement du bassin de Saint Die. 
Ces demiers mois, notre plan d'action s'est oriente principalement suivant trois axes: 
- Sensibilisation aux technologies nouvelles 
• sous forme de conferences industrielles,  en Lorraine (Saint Die, Epinal, Nancy, Bar Le Due  ... ), 
• sous forme de conferences universitaires (Micronora a  Besanyon, assises du prototypage a l'ecole 
Polytechnique de PALAISEAU, au I Ierne congres de mecanique de LllE, a  VALENCIENNES ... ) 
• par Ia mise en place d'une joumee rencontre Universite/Entreprises organisee specialement a  Saint-Die 
le 29/1/93 
• par Ia publication d'anicles de sensibilisation et de presentation dans Ia presse locale (E.R. et L.E.) et 
sunout dans Ia presse technique franyaise (TEP, lnd.&Tech., CAO mag  ....  ) 
• par Ia diffusion d'une plaquette de presentation des activites du centre· 
• par de nombreuses visites et reunions de travail organisees au centre depuis mars 93. 
- Mise en place de contrats de transfert de technologie 
•  a  partir de nos propres travaux et resultats de recherche (surveillance automatique de l'usinage 
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•  a  partir des besoins identifies dans les entreprises lorraines. Actuellement, quatre contrats de ce type sont 
en cours d'elaboration. II prevoient un partenariat Cffi.TES/laboratoires/entreprises sur une duree de trois 
ans et font appel a  l'embauche de jeunes ingenieurs-chercheurs. 
Ce type de contrat de transfert fait intervenir egalement, en appui, des partenaires industriels europeens, 
dans le domaine des hautes technologies. 
- Realisations de prestations industrielles de transfert en conception de produits nouveaux par 
simulation et Protypage Rapide 
Actuellement, une quarantaine de contacts industriels debouchent sur  une prestation de transfert de ce type. 
II s'agit soit : 
• de prestations isolees, realisee sur un des moyens technologiques de notre centre (CFAO, digitalisation 
3D laser ... ), pour l'entreprise commanditaire, et qui par consequent valorise sa propre prestation 
• de prestations globales de Recherche & Developpement, en conception de produits nouveaux, qui font 
intervenir un travail de groupe et les moyens de notre centre en CFAO et PR 
• de prestation de qualification de procedes ou de methodes, pour des entreprises qui souhaitent investir 
dans ces technologies 
Nous pouvons aujourd'hui presenter un bilan des difficultes que nous avons rencontrees, en particulier, 
selon le type de travaux, Ia structure et Ia taille de l'entreprise concemee. Nous proposons une reflexion 
sur  le financement de ces assistances technologiques pour les PMI. 
En conclusion 
Les missions du centre sont orientees, vers l'ingenierie, Ia recherche, le transfert et Ia  sensibilisation aux 
nouvelles technologies  en conception de produit, en CFAO et en Prototypage Rapide. 
Des procedures de transfert de technologie sont deja en place, a partir de nos travaux de recherche, dans 
le cas des configurations du procede de prototypage par Stratoconception®. 
Dans I' autre sens, nous mettons actuellement en place quatre contrats importants de Recherche-Transfert, 
a  partir de besoins identifies dans des PMI lorraines. Ces travaux necessitent des conventions CIFRE. 
II s'agit d'un triple partenariat PMII CIRTES/Laboratoire ERIN, qui s'appuient egalement sur Ia competence d'autres 
entreprises panenaires europeennes, directement impliquees dans ces actions de transfert. 
D'autre part, nos actions de sensibilisation  aux technologies,  en matiere de conception de produits 
nouveaux et prototypage rapide, se traduisent depuis mars 93, parune quarantaine de contacts industriels 
qui debouchent sur de veritables prestations, a partir desquelles nous pouvons effectuer un premier bilan. 
En conclusion, les retombees et resultats attendus sont multiples: 
- sur le plan local 
. un centre de competences et de ressources, en reponse au besoin des industriels du bassin de Saint-Die, 
dans le domaine de Ia plasturgie et de Ia mecanique 
. une dynamique  en synergie avec les partenaires 
- sur le plan regional 
. un centre de res  sources lorrain, en complementarite avec les centres existants (AMIFOP, METAL 2T  ... ) 
. une opportunite d'excellence pour Ia Lorraine  ... 
-sur le plan national et europeen 
. un centre de Prototypage Rapide europeen original et innovant. 
Le CIRTES devrait rapidement devenir  un veritable partenaire technologique, outil de Ia competitivite 
industrielle, pour les PMI. 
- Centre d'INGENIERIE de RECHERCHE  et de TRANSFERT de l'ESSTIN a  St  Di~H!es-Vosges - Claude Barlier -26 -5-93 -
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entre Organisations Professionnelles, 
Entreprises du Batiment  et 
Universite 
15( IENVIRONNEMENT GEOGRAPHIQUE J 
Le programme STRIDE CONSTRUCfiON est mis en oeuvre sur une region Nord de la 
France: Sambre-Hainaut-Cambresis. 
Les professionnels du batiment en France soot, a  plus de 80 90,  des  petites 
entreprises artisanales d'une taille inferieure a  10 personnes et realisent so  90  du chitTre 
d'affaires du BTP; 
Cela se veri fie aussi pour cette region mais il faut dire que ces deux demieres annees n'ont 
pas ere des plus propices, le bitiment subit de plein fouet Ia crise economique et nos entreprises 
reagissent au plus presse pour leur sauvegarde. 
~es  trois partenaires : J 
CSEBTP  : Chambre Syndicales des Entreprises du Bitiment et Travaux Publics. 
CAPEB 59: Emanation departementale de Ia Confederation des Artisans et des Petites 
Entreprises du Bitiment 
UVHC  : Universite de Valenciennes et du Hainaut-Cambresis. 
se sont associes dans un programme qui a pour but de : 
( OBJECTIFS :) 
- Renforcer l'environnement et Ia competitivite des artisans et PME du bAtiment, 
- Rescenser ou faire decounir les besoins pour le developpement de I' innovation, - Favoriser Ia diffusion et l'utilisation du potentiel technologique, 
- Favoriser l'adequation des formations aux besoins du terrain par des stages en 
entre  prise. 
~ENSIBILISATION  : J 
Ses actions ont ere menees, dans un premier temps, par une sensibilisation croisee afin 
d'assurer les motivations et besoins reels du terrain. 
A vee un appui serieux de la presse professionnelle, nous avons organise deux journees 
d'information qui ont reuni les Organisations Professionnelles, les Entreprises,  Maitres 
d'ouvrage, Maitres d'oeuvre,  etc ... 
Pour ce faire, 3000 et 4000 mailines ont ere envoyes et, dans le meme temps, une enguete 
menee aupres d'entreprises par un Cabinet exterieur nous donnait les indications generales les 
plus sensibles sur les attentes et besoins technologiques du monde Batiment 
Ces deux journees ont reuni respectivement 57 et 80 participants, ceci malgre de 
nombreuses relances telephonigues. 
CONSTATS: 
Ces reunions ont fait ressortir: 
- Le besoin crucial d'avoir la meilleure appreciation des couts et une maitrise parfaite des 
prix de revient, 
\53 - Une attente de qualification des entreprises au travers des moyens technologiques 
employes qui, en finalite, doivent parfaire les communications ~tre  les panenaires de 
J'acte de construire. 
Les entreprises sont desireuses, d'une part, que l'enseignement Universitaire soit plus 
proche des realites du terrain et, d'autre part, que l'Universite puisse repondre a  des 
developpements technologiques pointus necessaires a leurs professions. 
Le pari est done difficile a  gagner. 
[  VISITES DES ENTREPRISES :] 
Deux Delegues afTectes aux Organisations Professionnelles visitent les entreprises 
(environ 600 ace jour) et analysent, avec leurs responsables, leurs attentes en tenne 
d'organisation, d'outil de developement,  de fonnation, etc ... 
En effet, ces entreprises, qui n'ont pas materiellement le temps de nous faire etat de leurs 
preoccupations et d'analyser, elles-memes, les solutions, evolutions ou developpements 
necessaires et envisageables, sont sensibles et tres participantes a  ce full contact, d'autant plus 
qu'elles sont, bien souvent, isolees. 
(  STAGES ET PROJETS EN ENTREPRISES : ] 
La ou l'on pensait, Ia premiere annee, que l'Universite pouvait proposer des sujets de stages 
et de pro  jets op&es par ses etudiants ingenieurs dans les entreprises (  soit 18 stages et 19 pro  jets 
Ia premiere annee), il s'avere qu'il est plus judicieux que les Delegues Conseils des Organisations 
Professionnelles rapponent, par leurs contacts, des themes de stages et projets plus pointilleux et 
mieux adaptes. 
L L  'Universire peut done affiner et developper ceux-ci avec les tuteurs d'entreprises (37 
pro  jets - 23 stages cette deuxieme annee  ). 
CONSTAT: 
Ces actions corroborent les besoins : 
- Pour les petites entreprises, une participation ponctuelle a une analyse plus fouillee de 
leur developpement. 
- Pour les etudiants ingenieurs, une pratique sur le terrain qui, de plus, peut debaucher sur 
des emplois. 
D'une maniere plus generale, contribuer a un archivage des activires et realisations qui 
constituent, en quelque sorte, le· fond de commerce de ces entreprises du batiment 
«NFORMATISATION] 
Les contacts des Delegues Conseils des Organisations Professionnelles font apparaitre une 
informatisation faible : 25 % environ et 25 % desireuses de s'informatiser a court terme. celles-ci 
sont soucieuses essentiellement de la demarche ad hoc. 
~EMINAIRES  DIRECTIFS] 
A  fin de repondre aces attentes, le Cen.tre de Formation Continue de Ia CAPEB et 
l'Universire organisent des seminaires de 8 jours,  specifiques aux logiciels professionnels du 
batiment. 
5 
155 Un Centre de  Ressource.a .ete cree afin de permettre aux professionnels de venir 
apprehender les solutions idoines. 
Comme d'autres seminaires, plus techniques bitiment (  economie construction, nouveaux 
produits, nouveaux marches et commercialisation, gestion energie climatisation,  Groupement 
d'entreprises, etc ... ), il s sont entendus etre dispenses par des animateurs ayant un vecu du terrain 
professionnel. 
Ces seminaires sont promus par Ia presse et mailings envoyes a  chaque entreprise, relances 
telephoniquement, au vu des souhaits recueillis lors des visites des delegues conseils 
Organisations Professionnelles. 
[cENTRE DE RESSOURC~ 
L'experience montre que le Centre de Ressource doit avoir une vocation de show room et 
de conseils sur des solutions professionnelles reconnues et elaborees par les Confederations du 
batiment qui travaillent en relation directe avec d'autres organismes tels que le CSTB. 
Les entreprises soot accueillies, conseillees et peuvent avoir toute demonstration par un 
ingenieur permanent dans ce centre. Outre les visites permanentes, une joumee portes ouvertes, 
en Octobre 93 a accueilli 25 entreprises. 
Les Organisations Professionnelles, fortes de leur experience, veillent a  ce que les 
solutions proposees aux entreprises ne soient pas heterogenes, mal adaptees ou ponctuelles ce 
qui, en finalire, pourrait avoir un resultat contraire sur une progression technologique des 
Entreprises. 
Ce Centre de Ressource trouve sa pleine vocation dans l'avenement technologique de projets 
ambitieux qui peuvent etre developpes et adaptes par le pool des equipes universitaires et de 
recherche. 
I 
150 La promotion de ce Centre se fait par Ia presse, une plaquette, les seminaires et surtout par 
les Delegues Conseils des Organisations Professionnelles. 
[CENTRE DE COMPETENCE AIDE AUX  ENTREPRISE~ 
Enfm, les services de Ia CAPEB departementale adaptent one banque de donnees 
d'ouvrages regionale pour tousles corps d'etat afin d'eviter un travail fastidieux de !'exploitation 
informatique des entreprises artisanales du batiment Chaque ouvrage est analyse et corrige par 
des Commissions reunissant les professionnels concernes. Ce travail fastidieux termine devrait 
etre le detonnateur de l'infonnatisation de bon nombre d'entreprises de batiment. 
Aujourd'hui, nous devons constater qu'au travers de ces actions, les relations Organisations 
Professionnelles et Universite pour les entreprises en sont encore au stade de l'apprentissage. 
En quelque sorte, le monde economique du Batiment avec ses Organisations 
Professionnelles attend que l'Universite facilite !'approche et le recours a  ses services en tenne de 
nouveaux developpements ; les contacts permanents contribuent a  faire progresser nos 
entreprises technologiquemenl 
15~  ._.. 
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1. INTRODUCTION : Socio-economics/ aspects of  the Belgian Province of 
Limburg
1 
The Belgian Province of  Limburg was up to the end of 1993 considered by the European 
Union as an objective II region as a consequence of  the closing down of  its total coal mining 
acitivity.  For the coming period Limburg will, unfortunately, only partiaUy be recognized as 
objective n  region, although its economic activity is declining and as a consequence the 
unemployement rate is steadily increasing  . 
According to recent data from the National Institute for Statistics the province of  Limburg 
counted in 1993 about 760,000 inhabitants, which is about 7.5% ofth total population of 
Begium. 
I 
In the very recent history, Limburg has been confronted with the closing down of  all its coal 
mines- all mining activity was in fact discontinued on September 30th, 1992- which resulted 
in a direct reduction of  the industrial activity in a few years time with about 20,000 employees. 
This figure has to be compared with the total number of  wage earners in Limburg  which 
amounted to about 220,000 in 1992.  This means that in a few years time an extra 10% of  the 
Limburg employees were loosing their job.  Therefore, in order to avoid social problems a 
Future Contract Limburg has been concluded in April 1987 with as main objective the 
reduction of  the high unemployment rate in Limburg during the period 1987-1997 to the mean 
level of  the unemployement rate ofFlanders.  The partners who signed the contract are the 
European Commission, the Belgian Government, the Flemish Government and the Province of 
Limburg. 
Figure I shows the surplus of  unemployed people with respect to the rest of  Flanders in the 
period April1987 to September 1993.  By surplus is meant the number of  extra jobs to be 
created in order to bring the unemployment rate to the mean level of  Flanders.  Not shown on 
the figure is that in comparison with the situation in April 1987, the surplus number of 
unemployed people has initially increased to about 19,000 in February 1988.  This high 
number rapidly decreased, however, to about 11.000 in 1990 but then increased again to about 
13.300 surplus unemployed people, of  which the majority- about 11,000- are women.  At the 
date of  September 30th, 1993, the unemployment rate in Limburg was 19.2% (20.1 % of 
unemployed people younger than 25 years), for men this figure amounts to 10.3% and for 
women to 31.6 %.  For Flanders, without Limburg, the figures are respectively 12.8 %, 8.9% 
and 18.3 %.  For the totality ofFlanders these figures are respectively 13.6 %, 9.1 %and 
20.0 %.  For Belgium the figures are 16.7 %, 12.5% and 22.3% respectively.  This means 
that as far as the unemployment rate is concerned, the inital objective of  the Future Contract 
Limburg is far from being reached.  If  one looks at figure 1, one can see that if  the initial 
decrease of  the surplus number of  unemployed people would have continued, we would 
maybe have reached our initial objective by 1997.  Unfortunately the economic crisis has 
clearly interfered in a negative way with the original planning of  the Future Contract.  In fact, 
at the end of 1993, we are approaching again the starting situation in 1987.  However, if  one 
compares the surplus figures of  August 1993 with those of  September 1993, one can observe 
some leveling-off, which might indicate an improvement of  the situation.  This small hope is 
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Figure 2 
The evolution of  the Limburgian Gross Economic Indicator according to the National Bank of 
Belgium  · 5 
also slightly justified by the evolution of  the Limburgian Gross Economic Indicator, as given 
by the National Bank of  Belgium, and which is based on NBB's trend-inquiries.  The evolution 
of  this indicator is shown in figure 2.  The trend is clearly upwards in 1993.  Together With the 
leveling-off of  the surplus unemployment, this upward trend might be interpreted as a positive 
sign for an improvement of  the overall economic situation in Limburg: 
Since the Stride projects in the various countries of  Europe are aimed at the strengthening 
mainly of  the industrial acitivity, it is interesting to notice _that in Limburg as per June 30th, 
1992 about 30% of  the total economic activity was related tot the industrial activity, nearly 
60 % to the tertiary sector, and the remaining I 0 % to agriculture, energy and construction 
(see table I).  Although in the period June 1991 -June 1992 a slight increase can be noticed 
for the total industrial employment(+ 0.3 %), this figure is masking a decrease in the 
important sub  sectors metal and plastic working industry and electronics (- 0. 4 %) (with the 
exception of  the sector of  transport means), the chemical industry (- 1.3 %) and the metallurgy 
sector(- 2.2 %).  These are the sectors where large companies are active.  It are clearly the 
S:ME's who could realize an important employment increase. 
Economic Sector  30.06.1991  30.06.1992  Evolution 
total  %  total  %  % 
Agriculture  1,439  0.66  1,580  0.72  + 9.8 
Energy  4,000  1.84  3,594  1.64  - 10.2 
Industry  66,016  30.32  66,211  30.23  +0.3 
Construction  17,284  7.94  17,567  8.02  + 1.6 
Tertiary sector  129,009  59.24  130,077  59.39  +0.8 
TOTAL  217,748  100.00  219,029  100.00  0.6 
Table I 
RSZ (National Social Security) Employment in Limburg 2. THE STRIDE PROJECTS IN LIMBURG 
2.1 NON R & D PROJECTS 
PROJECT 1 : Technology cell of  the RDA-Umburg 
6 
This STRIDE project is aimed at the reinforcement of  an already operating technology cell 
within the framework of  the Regional Development Authority (RDA) ofLimburg.  The 
general structure of  the majority of  the Limburg industrial companies is such that they can only 
acquire the necessary technology for innovation through agreements with third parties.  In 
house development of  new technology or implementing in company developed technology is 
mostly only possible within large companies or within multinationals.  Therefore, the main 
objective of  the RDA technology cell are to assist the Limburg companies in order 
•  to find the right R & D laboratories for conducting appropriate technology implementation 
programmes 
•  to find the right industrial partner for joint venture activities 
•  to find their way in the numerous national and international research and technology 
programmes 
•  to find their way in the numerous regulations for obtaining the necessary financial support 
for conducting their technology projects 
PROJECT 2 : Promotion and management of  the Science Park Limburg 
This project deals with a supplementary effon to enlarge the action domain of  an EFRO 
funded programme "Interface Science Park Limburg". 
On the Limburg University Campus a Science Park has been established in the period 
1990-1992.  This Park covers an area of  about I 0 ha, i.e.- about 20 plots of  1/2 ha.  At the 
entrance of  the park the "Science Park Company Ltd" has constructed an incubator building in 
which eight offices and ten laboratory rooms are available for hi-tech starting companies.  The 
starting companies are supported by a management and secretary team.  The main objective of 
this STRIDE project is to promote the Science Park and Incubator building locally and 
abroad.  On January lth, 1994- this is about 13 months after the official inauguration- about 
60 % of  the available space in the Incubator building is occupied by six companies whose 
activities are related to the R & D activities on the university campus or which are genuine 







































































































































































































2.2 STRIDE PROJECTS IN DIRECT COOPERATION WITH INDUSTRY 
Under the scientific and  administrative responsability of  the Institute for Materials Research 
of  the Limburg University four STRIDE projects are being conducted in cooperation with the 
Limburg Industry. 
PROJECT 3 : Implementation of  the hard coating technology in the metal and 
plastic working industry 
This project is a continuation of  a demonstration project, which was funded by the EEC and 
conducted in the period 1989-1991, and was aimed at the introduction of  hard ceramic 
coatings in the plastic and metal working industry.  In that demonstration project nine 
companies and three research laboratories (The Institute for Materials Research ofLUC, 
WTCM-Surface Treatment, Metallurgy and Materials Engineering Department ofKULeuven) 
participated.  The majority of  the participating companies are now using coated tools in daily 
production.  In the STRIDE project the same research laboratories are participating together 
with about  IS companies, a few of  which were also involved in the Demonstration project.  In 
the various applications a substantial increase in tool life could be obtained which in general 
resulted in an increased productivity.  Both actions, the Demonstration Project and the Stride 
Project, have directly resulted in the establishment in Limburg of  the Benelux branch of  a 
major job coating company.  A number of  Limburg companies are now participating in 
regional and international R & D programmes in the field of  hard coatings. 
PROJECT 4 : Implementation of  the know-how of  the organic chemistry 
laboratory in the Limburg industry 
The objective of  this project is to transfer the know-how of  the organic chemistry laboratory 
of  the Institute for Materials Research to the Limburg Industry, especially the know-how and 
use of the highly sophisticated analytical techniques for polymer research.  Through this 
activity a number of  Limburg companies could be interested for participation in government 
funded R & D programmes 
PROJECT 5 : Implementation of  the know-how of  the inorganic chemistry 
laboratory in the Umburg industry 
In the inorganic chemistry laboratory of  the Institute for Materials Research a number of 
analytical techniques are available which are of  great importance for the controlling of 
production processes and for waste handling and recycling.  The aim of  this STRIDE project 
is to bring the local industry in contact with these techniques. PROJECT 6 : Implementation of  a new approach of  reliability testing in 
advanced electrical an electronics applications 
In the Electronic Materials Section of  the Materials Physics Division of  the Institute for 
Materials Research an original and new technique has been developed for reliability testing of 
advanced electronic and electrical material systems. This technique is based on the in-situ 
measuring method which reduces testing times from usually 1000 hours to about one day.  In 
the framework of  this STRIDE-project a spin-off company has been established in the 
Incubator building of  the Science Park to commercialize this technology.  During the start-up 
phase the acitivities of  the spin-off are supported and a number of  other Limburg companies 
are evaluating the technology for testing the reliability of  in house developed new material 
systems. 
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Under the scientific and  administrative responsability of  the School  for Industrial Engineers 
(KIHL), a STRIDE-project in the field of  Tele- and  datacommunication is being conducted in 
collaboration with the Limburgian Industry 
PROJECT 7 : Tele- and data-communication 
The Klli-Limburg has been the first to implement the Profibus system in Belgium.  In the 
framework of  this Stride-project development work is performed around fieldbus en Profibus 
for Tele- and datacommunication applications.  Applications aimed at are the coupling of 
networks in office and production environment. 
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The Limburg STRIDE-projects are conducted in the framework of  a global action programme 
for technology and know-how transfer to the Limburg Industry in order to increase the mean 
technological level of  this industry, especially of  the SME's.  Apart from the STRIDE projects 
and supported by the ESF, the EFRD and the local industry we are introducing training 
programmes in industry based on the CDI-technology, we are organizing special seminars 
dealing with advanced topics related to the STRIDE projects and we are introducing advanced 
NDT -techniques for supporting the industrial partner during the development phase of  new 
products and for improved quality control of  finished products.  In total nearly 100 companies, 
the majority of  which are SME's, have participated/are participating in the various actions. 
We therefore believe that the STRIDE-action for Limburg, although only finished at the end 
of 1994, is already now succesful.  The main reasons for this believe can be summarized as 
follows 10 
1.  First, during the execution of  the STRIDE-programme, and of  the accompanying ESF 
and EFRD supported actions, a number of  SME's were brought into contact for the 
first time with university research laboratories.  This is a positive development, of 
which the long tenn effect can hardly be overestimated.  Indeed if  we carefully analyze 
the global industrial employment in the period September 1992 to September 1993 we 
can observe a decrease by - 3. 7 %, but the employment by SME's with less than 50 
employees increased in the same period.  The export survey of  september 1992 
indicates that the Limburg companies are very export minded : nearly 75 % of  the 
production is sold abroad.  Export is however dominated by large companies and by a 
few industrial sectors.  Transport means and chemical industry account for 57 % of 
global exports.  Companies employing less than I 00 people concentrate on the 
Belgian market and limit their exports, if  any, to neighbouring Gennany and the 
Netherlands.  More R & D support and guidance in export oriented activities, as 
provided to the SME's in the framework of  the STRIDE action, will stimulate the 
SME's to become more active abroad. 
2.  Second, due to the STRIDE action the promotion and management of  the Science 
Park could be optimized.  As a result the Incubator building reaches and occupation 
level of  about 60 % after about 1 year.  Based on our inquiries we expect an 
occupation level of  about 80 % by the middle of 1994.  . 
3.  Third, as a direct result of  the STRIDE action we should mention the introduction  of 
highly sophisticated coatings, as TiN and N-TiN, in the local plastic and metalworking 
industry.  A number of  companies, amongst which very small ones, are using coated 
tools in daily production.  As a side effect of  this action we could interest the world 
leader in coating technology to set-up a branch for the Benelux in the province of 
Limburg. 
4.  Fourth, we should mention the start-up of  a first spin-off in the field of  Reliability 
Engineering of  the Electronic Materials Research. 
5.  Fifth, the number of  Limburg Companies, especially SME's, which are taking part in 
regional and international R & D programmes is steadily increasing.  The majority of 
these programmes are conducted in cooperation with the Institute for Materials 
Research of  the LUC. IVe Conference Stride 
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(45)  98  15  85  22 NORBIT, 
an  SME Network in  the Field of Artificial Vision 
(quality control, process monitoring and control) 
Abstract. The network reponed on operates in a small region with a 
majority of rather small industrial enterprises. 
A special and costly effon was required to establish an operative 
interest. A particular structure of network activities which guides the 
participants from  basic and general familiarity with the technology and 
step-by-step through specialising study groups to prototype development. 
After 9 months of operation the network has: 8 ordinary industrial 
members and 5 associated members. Six study groups are in action, a 
company may be formed and 3 prototype developments are about to stan. 
The  network  is  functioning  well,  but  suffers  from  a  relative  over-
investment of  expert time necessary to get started 
REGION  CHARACTERISTICS 
"NORBIT",  the  Nonh Jutland Network for Industrial Application of Image Technology 
operates in the northern part of continental Denmark. The region of  concern comprises 6 small 
communities including and surrounding the city of Aalborg. The area is about 1,500 square 
kilometres with a population of about 210,000 inhabitants. Traditional occupations dominated 
by agriculture and fishing. The unemployment rate is about 14.5% and pattly due to the closing 
of a relatively large shipyard in 1988. The area is characterized by relatively large low income 
groups, and further to various service and consulting companies the majority of industrial 
activity is organised in small and very small enterprises Oess than  10-15 employees) as is 
customary in Denmark. 
The region also has a young university (20 years) with a relatively strong Faculty of 
Engineering. The university has built up  a tradition for frequent interaction with the local 
industry, in particular through student projects. The implementation of  STRIDE in the region is 
in particular focusing on exploiting the university as a knowledge source for stimulating local 
industry. The realisation is mainly networks for collaboration between university and industry. 
This network is initiated and coordinated by a university laboratory with 4 permanent 
scientific staff and 4-6 Ph.D.-students and research assistants funded by external sources; e.g., 
ESPRIT Basic Research. 
MOTIVATION  &  ASSUMPTIONS 
The motivation for the NORBIT  -network proposal was based on the following assumptions: 
1.  Image Processing and Artificial Vision Technology (A Vf) is by now available at a cost 
which makes it a relevant alternative for automation, even in the small enterprises of 
our region. 
2.  The enterprises of the region had hardly any awareness of the new potential of A  VT, 
and a determined search would be required to "hunt up" the relevant companies and 
convince them about their potential benefit of A  VT. 
3.  Given (2), a sufficient membership would be possible for operation of a STRIDE 
network and for reaching the general objectives of  STRIDE. 
4.  The initiative was expected to rely entirely on the "technology source" (TS), and on the 
TS at our institution had to plan on the basis that all effort of  the network would be run 
by employing the equivalent of the required amount of  manpower (no "free" resources 
were available). NORBIT • an MS in the the field of  Artificial Vision 
PROPOSED ACTIVITY STRUCTURE OF THE NETWORK 
An application was submitted on the basis of  the following concepts of  activity: 
a)  Find from all possible sources the relevant information on companies in the region, 
which potentially could benefit from the technology, and circulate information and 
agitative material. 
b)  On the basis of responses and a selective evaluation, arrange for explorative visits by 
expens to the companies to explain about the general potential of  A VT and discuss the 
specific possibilities for the company in question. These visits would be valuable in 
their own right as an effon of  knowledge transfer, but they should in particular recruit 
members for the network. 
c)  A  VT  -seminars for a wide audience of  industrial delegates from the region. Information 
about the technology, and the network, talks on exemplifying cases, exhibitions, and 
demonstrations in the laboratories. To be repeated on a regular basis. 
d)  Arrange "basic study  wups" to provide the members with a  basic and general 
understanding of  the technology. This includes training and exercises in the laboratory 
and addresses all interested members of  the network. 
e)  Form "application  stydy wups" for panicipants with similar interests, to study 
problems and solutions to a well-defined range of  applications of  A vr. 
f)  Offer small groups of  participants each a "selective methological study" with a rather 
focused activity concerning technological problems in connection with a specific 
application. 
f)  "Prototype develqpment" where suppon in terms of  consultancy or placements could 
be directly concerned with explicit development of  new products. 
The proposal was addressing three categories of  enterprises characterised by the following: 
(i)  Manufacturers, who could use A VT for improvement of the quality of  their products 
or the efficiency of  their production processes. 
(ii)  Manufacturers of automated production machinery, who could include A VT in their 
machines and hence improve the performance. 
{iii)  Manufacturers of CVT systems and consulting engineers, who design, install, and 
maintain automation facilities. 
An expected off-spin would be that these enterprises of different categories could operate 
together in network activities on the same application; e.g., a manufacturer would like to learn 
about what A VT could do to improve quality of his specific products, and a consulting engineer 
would like to learn ~-
GETTING  STARTED 
It was painful to come to the point of having grants officially allocated. Faithful to the basic 
requirements for STRIDE-projects, the local STRIDE-committee required the network to be in 
place with clear plans for specific activities prior to stan. 
There was no provision for special suppon in an explorative phase for uncovering the 
needs of potential network members. Such a phase was a hard load on the TS and it had a 
relatively little effon on the pan of the industrial people involved. The combination of the 
technology of this network and the characteristics of the region did require this phase, and a 
special grant would correspondingly be required for this explorative type of  effort 
Another problem was the requirement for explicit committing statements on effon 
dedicated to network activities over several years. The rather small enterprises of the region 
were typically very worried about how to make time available for the network activities, and the 
requirement for committing statements could scare them away. 
Eventually, the network was initiated in April1993, with 3 ordinary industrial members 
and 5 associated (non-committed) members.  · NORBIT - an MS in the the field of  Artificial Vision 
ACTIVITIES  AND  RESULTS 
The TS  of the network arranged initially a basic study muup,  where 5 half-day meetings 
provided 10 participants from 6 different companies with a foundation in A vr. 
Following this 4 application  study  eroups or selective metholo,ical  studies were 
initiated, on topics like: 
(1)  "Quality Control of  Smface Structures" 
(2)  "A VT for Surveillance" 
(3)  "A Vf  for Video Production" 
(4)  "Automation of  Food Production" 
Each of these activities involved from one to four companies, and they have had from one 
meeting (one company went bankrupt) to 13 meetings. In one case a consulting engineer 
became able to design and plan a dedicated QC-system, which he has offered to develop for a 
factory. If this is accepted, he can be  supponed by the network through the  scheme for 
"prototype development". 
The video production group also produced a NORBIT  -video, which explains about the 
network and the potential of A  VT for SME's. 
A half-day A  VT  -seminar has been arranged to stimulate further the awareness in the 
region of the technology. Twelve industrial delegated participated together with a number of 
other people interested in the field. The local news media took an interest and helped spreading 
"the good news". Six explorative site visits and the seminar have brought several new members 
to the network. 
The current status of NORBIT is 8 ordinary industrial members and 5 associates. One 
of the first study groups is still running, one has split into 2 which are more specialised, and 
with the potential of a new small company being formed. Three other new study groups have 
been staned, and 3 prototype developments are expected to start very shortly. 
COMMENTS  ON  STATUS 
The preliminary result after 9 months of operation is an  active and sound network for 
technology transfer working well to meet the objectives of  STRIDE. 
However, it has been a costly investment in the sense that it has taken more expen time 
in relation to time invested by industrial companies than assumed by the scheme for financial 
suppon from the STRIDE-programme. The industrial participants need very much expen 
suppon individually, and it takes time to help them pass the threshold where they realise what 
A  VT can do for them, and that it is worth investing in knowledge. 
Our experience is a mixture of  excitement, because of the basically positive interest we 
meet and the results achieved, and a frustration, because it has taken so much effort to get this 
far. 
The expected significant increase in "less-dependent" industrial involvement has to 
happen for the network to survive. 
Major short-term effects have been very hard to achieve. NORBIT - an MS in the the field of  Artificial Vision 
SUMMARY  OF OBSERVATIONS,  PROBLEMS,  AND  SUGGESTIONS 
The observations one can make from the network described above, relate closely to the very 
specific conditions for the its operation: 
A.  This is a minor network initiative. 
B.  The region mainly has rather small industrial enterprises which may be "struggling to 
survive", and in any case have little to spare for new investments. 
C.  The technology offered is advanced, but only very simple and dedicated versions of  it 
are relevant for most of  the industrial participants. 
If  such conditions are also found in other regions of  the community some of the observations, 
problems, and suggestions below may have a wider interest 
(i)  The financially supponed push to university departments to get into close encounter 
with the local industry is very inspiring for the university staff and brings about a very 
valuable mutual understanding between academia and industry. The long-term effect 
of this is expected to be significant 
(ii)  A searching effon on the pan of the technology source with explorative visits on site 
to a large number of companies is required to establish a necessary awareness about 
the potential of the technology. A corresponding special suppon scheme is required at 
least for an introductory period. 
(iii)  A positive attitude of interest has usually been the reaction we meet, but most often 
without the necessary resources being available in the companies for a follow-up. 
(iv)  The degree of prior commitments required by the small industrial enterprises should be 
very flexible. In panicular in the first phases of such a  network's activity. As to 
planning of  activities a flexibility in timing is also required for (very) small enterprises. 
A typical response when discussing membership was: "We are very interested, but 
presently very busy on other commitments" 
(v)  Small enterprises, which could benefit from the technology, would typically not 
require advanced but dedicated guidance. 
(vi)  The strict geographical constraints on panicipation can be a serious obstruction for 
many activities. It could often be of  great benefit for small enterprises in the region to 
collaborate with companies outside (neighbouring) the region. IVe  Conference Stride 
Arsenal de Metz (France) 
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"Minimal  invasive  surgery•  and  •interventional  radiology•  are terms  that  have 
created sensations in  medicine and the media.  Extremely small instruments and 
high  resolution  imaging  techniques  have  made  minimal  invasive  operations 
possible. Surgical scars are hardly visible.  Yet almost all parts of the human body 
can be reached for therapeutic procedures. For these procedures the term  UKey· 
Hole-Operation• has been coined. 
The traditional content of professional work in  medicine is  changing~ previously 
large-scale  operations  are  being  substituted  by  miniaturized  procedures. 
Endoscopic  treatments  such  as  gallbladder  or  stone  resections,  as  well  as 
appendectomies, discectomies and arthroscopies are being performed by teams of 
mainly young physicians. 
The individual patient as well as society as a whole benefit.  For the patient on the 
one hand, the stress during therapy is  much less, for instance in patients suffering 
from  a herniated disc, who can be discharged home as early as a few hours after 
the operation. On the other hand there is a significant reduction of hospital stay and 
operations can  be shifted to an outpatient setting.  Side effects and complications 
are less, promoting healing and reintegration into working life. 
The consistent development of this therapeutic approach will drastically reduce the 
costs of medical care. These low stress therapies depend on the specific use of 
intelligent technologies.  It  is  going  to  be  more  and more difficult for the  indus-
trialized nations to finance the health care costs of society. The need for suitable, 
cost reducing alternatives; and therefore technical innovations will become greater. 
New opportunities will open up for many branches of industry. 
The  EFMT..  a  Center  for  Interdisciplinary  Research  and  Development  in 
Microtherapy, was founded on the basis of these fundamental considerations. It is 
currently  being  established  on  the  premises  of  the  Technology Center at the 
University of Bochum, Germany. 
History and  Methods  of the  •Key-Hole-Operation  .. 
Various radiological and surgical methods have led to the development of the "Key-
Hole-Operation•. One of these  methods is so called  •tnterventional Radiology•. 
which  was  derived from  angiographic techniques.  Angiography is  used for the 
visualization  of vessels of the human  body by  means of injecting  contrast dye 
through a small catheter into a vein or artery. The position of the catheter is checked 
with fluoroscopy. 
Prof. Charles Dotter was the first to use these techniques not only for diagnostic 
purposes,  but also to treat  narrowing and  occlusion  of vessels.  He stated that 
"lnterventional Radiology is image-guided non invasive surgery-. In 1964 these two 
important terms were already in use: •image-guided• and.•non invasive surgery•. 
At that time •image-guided" simply meant to use fluoroscopy. This method allowed 
images onty in  one plane, unless the patient or the X-ray machine was rotated. 
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Nowadays  technical  improvements  make  it  possible  to  produce  images  in  all 
planes without moving the patient. The physician however, who needs to check the 
position of his instruments inside the patient's body. can. still only see two planes at 
a time. 
New  imaging techniques,  such  as  CT  {Computed  Tomography),  MRI  (Magnetic 
Resonance  Imaging) and  US  (Ultrasound),  make  it  possible to visualize  cross· 
sections  of the  human  body in  all  planes.  The  precise  localization  of diseased 
tissue is  possible. In the early 1960's CT-Scans were first used in  a clinical setting. 
The  first  machine  was  designed  by  Dr.  Hounsfield,  a  British  physician,  in 
cooperation  with  EMf-industries • better known  today as a music labeL  The first 
images produced were very blurred. Today CT is a standard diagnostic technique 
in  many hospitats and private practices.  In  Germany today about  1 100 machines 
are in  operation. 
In  the  late 70's and early SO's  the  arrival  of Magnetic Resonance  Imaging made 
three dimensional cross-sections of the human body possible. Without the use of X-
rays,  images  can  be  displayed  and  spectroscopic  analysis  performed. 
Spectroscopy for example allows a non  invasive analysis of a patients metabolism. 
Apart  from  MAl, magnetic field  technologies  have  been  recently developed and 
employed.  Biomagnetic analysis is  a technique that  records  the extremely weak 
magnetic fields produced by the electric excitation of the heart or brain, fields which 
are  much  weaker  than  the  earth's  magnetic  field.  These  signals  can  be 
superimposed  on  CT or  MRI  images  and  allow  non  invasive  localization  of 
pathological functional activity. 
Charles Dotter anticipated the term  •Minimal Invasive Surgery or Therapy• when he 
used the expression "Non invasive Surgery-. The former is used today to describe 
procedures which require only the smallest of incisions and therefore represent the 
a quantum jump in operative medicine today. 
Dotter's  term  "lnterventional  Radiology- describes  only  a  part  of  today's 
procedures.  These  include all  methods  in  which  catheters  or needles are  used 
without larger incisions and requiring  only local anesthesia:  dilatation of narrowed 
or occluded vessels. closure of tumor-vessels or bleedings, thrombolysis. drainage 
of  bile.  artificial vessel prosthesis and  the drainage of pathological fluid accumu-
lations as well as placing feeding tubes in the gastrointestinal tract. 
The gynecologist Professor Or.  Semm  introduced endoscopic techniques to the 
surgical fields. In the late 1960's he began to perform gynecologicaJ operations with 
an  endoscope.  Eleven  years  later he  performed the first  successful endoscopic 
appendectomy,  now. a  standard  procedure  of  modern  surgery.  Dr.  Ludwig 
Demmling  and  Dr.  Meinhard  Classen,  professors  for  Internal  Medicine  {not 
surgeons) were the first ones to perform a papillotomy. the dilatation of the bile duct, 
with an endoscope. 
The term •Minimal-Invasive Surgery- was coined by Professor Wickham. a Urologist 
from  London  who  is  presently  president  of  the  ·society  of  Minimal  Invasive 
Therapy•.  The  aim  of  the  Society  is  to  integrate  the  different  therapeutic 
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Nowadays  gallbladders.  and  appendices  are  operated  endoscopically  with 
incisions only 1 em  wide.  Likewise gallstones and kidney-stones are extirpated, 
gynecological  operations  performed  and  joints  examined.  Recently  larger 
operations,  such  as  kidney-operations,  even  nephrectomies are performed  with 
minimal invasive techniques.  A nephrectomy was recently successfully performed 
by an  American team  of physicians. Prof.  Bauer and his team  of the University of 
Marburg as well as another group from the University of Mainz carry out endoscopic 
operations on intervertebral discs and the brain. 
Up to the present CT and MRI  scans have only been used for diagnostic purposes, 
although  they offer  great  advantages  in  the  development  of minimal  invasive 
procedures. The second quantum-jump is currently taking place. 
With CT and MRI  scans it is possible to visualize the human body in  cross-sections 
without  any superimposition.  Organs that  lie in  front  of or behind the visualized 
structure no longer interfere with  the  image.  Motion related artifacts can  now be 
reduced using Ultrafast CT scanning. Furthermore at scan times of SOms per image 
cine films of up to 20 images per second are possible. The Ultrafast CT scan can 
visualize  moving  organs  such  as  the  heart,  lungs,  gut and  vessels  in  all plane 
cross-sections. As  a result of the extremely high resolution  very small structures 
become visible:  calcification of the coronary arteries or small vessels in the vicinity 
of nerves.  Delicate needles and instruments ranging from  0.2 to  1 mm  in  diameter 
can  be safely placed with a microscopic accuracy of 1 mm  at the site of the illness. 
For this reason we  refer to these procedures as •microtherapy-. Procedures can be 
performed in  immediate proximity of vital organs with little pain and few side-effects. 
Furthermore  three-dimensional  images  can  be  produced  by  integrating  cross-
sections  in  different  planes  on  a  monitor.  Thus,  after  the  patient  has  been 
examined,  the  organs or regions  of  interest  can  again  be viewed from  different 
perspectives. 
At  the  Radiological  Institute in  MOhlheim  (MRI)  we  have  performed  more  than 
40,000  CT  -guided  procedures  in  recent  years.  Among  these  procedures  were 
biopsies,  dilatations of vessels such as  treatment of peripheral vascular disease, 
discectomies,  local  cancer therapy and  the treatment  of  pain  related  to  chronic 
disease. About 90o/o of all treatments were done on an outpatient basis. 
In  addition we have taken first steps in using magnetic resonance imaging not just 
for diagnostic purposes but also for the treatment of patients under image control. At 
present the  only MRI  system  in  Germany which  is  accessible from  all  sides  is 
located at the Institute in MOhlheim.  A second one is being installed at the EFMT in 
Bochum. The open structure of this system  has a number of' advantages: fear or 
apprehension due to claustrophobia on  the part of the patient is greatly reduced, 
relatives or accompanying persons can be within sight. For the physician access to 
the  patient  is  vastly  improved,  therapeutic  interventions  are  possible,  medical 
support staff are close at hand. This represents a great advantage when compared 
to the ring-structure of a CT system or the tube-structure of conventional MRI system 
A  general advantage  of MAl-Scans  is  the  absence  of  X-rays,  i.e.  no  radiation 
exposure  for  patient or physician.  Furthermore this technique offers exceptional 
images  in  all  three  planes.  However,  medical  instruments  made  of magnetic 
material are attracted by the strong magnetic fields and produce image artifacts. On Micro-Medicine  and  Medical  Technology  5 
the other hand such  effects are reduced  in  the above mentioned open,  low-field 
MAl  system. Nonetheless suitable instruments have yet to be developed 
Operations performed under CT or MR image control have a decisive advantage 
over endoscopic procedures:  the  site  of  disease  can  be  localized  with  greater 
accuracy.  Using endoscopes one can  only see the structures that lie ahead of the 
endoscope, such as the inner wall of a vessel: orientation is very. With the aid of the 
CT or MRI scan the physician can  see what lies behind a wall of a vessel, he can 
see all necessary structures from vessels to nerves, from front to back. Miniaturized 
operations thus become possible.  The instruments used in  our institute, such as 
catheters, scalpels, scissors, drainage-systems and sensors have a diameter of 1 
mm  and less. Our micro-endoscopes range from 0.29 to 0.90 mm  in  diameter, the 
laser-systems from 0.20 and 0.40 mm. 
The  third  and  next  quantum-jump will  be· a result  of the  combination  of image 
guided interventional radiology and operative, endoscopic approaches in  surgery. 
An  interdisciplinary center such  as  the EFMT in  Bochum  focuses on  these tech· 
niques  and  can  act  as  a catalyst  for the  fundamental  advancement of  medical 
microstructural techniques, imaging and operational procedures.· 
The  EFMT  and  the  future of  minimal invasive procedures 
Micromedical  systems  theory 
Comprehensive and complex projects such as the development of a whole branch 
of  medicine  including  therapeutic  techniques  can  only  be  realized  within  a 
conceptual network. For this reason structure and function of the EFMT is based on 
a systems theory approach. Solutions to single problems are thus coordinated from 
a holistic point of view and  placed  within  an  overall  micromedical  and  technical 
context.  In  order to achieve our goal •  research  and development tailored to the 
user - we are proceeding along the following lines. 
The problems and questions arising within a medical, micro-operative context with 
respect  to imaging  and  apparative techniques  must be  identified and  solutions 
formulated,  e.g.  for  system  design  and  construction,  imaging,  development  of 
instruments  and material testing.  Isolated  approaches  to solutions  are  avoided 
through cooperation and coordination of R&D right from the start. Partners from the 
natural  sciences.  engineering,  medicine  and  industry  design  and  construct 
prototypes which  are then  tested  in  simulations.  on  dummies and finally in  the 
medical setting. 
This  interaction  leads to  modifications and  changes  until  the  product  is  finally 
passed on to industrial partners. Ideally these partners should have an office in the 
vicinity of the EFMT. This guarantees that the time needed for development and 
production is shorter and optimal marketing strategies can be applied. 
In  this  way.  patients  not  only reap  the benefits  of newly developed  low stress 
treatment sooner, but two important economic advantages are also gained: 
1.  The creation of new markets and capital for the area of medical technology and 
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2.  Costs are cut drastically as  a result  of shorter hospital stays and the shift of 
operational procedures to  an  outpatient setting.  The number of inpatient beds 
can be reduced. 
It  is  the  aim  of the  EFMT to  develop  low-stress procedures and microtechnicaJ 
approaches in the following fields: 
• medical diagnosis and therapy 
·biomedical microtechnology and microstructural- technology 
• rehabilitation and sports medicine 
-information and communication services. 
Integrated approaches in the above named fields should be applicable in  in· and 
outpatient  settings  all  over the  world.  It  is  most important to  combine  medical 
experience with  R&D  as  well  as  an  active  knowledge  transfer with  the natural 
sciences, engineering, the humanities and industry. 
The  treatment  of  common  diseases 
Central to the EFMT's activities is the development of microtechnology, therapeutic 
systems and concepts in order to integrate new technologies in medicine. As a non· 
profit organization it  focuses on medical innovations to combat common diseases, 
such  as  spinal  afflictions,  cardiac  and  vascular  disorders,  joint  disorders and 
cancer. These new technologies,  which  should be patient-oriented,  are studied at 
the EFMT under the following premises: 
•  Hospital  stays  can  be  reduced  or even  avoided  completely.  The  need  for 
professional nursing can  be  reduced  considerably.  More time will  be  available 
for the individual patient. 
•  Operations  can  be  performed  under  local  anesthesia;  patients  will  be  less 
affected by general anesthesia. 
- The patient's environment will be more patient-oriented and technical systems 
will be less obvious. 
•  Less traumatizing procedures mean faster recovery with  less complications and 
less psychological stress. 
Medical  Microtechnology 
Beyond designing large diagnostic devices or the construction of small endoscopes 
and  surgical  instruments, the  EFMT plans to explore  innovative technical  areas 
such  as microtechnology have to  be  opened.  Tiny machines  and  pumps  with 
•intelligent• sensors, with scales ranging from nano- to micrometers, will be needed 
for vascular surgery, vertebral disc operations and cancer-therapy. These devices 
will combine the ability to mechanically remove and to sense blockades as well as: 
to perform biochemical analysis.  · 
The EFMT and other institutions In  Germany that do research  in  this area are in 
direct competition with Japan. The Japanese Ministry of Industry and Trade (MITJ) 
has succeeded in  acquiring the cooperation of university researchers and industry 
for an ambitious project. The aim  is to design within ten years microrobots that are 
able to operate within the human body, performing examinations, analyzing and 
treating  certain illnesses. Approximately $200 million  has been set  aside for this 
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catheter•. More than 100 companies and research institutes have joined for the MJTI 
project.  The VOl  (Federation  of the  German  Industry)- Newsletter reported  last 
November that many companies increased their funding for microresearch in  order 
to participate in this project. 
The  idea  of setting up an  institute for R&D  in  microtherapy occurred to us  while 
writing on the subject of lnterventional Radiology. We realized that such an institute 
could participate in the huge upcoming market in medical microtechnology. 
The  Massachusetts  Institute  of  Technology  (MIT)  initiated  research  in 
microtechnology.  Techniques  developed there and  elsewhere  not only make  it 
possible to  construct mechanical,  electronic and sensory devices in  the range of 
micrometers.  but also to combine these devices with  each other.  Several centers 
focusing  on  micromechanical techniques were founded in  North  Rhine-Westfalia. 
One of them  is the Research Institute for Micro-Structural Techniques (FMT) at the 
University of Wuppertal headed by Prof.  Dr.  Engemann.  In the Technology Center 
in  Dortmund  a  so-called  Delta·Ring  is  being  constructed.  The  Delta-Ring  is  a 
particle accelerator that allows the production of very small mechanical devices in 
metal.  ceramics  or  plastic.  The Micro-Parts Company.  privately held  by leading 
German  companies  such  as  the  STEAG,  has  aJso  decided  to  move  to  the 
Technology Park in Dortmund. It is to be expected that microtechnology will not only 
explore medical markets but also a fair number of jobs will be created. 
An  overview  of new  technology applicable to micromedicine 
Technoiogy  Application 
Microelectronics  Ultrafast computer on the basis of molecular and 
atomic memory 
Optical systems  Production of precision instruments for ultraviolet 
and X-ray optics. optimizing of optical properties 
Engineering  Improvement of durability of instruments through 
precise surface modeling 
Chemistry and Biochemistry  Direct manipulation of molecules, custom made 
catal_yser.  new filter technl~ues 
Pharmacy  · New drugs Which become active at the disease site 
Medical technology  Surgical micro-instruments. chemical sensors. 
micro-perfusors with several nanometers in 
diameter. which are controlled by acoustic waves, 
bio·compatible vascular prosthesis 
Solar technology  Production of granular layers with custom-made 
optical QUalities and new ultra-thin layering systems 
Laser technology  Intelligent senso-opto-laser systems for operations, 
highly efficient semiconductor laser systems 
Communication technology  Low-noise amplifiers for satellite receivers or broad 
band communication 
Material technology  plastic ceramics. plastics with custom-made optical 
and magnetic properties. anti-magnetic surgical 
instruments 
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Imaging  systems 
Safe and  reliable  movement and placement of miniaturized instruments or mini· 
motors must be  performed under visual control using high  resolution CT· or MRI· 
Scans.  Imaging systems such  as MR.  Ultrafast CT,  digital X-ray and  Ultrasound 
have to  be optimized towards higher image resolution  and faster image refresh 
rates.  Up  to  now these  systems  have  been  primarily  designed  for  diagnostic 
procedures. This is  why CT  and  MR  systems are constructed with  a tube or ring 
structure. Not only do patients dislike this design because of the narrowness, they 
also make therapeutic intervention difficult. The design needs to be changed and 
the software needs to be improved towards real-time imaging, three dimensionality 
and  higher  resolution.  Furthermore  the  surrounding  infrastructure  has  to  be 
adjusted  as  well:  new patient  tables,  improved  patient-management,  advanced 
monitors and workstations. 
Worldwide  there  is  a  need for  surgical  instruments,  devices  or certain  probes 
designed  specifically  for  MR  use.  In  cooperation  with  the  Cook  International 
Company and the Micromed Company in  Bochum we have deve·loped a number of 
innovative products over the past few years. These include anti-magnetic titanium 
surgical  instruments  (which  reduce  image artifacts).  Furthermore beside micro· 
surgical instruments.  we  have also designed a special interventional CT-Scan for 
the  Siemens  Company.  Similar  developments  were  realized  with  the  Toshiba 
Company with respect to MRI. Future projects include the development of software 
and  hardware  for  computer-,  transputer·  and  network-technology.  Preliminary 
results  were  presented at  the  Hannover fair:  a  transputer-motherboard that  in· 
creases image refresh rates for an  open  MRI-system. This technology enables for 
the first time the observation of all procedures during an  micro-operation  in  real-
time. 
Health-care  casts  and  rehabilitation  research 
In  order to set up effective medical strategies in the treatment of common diseases 
and thereby optimize the microtherapeutic approach, the integration of preventive 
medicine and rehabilitation in the EFMT concept is of high importance. This stance 
is  supported among other things by recent statistics on  the financial loss for the 
economy caused by diseases of the spine. 
A study of the German Agency for Employment has shown that the health insurance 
companies had registered 191  million disability days in  1989 because of diseases 
of  the  spine.  The  study  surveyed  24  million  members  of all  health-insurance 
companies. The German Agency of Employment calculated that the average loss 
for a  company for one day of inability amounts to 800 OM  in  direct and indirect 
costs.  Taking  all  these figures  into  account the financial  loss to  companies  in 
Germany secondary to spinal diseases was 152,8 billion OM  In  1989. Diseases of 
the  spine  alone accounted  for  94  billion  OM.  Provided  there  are  220  regular 
working days per year,  191  million disability days mean 868,182 working years of 
disability. Spinal diseases account for 533,930 working years. 
Spinal diseases are mainly caused by physical labor. The statistics of the health 
insurance companies, which go back 15 years. show that spinal diseases are more Micro-Medicine  and  Medical  Technology  9 
common  in  the following trades:  steel and  metal industries,  construction,  public-
transportation and administration. Further high risk groups are bakers. bookbinders, 
roofers and tile-layers. 
The German net national product in  1989 was ,745 billion OM.  There would have 
been an additional 54.5 billion OM  more, taking all the days of absence caused by 
spinar diseases into account. The estimated cost of out-patient care for this disease 
. group  are about 25  billion  OM.  This  figure  does not include operations,  early  ,. 
retirements and other medical treatment. 
Prevention  and  rehabilitation  of  diseases  of  the  musculo-skeletal 
system 
High costs as well as complex and partly stressful therapies make it  necessary to 
develop strategies for prevention,  treatment and  rehabilitation.  These strategies 
need to  be applied in industry.  if  ~conomic losses are to be reduced. The Federal 
Agency for Workers Protection in Germany collected the following data for 1  989 
-about 4.8 million workers carry or lift heavy weights 
..  about 3.1  million persons work in a stooping, kneeling, squatting or lying position 
- about 9.7 million persons work under uniform conditions. 
We see potential for prevention and rehabilitation in the following areas: 
1.  workplace design,  m·edical  assessment of the workplace  and work process, 
counseling in  occupational medicine. 
2.  Occupationally oriented physiotherapy. 
New programs must be  developed and  existing  programs  reviewed.  Special 
projects in physiotherapy are: 
- Gymnastics and sport for healthy employees 
-Treatment of company specific diseases with specific methods 
- Physical  therapy and  counseling  according to  the  working profile and the 
ergonomic needs 
• Development of spine and joint training programs which meet the needs of the 
specific  job  type:  depending  on  the  workplace  and  work  process  special 
programs must be developed which  convey adeQuate behavior to avoid back 
injuries.  One  can  therefore  differentiate between  primary prevention  for the 
healthy and secondary prevention for persons with spinal or joint afflictions. 
• Development and implementation  of low stress  treatment methods: step by 
step  therapeutic plans,  beginning  with  conventional therapy ·and  out-patient 
operations (key·hole·operations) and continuing  ~ith in-patient operations and 
rehabilitation measures. Cost reduction in the health care system and early job 
reintegration by the means of out-patient operations play an important role. 
Lastly,  key-hole-operations  however make  it  necessary to design  new and 
highly advanced 
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It is now possible to verify the success or failure of general and specific methods in 
physiotherapy. CT-and MRI-Scans can document the increase in muscle-mass with 
the  help  of  their high  resolution  imaging.  Existing training·  and  physiotherapy 
programs can be reviewed and easily improved. With this in  mind a research group 
was founded six months ago by Prof.  Baumann.  Sport-University,  Cologne and 
EFMT/MRI. 
New  approaches  in  the  prevention  of  arteriosclerotic  disease 
Arteriosclerosis (calcification) of the human arteries is not only related to the most 
common cause of death, myocardial infarction. but also to high morbidity in the form 
of peripheral vascular disease and occlusion of the carotid arteries. The Institute tor 
Social Medicine of the University of Lubeck has estimated that the  incidence of 
arteriosclerotic diseases will increase by 33% for men and 8°/o  for women by the 
year 2005.  Figures from  the  1990 Health  Report of the  Federal  State of North 
Rhine-Westfalia show that  31 ~o of all  cases of early retirement are secondary to 
cardiovascular diseases  (mainly myocardial  infarction  and  apoplexy),  27o/o  are 
secondary to diseases of the musculo-skeletal system. 
The progression of arteriosclerosis can only be slowed or halted in  early stages of 
the  disease.  In  advanced stages the  disease is  often  unaffected by treatment. 
Bypass operations for example do improve Quality of life, but do not always prolong 
life.  In  Germany the number of deaths caused by myocardial infarction could only 
be reduced marginally. Even after successful vascular surgery only every second 
and, after heart surgery, every third patient of working age could be reintegrated, 
into his job. 
The American Heart Association has accordingly declared the early diagnosis of 
arteriosclerosis as the main challenge of the  1990's. The non-invasive imaging of 
coronary arteries with Ultrafast CT, a field being developed by the EFMT, opens up 
new possibilities. Preventive measures can be evaluated in  their effectivity on  an 
out-patient basis,  avoiding coronary angiographies and the concomitant hospital 
stays. 
Non-invasive follow  up  of  preventive  measures  in  arteriosclerosis 
In the USA programs initiated to change smoking and dietary habits have Jed to a 
marked decrease of myocardial infarction. On the other hand,  the German Cardio-
Vascular  Prevention  Study documents  in  its  inte~im  report  that  the  risk  factor 
constellation has become worse rather than better. Apparently the approach used 
so far for counseling of high-risk patients have not been very effective. 
In particular preventive measures at the workplace need to be  emphasized. At the 
Sport-University in  Cologne, dHferent training programs have been designed, such 
as sport for •coronary patients• or for •vascular patients• and have proved to be 
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Non-invasive evaluation of training programs is possible with the methods being 
deve·loped and available at the EFMT: 
• Ultrafast CT scanning 
- Flow measurements with the help of the MRI scanning 
- MRI spectroscopy of energy metabolism 
- Modern ultrasound systems 
Not only can  the efficacy of certain measures be evaluated in  this way,  but also 
motivation can  be  improved in  the individual case. There is substantial evidence 
that early arteriosclerotic changes can  be modified through alterations of life style 
habits and thereby the number of risk factors reduced. 
Transfer  of  research  and  develop~ent  in  medicine  and  medical 
technology 
The EFMT cooperates  in  the development and implementation  of microsurgical 
treatment and innovative medical techniques with  regional  universities. hospitals 
and other federal and private institutions, as well as physicians in  private practice. 
who are interested in research. The staff and the equipment of the EFMT are made 
available  to  researchers  who  are  not  members  of the  institute.  Cooperating 
researchers  add  their personnel  and  equipment.  Application  for government or 
private funding may be done by the partner or in  conjunction with the EFMT. The 
work  of these  cooperating  researchers  is coordinated  by a  special  the  EFMT 
department A scientific board supports this department in its work. 
Furthermore the EFMT offers theoretical and practical training inn all systems for 
medical and scientific personnel.  Under certain  conditions  cooperating  partners 
may play a role in the organization and management of the EFMT departments. 
The  changing market and transfer of technology to regional  industries 
Over recent years medical engineering has become an  important and expanding 
branch  of the  industry worldwide.  In  particular with  respect to endoscopes the 
Japanese company Olympus Optical  Co.  has profited:  it.  controls  80% of the 
worldwide market.  their sales  amounted  to 3.2  billion  OM  in  1990/91.  Flexible 
endoscopes built by the Olympus Optical Co.  are used mainly for examinations of 
the gastro-intestinal tract and the intravascular system. Almost 47% of their turnover 
in Europe was based on the sale of endoscopes. 
In  certain  areas  however,  German  companies  excel.  With  respect  to  rigid 
endoscopes two German companies. the Richard Wolf GmbH. Knittlingen and the 
Karl Storz GmbH, Tuttlingen produce high quality instruments. And the market is 
expanding rapidly.  According to an  analysis of the market research group Frost & 
Sullivan. the international demand for endoscopes will double in  1994. 
Worldwide,  about 44 billion  OM  Is  spent annually on  medical equipment. Of this 
about 60°/o  is  for diagnostic systems,  such  as  X·ray equipment,  CT,  MRI  and 
Ultrasound systems. The demand for diagnostic systems in the Federal Republic of 
Germany is considerable.  Compared to  the USA and Japan, the number of MRI 
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800  in  Japan.  In  this  field  we  are  as  much  a  developing  country as  the  other 
European and Asian countries. So far the market is controlled by three companies: 
General  Electrics,  Siemens  and  Philips.  The  Japanese· ·companies,  Toshiba, 
Hitachi,  Shimadzu  etc.  are  expanding  their  efforts  to dominate  this  branch  of 
medical  technology.  Nevertheless,  there  is  room  for  development  in  this  open 
market. 
Accordingly,  with  its  special emphasis on  medical and  mircomedical technology, 
~  the EFMT takes its place within the government program  of economic restructuring 
of the Ruhr area. The EFMT is part of this development and is supported by state 
funding. The Ruhr area with its traditional metal and manufacturing industries offers 
an  excellent  infra-structure  as  well  as  other  prerequisites  for  a  successful 
participation in the medical equipment market. 
Establishing the  EFMT on  the  campus  of the  Ruhr  University in  Bochum,  the 
country's  largest  university with  its  preexisting  scientific and industrial network, 
offers  a  framework  which  is  conducive  to  the  settlement  of  new  high-tech 
companies.  Small and medium sized companies are suited to  cooperate with the 
EFMT  in  the development and  production of medical equipment.  They have the 
resources  for  finding  and  implementing  flexible  solutions  in  adapting  existing 
medical  systems  and  developing  innovative  technical  concepts.  A  number 
companies have already settled in  the vicinity of the EFMT. They are involved in 
endoscopy,  measurement and automatic control technology.  metabolic analysis, 
laser technology,  microel~ctronics as well as custom  furniture.  These firms include 
Micromed GmbH.  Dr.  Sennewald-Medizintechnik  GmbH,  Oxymed GmbH,  INFAI 
GmbH and Laser-Chem GmbH. 
In  cooperation  with  ManGo-publishers  in  Bochum  it  is  planned  to  design  and 
market teaching material for microtherapy. The Media Consulting Team Company 
does the  consulting on  public relations and publishing design. The William  Cook 
Company, an  international producer of medical equipment on  three continents. and 
the Blackwell Publishers from  Oxford plan to open offices close to the EFMT. All in 
all about 40 to 50 new jobs for highly qualified employees will be created in  the 
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Organizational  structure of the  EFMT 
The EFMT is a  non-profit organization. Apart from the authors, the shareholders 
include Entwicklungsgesellschaft Ruhr·Bochum GmbH (EGR: Development Com-
pany Ruhr-Bochum  Ltd.  owned by the City of Bochum),  the  Augusta-Kranken-
anstalten GmbH (Augusta Hospital Ltd.  in  Bochum) and as an industrial partner 
Theodor WOIIenkemper,  Zeppelinbauhaus in  Mulheim. The EFMT has been  sup-
ported by the  lnitiativkreis  Ruhrgebiet since  1990.  The managing  directors are 
Thorsten  Schutz and  Berthold Cremer.  A board of trustees including well known 
personalities advises the management. Currently the EFMT employs 30 full-time 
staff and 10 persons on  an  honorary basis.  Following departments exist at  the 
moment: 
- Administration 
- Research and Development Coordination 
- Medical Physics and Computer Science 
- Construction and Material Testing 
- Image controlled Microtherapy 
I  nterventional Angiology 
- MR Imaging 
- Computed Tomography and Ultrafast Computed Tomography 
•  Biomagnetism 
The Center for Research and Development in  Micro-Therapy • EFMT • is a  non-
profit organization. As such, all profit is reinvested into the institute. Furthermore the 
services  and  resources of the  EFMT are  placed at the  disposal of  institutions 
interested in  research. including those of the state, of regional industry as well as 
physicians in  private practice. All partners are offered the opportunity to participate 
in  the exploitation of the institute's research potential and to play a role in  project 
design and realization. On the basis of this cooperation. all those involved can help 
make the Ruhr area a  center for innovative. low cost and low stress therapeutic 
methods. Atelier n• 3 I Workshop n• 3 
La participation du secteur prive au developpement 
technologique local 
Private sector participation in local technological 
development 
President I Chairman : 
Dr E.-N. Spithas, director, General Secretariat of Research and 
Technology, Athenes (GR) 
Rapporteur I Rapporteur : 
Joao Barbedo, assistant, DG XVI, CCE, Bruxelles (B) 
Arsenal - Galerie d'exposition ATELIER  no  3 
LA  PARTICIPATION  DU  SECTEUR  PRIVE  AU 
DEVELOPPEMENT  TECHNOLOGIQUE  LOCAL 
OBJET 
Analyser  les  initiatives  du  secteur  prive  dans  le  developpemen 
technologique  local,  afin  de  faire  ressortir  les  points  positifs  de  c· 
type  d 
1 intervention  mais  aussi  les  limi  tes.  Il  s •  agira  egalement  d· 
faire  emerger  les  types  d 
1 organisations  et  de  structures  efficaces  e: 
fonction  des  contextes  locaux. 
L' atelier  evaluera . aussi  1 'action  directe  au  indirecte  des  grande: 
entreprises en  restructuration dans  les differentes zones  en  fort  decli: 
industriel.  De  meme,  il  sera  bon  de  degager  les  typologies  d! 
groupements  au  d'associations  prives  adequats  pour  le  developpemen· 
technologique  local  ainsi  que  l'interet  de  la  mise  en  place  d~ 
structures de  reconversion. 
L'atelier  essaiera  enfin  de  delimiter  les  blocages  limitant  01 
ralentissant  les  initiatives  locales  tant  administratifs  que  technique~ 
ou  soc1o-economiques~ 
Pour  illustrer  et  lancer  la  discussion.  5  a  6  experiences  seron· 
presentees  au  cours  de  chacune  des  deux  seances  correspondant  aux  diver: 
aspects  des  problemes  evoques. 
ORATEURS  ET  PARTICIPANTS 
- Entreprises  privees  petites et moyennes 
- Grandes  entreprises  en  restructuration 
- Associations  technologiques  locales specialisees 
- Conseils et experts  prives 
- Collectivites territoriales 
- Administrations et agences  locales 
- Associations d'entreprises Lundi 7 fevrier 1994 I  Monday,  7 February 1994 
14h00 - 17h30 I 2:00 - 5:30 p.m. 
Presentation de !'atelier par le president de seance 
Workshop presentation by the Chairman 
Dr Mike G.-W. de Leeuw, managing director, Biotechnology Research and Consultancy 
Centre, Groningen (NL) 
L'introduction des procedes biotechnologiques dans les Pme. 
Introducing biotechnological processing into SMEs. 
Paola-Sophia Seremetis, consultant, Danish 'rechnological Institute, Taastrup (DK) 
Les reseaux de Pme technologiques : exemples italiens, danois, britanniques. 
Technological networks of  SMEs :Italian, Danish and British examples. 
Jean-Marc Vandenbulke, chambre de commerce et d'industrie, Peronne (F) 
Creation d'un pole technologique dans l'hydraulique et la mecanique. 
Creation of  a technological pole in hydraulic and mechanical engineering. 
Isabel Matalonga, head of division, Direc~ao Geral do  Desenvolvimento Regional, 
Lisbonne  (P)  et Pr Paulo Tavares de Castro, Junta nacional de  lnvestiga~ao 
Cientifica e Tecnologica, Porto (P) 
La promotion de la R&D dans les entreprises: !'experience portugaise dans le cadre 
de Stride. 
Promotion of  research and development activities in firms :Portuguese experience 
with Stride. 
Discussion I Discussion 
Wilson Me Garel, head of bonding and treatments group, Short Brothers Plc, 
Belfast (UK) 
Cooperation technologique regionale : la formule du succes. 
Regional technology collaboration : the formula for success. Gino  Ravagnan, presidente, Consorzio Ecologia e Acquacoltura Costiera , Padoue (I) 
Valorisation de la productivite des zones humides cotieres et diffusion des technolo-
gies associees. 
Enhancement of  the productivity of  coastal wetlands and development of  connected 
technologies. 
Jose Ferreira, responsable du departement d'investigation et developpement, 
Sociedade Portuguesa de Celulose, Alcoentre (P) 
Recherches et diffusion des resultats sur l'ecosysteme forestier portugais et sur les 
ameliorations genetiques de !'eucalyptus. 
Research and dissemination of  results relating to Portuguese forest ecosystem and 
genetic improvement of  eucalyptus. 
Mardi 8 fevrier 1994  I Tuesday,  8 February 1994 
9h00 - 1  Oh40 I 9:00- 10:40 a.m. 
Lars-Bo Nielsen, head of department, Force Institute, Aalborg (DK) 
Reseau de Pme sur le choix, la fabrication, !'utilisation de materiaux plastiques. 
SMEs network for guiding the choice, production and use of  plastic materials. 
George A. Zenzefilis, head of industrial automation, lntrasoft SA, Athenes (GR) 
Le controle de procede comme moyen de collaboration technique : le projet Artemis. 
Process control as a mean of  technical collaboration : the Artemis Project. 
Fabrizio Bernardini, consigliere d'amministriazione, Erica, Marina di Carrara (I) 
Erica : un consortium pour la recherche et !'innovation dans le secteur de la pierre et 
des technologies associees. 
Erica  : a consortium for research and innovation in the stone sector and related 
technologies. 
Pr John Hughes, dean, Northern Ireland Knowledge Engineering Laboratory, Uni-
versity of Ulster, Newtownabbey  (UK) 
Joint-venture entre l'universite d'Ulster et International Computers Ltd pour appor-
ter des solutions aux problemes poses par les entreprises. 
Joint-venture between Ulster University and International Computers Ltd to bring 
knowledge-based solutions to problems formulated by  industry. 
Discussion I Discussion 
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••LA PARTICIPATION DU SECTEUR PRIVE AU 
DEVELOPPEMENT  TECH.NOLOGIQUE·'·LOCAL·~ 
Mr. John LARKIN, Shorts Research and Technology Centre, Belfast (GB) 
Fournir, avec l'aide d'un grand ~roupe chimique, l'appui technologique aux 
PM E dans le do maine des materiaux composites. 
Mr. GONCALVES FERREIRA, Soporcel, Alcoentre (P) 
Recherches et diffusion des resultats sur l'ecosysteme forestier portugais 
et sur les ameliorations genetiques de !'eucalyptus 
Mr.  PUYMEGE, Electronique Associes, Le Creusot (F) 
Centre de recherche cree par une association de PM E de l'electronique et 
de Ia vision artificielle. 
Mr. L.B. NIELSEN, FORCES Institute, Aalborg (DK) 
Reseau  de  PM E  sur  le  choix,  Ia  fabrication,  !'utilisation  de  materiaux 
plastiques. 
Dr.  G.  RAVAGNAN,  Consorzio  Ecologia  e  Acquacoltura  Costiera  (CEAC), 
Padoue (I) 
Dr.  M. de LEEUW,  Biotechnology Research and Consultancy Centre, Groningen 
(NL) 
L'introduction  des  biotechnologies  (traitement  des dechets,  procedes  de 
production) dans les PME. 
Pr.  P.  TAVARES  DE  CASTRO,  Universidade,  Porto  et  Mme  I.  MATALONGA, 
Direcc;:ao Geral do Desenvolvemento, Lisbonne (P) 
La  recherche-developpement  dans  les  consortiums  industrials,  ses 
retombees technologiques. 
Mr. ZENZENFILIS (ou Mme PALIOURI), INTRASOFT S.A., Athenes (GR) 
Apporter  les  technologies  de  controle  de  process  et  de  telemetrie 
electronique aux PME. Pr. John HUGHES, Northern Ireland Knowledge Engineering Laboratory (NIKEL) 
Jordanstown (GB) 
Joint-venture  entre  I'Universite  d'Uister  et  International  Computers  Ltd 
pour apporter des solutions aux problemas poses par les entreprises. 
Mr. Paris MAZZANTI, ERICA, Massa di Carrara (I) 
Consortium  de  recherche,  developpement  et  formation  des  PME  du 
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IDtroduciDg bioteclmological processing to small .t  medium sized busineases; 
we usc Dichc martcting ·as a pri.Dciple tool to overcome the IUDdamcntal problems. 
BRCC  (Biotechnology Research cl Consultancy Ceater) bas been established iD  1992 in 
the city of Gronin&en,  which lies in tbe nonb-east of tbe Netherlands.  Originated as a 
spin~ff  from  the Groningcn University and Polytech, it is aimed at introducing and 
~1ablishing biotechnological proccssin& techniques in small and medium sized industrial 
organisations. 
The ultimate achievement is the improved perfOI'IDIIICe of die c:usromer•s opc:lltions, 
either by more cost·etfcctive processing, or by new products 10  ~tren,bll:n the market 
position.  BRCC concentrates on three strategic: developmems:  Waste water treatment, 
Improved Processing and Product & Process development.  Tbe CUJTent staff consists of 
seven  people,  blending science, technology  aDd marketing skills into a new promising 
market approach. 
In our start up fase  we bavc to overcome some fundamemaJ  aDd specific problems in 
order to acquire a working base and business future.  The fu.Ddamcnta1  pn>blcms deal  with 
bridging the gap betw=n centers of cxpg1ise aDd small aDd medium sized companies, or 
as you  like,  between Research  and Entrepreneurs. 1be specific problems are connected 
with biotechnology as a new u:ctmology  &Dd tbc special barriers it is now encoumering. 
BRCC has chosen to concentrate on the marketing aspects to cope with these problems.  I 
will  try to explain our approacb  by iDtrodociDg two cases tbat deal with medium sized 
factories and smaller glass-house cultivation. Both cases are concerned with the biological 
degradation of waste water. IVe Conference Stride 
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(45)  43  50  48  63 SMEs in technological networks: Italy, Denmark and the United Kingdom 
Ever-increasing global c·ompetition hitting both large and small companies alike is 
provoking some creative thinking. Small and medium sized enterprises. CSMEsJ  need to 
change behaviour to meet the challenges. One of the few ways that SMEs can 
successfully fight the competition is by increasing interfirm cooperation or networking. 
This has enhanced the capabilities of SMEs to increase their competitive edge. 
This paper compares three different modes of netWorking. Characteristics and exam-
ples of technology networks are drawn out from Italy, Denmark and the United 
Kingdom which exemplify certain Ieeming curve parameters. A  few characteristics of 




Local/regional bottom-up. service-oriented centres, SMEs pay for servi-
ces, there is limited influence for the individual company, technology 
"leads" etc. 
Nntionol top-down, companies in networks have large influence due to 
veto power, ownership. aiming at new business/market oriented, and 
technology .. follows •etc  •. 
Local top-down. pius all of the Danish (embryonic) characteristics, 
intentions towards establishing networks with panicipation from other 
regions/countries as well as working with local knowledge centres etc  •. Another important aspect is the way in which firms in networks interact with the 
technological service environment. The modes of contact can vary in each country as 
well. In Italy. 20 years ago, there was generally a lack ·of a technological service 
infrastructure, consequently. service centres were created due to the technological 
needs of firms. In Denmark, on the other hand. the structures of technology .service 
institutes were vary much in place 20 years ago. Thus, Danish SMEs in networks do 
not regard their primary cooperation needs as being technology based. In the United 
Kingdom, it is expected that firms in networks will have stronger links to service/· 
research centres as in Italy. Nevenheless, it is necessary to note that the focus on 
networking is rather a new development in the United Kingdom. 
Specifically. reference is made to networking examples occurring in Italy, (i.e. Castel 
Goffredo. Mantova, Stocking Service Centres) Denmark. (i.e. Aalborg. NFN, Trawler 
technology network) and lastly, United Kingdom,  (i.e. Ayrshire, Scotland, Scottish 
Lace Guild). 
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Projet STRIDE sur le Pole Hydrauligue et Mecanigue d'  Albert 
RESUME DE LA PRESENTATION DE M. J.-M. V  ANDENBULKE 
President de I' association du Pole Bydraufique et Mecanique d'  Albert 
President Directeur General de Douce-Hydro 
Contexte 
Le  bassin  d  I emploi  d  I Albert  est  depuis  longtemps  specialise  dans  I' industrie 
mecanique  de  Ia  transformation  des  metaux  et  dans  Ia  construction  aeronautique, 
I' hydraulique de  puissance et  Ia fabrication des  machines-outils,  ce  qui  represente  85%  des 
emplois industriels du bassin dl Albert (2 300 emplois). 
Le  bassin d  I emploi a fortement souffert des problemes des entreprises de  Ia  machine-
outil en 80-85 eta beneficie d'une mission de reconversion de 85 a  90. 
La  mecanique  et  I  I hydraul ique  regroupent  plus  de  30  PMI  avec  des  effectifs  de  5 a 
170 personnes.  Si  Ia  conjoncture  a ete  favorable a  ce  secteur,  depuis  quelques  annees  des 
interrogations serieuses commencent a  poindre. 
En  1991 ,  un  petit  groupe  de  travail  decide  de  revitaliser  le  bassin  d 'Albert.  Cette 
demarche commence par Ia realisation d'une etude par un cabinet de conseil en organisation 
Eurequip.  qui propose d  I orienter les actions sur 3 points : 
- le partenariat et le renforcement des liens entre entreprises et les industriels, 
- I' image et Ia promotion du Pole, 
- le soutien technologique aux entreprises. 
A  Ia suite de  cette etude,  Ia  CCI  de  Peronne  identifie  le programme Stride comme  le 
levier pour mettre en oeuvre les recommandations de l'etude. 
Le  but  du  pro jet est  le  developpement economigue du  POle  par I' elevation du  niveau 
technologigue des entreprises. 
199 Les missions de 1' ingenieur Stride sont les suivarites : 
- animer et promouvoir le Pole, 
- identifier les competences du Pole, 
- detecter les produits correspondants, 
- aider les entreprises a  elever leur niveau technologique. 
2 
Le pro  jet Stride a debute  le  1  er fevrier 93.  Ses actions sont pilotees par un co mite de 
cinq  entreprises  representatives  du  Pole.  Le  projet  a  contribue  par  sa  dynamique  aux 
resultats  decrits  ci-apres,  dont  1  I impact  sur  Ia  vie  economique  des  entreprises  d  I Albert  • 
commence a  etre sensible. 
La charte de partenariat local 
Son  objectif est  Ia  cooperation  des  entreprises,  notamment  dans  la  prise  de  marche 
depassant  la  competence  d  I une  seule  entreprise.  Plus  de  Ia  moitie  des  entreprises  y ont 
adhere. 
La promotion du Pole 
L  I identification des  competences  du  Pole a servi  de  matiere premiere a  Ia realisation 
d'une strategie de communication.  Celle-ci se concretise aujourd'hui par une plaquette, une 
charte  graphique  reprise  par  les  entreprises  du  Pole,  l'envoi  d'un  mailing  aux  donneurs 
d 'ordre,  une participation au salon international de Ia sous-traitance Midest. 
Identification des competences :forces et faiblesses du pole 
A  pres  realisation  d  I un  inventaire  du  sa voir-fa ire  local  et de  I  I etude  de  I  I etat de  I  I art 
dans  ces  savoir-faire et  leur evolution,  les  forces  et les  faiblesses  du  pole ont ete  mises  en 
evidence et sont restituees aux entreprises du Pole. 
Diversification produits 
Les  entreprises  ont  defini  comme  action  prioritair~ du  projet Stride  Ia  recherche  de 
niches  de  diversification  correspondant a leur  competence.  Une  selection  de  produits  ou 
families  de  produits est proposee aux  entreprises.  L' entreprise la plus  motivee devient chef 
de  file  du  projet  d'evaluation  du  produit  et  definit  avec  l'ingenieur  Stride  les  etudes  a 
realiser  pour  con firmer  I' interet  du  produit  et  etablit  un  partenariat  avec  les  autres 
entreprises concernees du Pole. 
. 200 3 
Elevation du niveau technologique 
L  I etude  d  I un  nouveau  produit  realisee  avec  le  soutien  de  I' ingenieur  Stride  met  en 
evidence Ia  necessite pour 1
1entreprise d'acquerir de nouvelles technologies et competences. 
L  I ingenieur  Stride  aide  1  I entreprise  a preparer  un  programme  de  developpement. 
Concretement,  ceci  se  traduit par  le  passage d  I au  moins  un pro  jet d 'aide a l' innovation en 
commission Anvar par mois, depuis septembre 93. 
De  meme,  dans  le  cadre  dlune  cooperation  interentreprise,  une  mise  a niveau 
technologique  des  entreprises  est  necessaire,  com me  par exemple,  Ia  mise  en  place  d  I un 
controle fiable.  Des actions collectives sont mises en place. 
A plus long terme,  on peut prevoir Ia mise en place dloutils communs aux entreprises. 
Difficultes rencontrees 
Les missions confiees a  I  I origine du projet a  I  I ingenieur STRIDE se sont revelees trop 
nombreuses  et  ont  entraine  une  dispersion.  Apres  Ia  mise  en  place  de  Ia  charte  de 
partenariat et le lancement de I  I outil de promotion,  le co mire de pilotage a recentre celles-ci 
sur  les  deux  priorites  des  entreprises  :  diversification  produits  et  elevation  du  niveau 
technologique.  · 
Enfin,  le suivi du projet necessite des industriels une grande disponibilite. 
La mise  en place d  I une  charte  de partenariat et son fonctionnement est freinee  par  le 
poids  des  reticences  des  individus  a echanger  des  informations  et a collaborer.  Un  gros 
effort de pedagogie est necessaire pour en montrer I' interet. 
Concernant  la  recherche  de  produits  nouveaux,  celle-ci  ne  commence  a porter  ses 
fruits  que lorsque un chef de file est identifie. 
La selection du  produit nouveau et  Ia  mise en evidence de I  I existence d  I un  marche se 
revele  dans  Ia  pratique  un  exercice  difficile.  Cette  selection  doit etre etayee  par  une  pre-
etude  realisee  sous  Ia  conduite de  I  I ingenieur Stride,  puis  val idee par Ie comite de pilotage 
pour eviter de se perdre sur des  fausses pistes.  Alors seulement, elle peut etre proposee aux 
entreprises.  Mais,  le plus souvent,  le developpement de produits  nouveaux vase heurter au 
mangue de structure etude et commerciale dans les petites entreprises. 
Le projet Stride est a  destination de toutes les entreprises mais toutes les entreprises ne 
peuvent  developper  leur  produit  propre.  Le  defi  est  de  maintenir  I' interet  de  toutes  les 
entreprises  pour  une  demarche  collective  jusqu  I au  moment  oil  elles  en  ressentiront  les 
benefices. 
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~02. Promotion of Research  end  Development  Activities  in  Firma: 
the  Portuguese  Experience with  STRIDE 
Abstract 
In Portugal, the STRIDE programme consists essentially on the following 
measures: (i) financing r&d projects in general. (ii) financing r&d projects 
specifically chosen taking into account regional development concerns,  (iii) 
the creation of an Innovation Agency. (iv) the support for the creation of 
Science and Technology Parks. in Lisboa and in Porto, and (v) the promotion 
of r&d activities coordinated by firms, and carried out by consortia of firms 
and  r&d  organizations, eventually including universities. 
This paper will put STRIDE In perspective, giving a concise survey of the 
present situation and trends of r&d activities in Portugal. A short reference to 
the Portuguese economic tissue will show the large role of very small 
enterprises, and reference will be made to the very low percentage of the 
overall national r&d effort which is actually carried out by firms. Efforts 
currently being made to overcome this low percentage benefit in large 
measure from the STRIDE programme, particularly in what concerns the 
creation of the Innovation Agency (Ad I- Ag6ncia de tnovaoao). and the 
promotion of r&d projects coordinated by enterprises. 
Ad I was created in June 1993, and is now finishing its first programme of 
selection and awarding financial incentives to r&d projects. which were 
chosen taking into account their market potential and the valorization of r&d 
results that were already available. Ad I has the mission of promoting 
Innovative processes and products in Portuguese firms: one of its objectives 
therefore is to incite firms to carry out r&d activities. 
As mentioned above. one of the STRIDE measures is specifically concerned 
with the financing of r&d projects carried out by consortia coordinated by 
firms, and eventually asociating r&d institutions such as universities. The 
paper will discuss in some detail several examples of consortia, making 
reference to the variety of technical subjects being dealt with, and to some 
achievements so far. 
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SHORTS  RESIABCB  ANp  TICBNOLOGX  CINTRE 
The  background  and purpose  of  the Shorts  Research and 
Technology Centre. 
The  importance  of  technology acquisition and  t.rans·fer. 
How  the  centre is  organi~ed and  ~tructured to compliment  the 
company's  business •ctivities and develop co-operation 
regionally,  nationally and  internationally. 
Benefits of Stride  funding  in providing additional  suppo~t. 
*  What  we  have  achieved so far and  what.  our future  plans are. 
*  How  the Northern  Ireland  infra~tructure  i~ being 
strengthened by the activities within the centre. 
Links with other companies  and academic  institutions 
within the Northern Ireland region. 
Links  with institutions within Ireland. 
Links  within the  UK. 
LinkG  within Europe. 
International links. 
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Dans le cadre du projet de recherche STRIDE, le Consortium pour r•Ecologie 
et I'Aquiculture cOtiere (CEAC) avec siege en ltalie, a  Padoue, ·VJa Trieste n.22 
et taboratoire dans le Delta du PC, Valle ca Pisani, a mis en place at en partie 
developpe  Ll"l  programme  inherent  l'affinement  teChnique  de  Ia  gestion 
productive des zones •lagunaires destinees a  Ia -vallicuttureu, c'est-a-dire a 
1'61evage mensff. semi· intensif at extensif d'especes marines de poissons et 
de  cnJStac8s~·  ~ratique dans de vastes zones lagunaires - opportunement 
structurees- ayant rec;u dans r•ancienne tradition venitienne le nom de 'VaiH'. 
Ce programme est articul8 de Ia fac;on suivante: 
1)  SJiat 
Reproduction artificielle des organismes Slaves. 
OQiRit 
Verification de Ia possibi~  et avantage de realiser le cycle reproductif 
dans les milieux de Ia -vamcuiture•  (a savoir caraderis8s par des eaux 
a faible ou tres faible salinite}  avec des  installations  tres  simples  a 
g8rer mime par du persomel non particulierement specialise. 
2)  ~ 
G6netique des poisson& 
Obje<;tit 
S81ection d~  ~eproducteurs aptes a  mOrir mOme a  faible salinit8,  par 
consequent m1tme dans 1es milieux des -va~n·. 
3)  SU1It 
Production &cpJiccle et  environnement 
Obtectif: 
Reteve, dans un systeme de '\tallicutture• integree, de certains  indices 
de retat ecologique et de Ia productivitS bioiOgique relative aux  baSsins 
d'Sievage extensif farti&ses par les eftluents  des  sacteurs  d'elevage 
intensif  . Comparaison entre situations de "vafticutture• et  ceRes de  certaines 
lagunes soumises a  des impacts eutrophiques provenant de  facteurs 
humains. 
1)  La recherche expos8e au point 1) est en cours de puis presque un an 
at a dome lea resuttats suivants: 
Ia n8cessit8 de disposer d'eau de mer pendant les phases d'8cJosion 
des  oeufs et de premier elevage larvaire est confirmee;  .. 
•  cette n6cessit8 concerne \.118  periode  extramement  courte  durant 
laqueUe Ia •consommation• en eau est tres r9duite; 
•  t•incidence du besoin en eau  de mer sur les alevins produits  s'avftr.e_ 
tres modeste, d'une entit8 telle que !e processus se revele avantageux 
m6me si l'eau de mer doit etre transportee a  des distal teeS de 100/200 
km. 
L'exp8rimentation a ate effectuee sur le bar at Ia daurade au printemps et en 
ete,  en  travaillant a des  temperatures  natureUes.  On  a constate  que  les 
temperatures  elev&es  (a  partir  de  250C  et  plus),  fr8quentes  pour  Ia 
"vaJDcutture•  durant  les  mois  d•ete,  bloquent  totatement  te  processus 
reprodudif. Le seua thermique operationneJ inf&rieur se situe aux environs de 
14•c. 
2)  La rec;herche concernant Ia genetique commencera dans le courant de 
l'annSe 1994. Dans 1·intervalle, on a projete J'installation pour  effectuer 
les experiences necessaires, installation qui sera construite d'ici fin avril 
1994. 
3)  La recherche lproduction-environnement' a commence a  Ia mi-juUiet 
1993 et s'est achevee au mois de decembre de Ia mArne annee; elle fait 
SLite a  ceRe qui a 8t8 fait& en 1  991. 
Des 818ments d'un int&rtt consid8rabJe en ressortent. On a 8tabn plus de 30 
stations d'observation reparties sur environ 700 hectares de "vafticu!ture". On 
a rassernbl8 des donn8es concernant 1es flux de l'eau et 1es bassins touches 
par  les effluents  des seeteurs tr61evage  intensif  ainsi  que  des  donnees 
concernant 1e param8tre oxygene dans las phases •jour-nuit" et durant toute  ~ 
Ia saison d'elevage. 
Une premi8re elaboration met en evidence: 
•  Ia n6cessit8 de cultiver -a  traver'S des interventiOns  particulieres - les 
basslna destirMis a  I' 8levage ext~nsif; 
•  Ia disponibftit8 d•un potential trophique  tres  eteve  finalisable  a  des 
productiOrS commerciales; 
l'opportunite de poursuivre les  recherches  et les  obserVations  &fin de 
parvenir a  Ia planification d•l.I'Mt Writable agronomie aquatique. 
~08 .. 
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(351)  63  44490 In  a  country  where  the  needs  in  science  and  technology  are  in 
opposition to the sums that the Governmental Budget (OGE)  consign to them, 
the comunitary programs. among which STRIDE  is  a  good example, play an 
essencial  role  in  the  development  and  support  of  the  portuguese 
technological and scientific system. 
In countries like Portugal, with limited resources and quite integrated in a 
strong  competitive internacional system.  more  than  any other structural 
changing, the investment in R&D,  by  means of the rises coming from the 
practical  application  of  the  knowledge, will  be  able  to  contribute  to  the 
economic growth. 
As  the  mentioned  aim  is  mainly  supported  by the  renewing  changings 
which. introduced at the production level. originate whealth, the innovation 
spread  process. meant as the  dissemination of new technologies (product, 
process or system) within  the  potencial  user  population, deserves  a  very 
particular  attention.  It is  on  the fulfillment  of  its  mission  that the final 
success of the national technological modernization is  based. 
A reference to the R&D  projects practical implementation will be made. as a 
way to emphasize not only the capacity to develop technological abilities  but 
also  its  share  in  the  internationalization  and  national  capacity 
reinforcement, in general. and the industrial sector, in particular. 
~10 (' 
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Background for the STRIDE project. 
The  area  of North Jutland  is  characterised  by  heavy  unemployment  and  lower  average 
income than the rest of  the country, and on top of  that closing down of  many businesses. 
The  employment  in  North  Jutland  has  decreased  ever  since  1987  until  to  day,  the 
unemployment was 15, I% in august 1993 and the tendency seems to continue, the average 
unemployment for the whole country is  approximately 3-4% lower.  In 1992 the average 
unemployment  for  EU and  Denmark was  9,5% while  it  was  12,5o/o  for North Jutland. 
Beside ·the trouble with  unemployment,  the area has  approximately  5,5o/o  lower average 
income pr. person than the rest of  the country. 
In  1990 North Jutland had 41824 registered companies, of which  32068 had less than six 
employees and  257 companies with  more than  100 employees.  The small  enterprises  are 
characterised  by  an  owner and  a  few  employees  working  with  traditional  technologies 
without much innovations.  Even larger companies do  not always have engineers or other 
higher educated people. This means that they have to be reliant on subsuppliers information 
concerning new materials, process ability and other technology, which is obverse not always 
the  best  solutions.  Furthermore it  is  very  difficult  for  small  enterprises  to  educate their 
employees, as they are needed in the every day production. 
A short descriptions of the network: Plastics and plastics composites. 
Members of the networks: 
Aagaards Maskinfabrik A/S 
Products: truck tanks for distribution of  oil and other liquids. 
Annual turnover: approximately 22 mill DKK. 
Aalborg Polstermebelfabrik A/S. 
Products: High quality furniture for the export market. 
Annual turnover: approximately 22 mill DKK. 
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FORCE Bio Process Aps. 
Products: Water cleaning column for aqua cultures 
Annual turnover: approximately 1 mill DK.K. 
AJS De Smithske. 
Products: Pumps and equipment for water pollution 
Annual turnover: approximately 100 mill DKK. 
LH Agro AJS. 
Products: Electronic device for agriculture machinery 
Annual turnover: approximately 30 mill DKK. 
Raadvad AJS. 
Products: Kitchen ki&ifes and other domestic equipment 
Annual turnover: approximately 75 mill DKK. 
Teiser A/S. 
Products: Special products in glass fibre reinforced composites 
Annual turnover: approximately 3 mill DKK. 
Danyard A/S. 
Products: Ships in glass fibre reinforced composites 
Annual turnover: approximately ? mill DKK. 
University of Aalborg. 
Experts i polymer technology. 
FORCE Institute.  . 
Network administration, and experts on non destructive testing and welding of polymers. 
The  network  consist  of eight  companies,  Aalborg  university  and  FORCE  Institute,  the 
companies are very different  in  sizes and  business  area,  two of them have  less than five 
employees, two have more than 100 and the rest between 25 and 50 employees. 
The network is  based on extending the knowledge on,  how to use,  to manufacture and to 
choose plastic materials in an effective way.  Although all the participants are very different 
in  their  business  areas,  they  all  share  a  common  interest  in  basic  knowledge  of plastic 
materials.  They have all  been working with traditional materials before, and therefore they 
realise they need more know how on the subject. 
The  network  is  run  by  a  monthly  meeting,  with  general  discussions  of materials  and 
processing, and a theoretical contribution from an expert on a special subject. In some cases 
we invite guest speakers from outside the network area to tell us about their speciality. 
In  addition  to these  activities,  we  are  working  on  setting  up  a  range  of short  courses 
supported  by  the  ESF,  covering  materials,  material  selection,  processing,  environmental 
aspects, recycling etc. 
Results of the STRIDE-projects: 
Aalborg Polstel"llWbelfabrik A/S -A. P.  Furniture AIS, is a 30 years old company with 25 
employees,  specialised in  design of "Action Recliners"  for  domestic and  institutional use. 
90% of  the annual turnover is exported to Europe, The far East, Israel and The States. 
Even though this  project  has  only  run  for  less  then  a year,  A.  P.  Furniture  has  already 
experienced an extensive benefit from the .STRIDE projects. A.  P. Furniture uses plastic as 
hinges  in  advanced  expensive furniture's,  but they only  had. a  very limited  knowledge of 
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213 material  behaviour  and  processing.  This  resulted  in  insufficient  specifications  for  the 
sub supplier of  the plastic hinges, and in complaints of  broken hinges. The network was able 
to help  him to reconstruct the hinge,  and to give details of how to condition the materials 
correct, all together this resulted in a total reduction of complaints of approximately 40 %. 
His  next  development  will  be  carried  out  in  close  corporation  with  the  experts  in  the 
network. 
Raadvad A/S  is  an  other company, who has benefited from  the STRIDE project. It is  not 
possible to put actual  figures on,  but a change in  matenals selection and material supplier 
has solved some problems with the injection moulding of a new product. Raadvad has also 
initiated  a  production  developing  project,  where the  work  is  carried  out by  a group  of 
engineering students from the university.  These kind  of projects often result in  changes in 
production technology in the involved company.  · 
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1.0 Summary 
The tJpplicfllion of  lnjomu:ztion T  ~chnology in tM 'llltUUljacruring  enterprise,  proves 
to be an area where Jumum-intensive collaborative effon is required.  The impact of 
succesjul impltmenralion is high since critical production indices are a!fecled. 
Gr~~c~,  with  its  sptcific  humm2  an4  mtmJljacruring  profilt,  h4r  th4  need  and 
potential for r1lated implm,ntntions.  Well  desig,,d Natianal nnd Europtmn  Union 
jund~d  projects can support this pro~.11. 
l.O Introduction 
The  ARTEMIS  project started as a collaborative cffott between  GTcck  companies, 
to  address  the  problem  of Development  of Real  Time  Systems.  The  envisaged 
prototype  arc to be  applied  in a case study.  concerned  with  the  Process  lndusaial 
Sector and in particular. monitoring of Refinery Operations. 
In this paper, the emphasis is placed on the underlying issues of thls collaboration. 
seen from  tbe viewpoint of the overall Busioess and  S~ial enviromnent in Greece, 
and the possibilities offered by prognmmes similu to STRIDE. 
3.0 Business Environment 
In ordc:r to analyse the cffcdivCDCss of National  zmd  European i\mdcd programmes, 
u  is the current STRIDE Proarammc.  an abstract model of the cmcrprise will  be 
utilized.  The  model  serves  to  distin111ish  between  the  external  and  internal  · 
environment  of  the  fJim,  by  highliting  the  imcractiQn  paucms  which  may  be 
affected by rcsc:arch and dcvclopmc:nt programDlCS. 
An essentiAl  f~r  of influence  to  the  opemtion  of modem  Enterprises,  is  the 
external political.  business and  sociiJJ environment  with which imeraction occurs. 
The  external  environment  posec  rules  of behaviour.  ultimately affecting  both  the 
starteiit choices  as  well  as  shon term operational decisions  of the  enterprise.  The 
de,ree ot· inlluence is indeed dependent on •  the size of the company, 
•  the established organiZJJtional procedures 
•  the level and type of installed technology 
•  the teclmological competence of human resources 
•  the cultural characteristics of the human resources 
Note  that  the  contribution of technology  to  the  aforementioned defence factors  of 
the  enterprise  is  evident.  One  may  argue,  that  technology  has  managed  to 
differentiate the competitive advantage of the company, by observing that 
•  technological advances lead to product diversification  which in tum requests 
higher specialization. The Value Added to the product plays a decisivt: role. 
•  complexity  of  technology  requires  efficient  collaboration  of  highly 
specialized  units,  as  opposed  to  production  patterns,  which  include 
trlnsformatinn  of raw  material  to  end  product,  under one  enterprise  unit. 
This  leads  to  the  concept  of the  Extended  Enterprise  and  Networks  of 
Collaboration. 
•  higher  technological  competence  of production  employees  is  deemed 
necessary  to  cater for changes  and followup  of respective  advances  in the 
field, as well as operation of specialized equipment 
•  the  capabilities of production equipment determine also the cost factors and 
quality characteristics of products. Given the  shorter life cycle of production 
t!~uipwt:nL,  frequent changes and investmentS are requested.  This proves to 
be <.:ompetitive advantage for those companies where decisions are not totally 
influenced by already installed investements. 
•  with emphasis to Information  Technology  and in particular Software relaLt:d 
products,  one  observes  that  rhe  existence  of imemationa.l  networks  and 
infrastnl.Cture  together  with  dcc:rcsing  cost  of  hardware.  shift  the 
competitive  advantage:  towards  the  Quality  and  Productivity  of  human 
thinki.ni. 
How  do the above  reflect  in the  Greek Manufacturing  cnviroiUilcnt and  practice?. 
The main structural characteristics of the Greek &anomy are 
H) 
b) 
the relative higher panicipation of the Public Sector  ..  as compared to the 
Private Sector, to the economic developments of Greece. the main reason 
being the size of the fonner. In addition to the influence exened on the 
macroeconomic figures of the counay, this specifics ( or in some: cases 
constrain) the economic development, due the inherent inertia of decision 
malcing  of the Public Sector. The social implications are also evident since 
productive forces have historically found a convenient working environment, 
in terms of  the employment safety. 
the relatively shallow production hisroey of the country. mainly focused on 
uaditional production rather than high ~hnology  and value added products. 
The complexity of industrial products (e.g complexity of Bill Of Materials) 
may be characterized  low. c)  competlttve  advamag~  ~Ahi~ ill zs~lfi~ ~tors  (e.g food) where sup:rinr 
quality has ma.nayal w establish  a high and inc:reuing demand at an 
internaliunallt:vt:l. 
d)  lh: lt:vel of Greek scientists is high. with intcmationnl records of successes 
awl a large: portion from this force bcin: positive to their impatri3tion. 
t)  a rather shon and recent period of political stability. The country has 
w  iwesscd violent disturbances in the normAl evolution during the last five 
huwlt·cd years. 
Within this overall concept, it is evident that business activity (especially from the 
s~  community being 4  backbone of greek prodw:tion)  a~pts to identify  the 
competitive  strate~s and products. lndustial production  ~hntlld he directed towards 
High Value  Added produeu  emurmg  Oi~iflCAttnn and  QualitY.  This  of course 
rtquires mostly  qualifi~ humAn  reMUrceS  aDd  spec1allze4  eQUipment  S\lPPUILeU  uy 
the necessary financi~  1  reMu~. 
European  Umon  I<e.~n:h and  Development  proi!I'lllDin~,  plovidc  a.  means  for 
supporting  thi~ effnn  .. However the deeree of success  dcpcml~ uu 
•  rhe  exi~tcnce of a (mate&ic) plan.  at tbc EnLcrprise  level,  which  will  guide 
the  individual developmentslprojcelS.  This  will ensure  the complementarity 
of the fUnded projects 10wanh il Wliquc set of goals. 
•  the compliance of  Pru~d.Wllle Objectives with enterprises needs. 
In the  sequ~l. I will attempt to pl'" the  ~xpcricnc:es gained within the  ARTEMIS 
proie\,;~ ~~.a~t the: c.ontext dcscribcd above. 
4.0 'l'he domain  of Process Control 
The applications of Information Technology in IDdustry, r.mae from the solntinn nf 
otpimization of individual proceues at  the  equipment  level to the intrnctnctinn  nr 
Computer Integrated Manufaemring (CIM) principles. !be eommnn denominator of 
industrial applications,  is the  mtluence of HumAD factnn and  Oraanizational issues 
to the final design deeisiom of  the  syaem~. 
Given the tceb.DoloJtCAI  r.hnn~creri~ of  modem llliJIUfaauring • and the  indn~rria  1 
profile or Greece.  a.~ described in Section 2.0. it is recognized that CIM can play an 
1n¢nJmental role in 
•  providini fasr111'111 nlillble acc:us w prucluction information 
•  traDSform operation data w  ~rul  indices, f&ilitating decisions 
•  conrrol cosrs. by minhnj·,in~ luvemorics and u.tiUz:in1 production capaaciLics 
•  control O.ualilv 
•  incn:~c:  r;~1u11~r satisfaction,  by  providing 3aYiecs  (e.g  Gmtue  of order)  anc1 
mimizing delivery clclay&. •  increase cusromer  sa'tisfaction,  by provicfin&  services (e.s.  status of order)  and 
minimizing delivery delays. 
In tenns of  the development effort for successful implcmentatio~ it is recognized that 
CIM requires collaborative efforts between: 
•  end users with the actual production problems 
•  application  expens,  mainly  consultants  on  the  specific enterprise  activities  and 
Academia 
•  software scientists 
•  system engineers and inteifators. 
Process Control in particular, goes a step further i.e.  by  providing solutions at the 
1  ower levels of the Cllvf merarchy and  by involving problems phased by the Process 
Indl.IStrial  Sector.  In  this  case,  efficient  implementation  requires  also  Modc:lliJlg 
ex}'ert.~  to  express,  in  computer  readable  form,  the  dynamics  of the  individual 
processes. 
Note that the required  participation profile~ is mostly of  the human intensive type and 
can be  found  in the  Greek  environment.  The relative impact of the results  on the 
overall economic performance of  the enterprise is high.  · 
5.0 Overview of  the ARTEMIS Project 
The Alt  TEMIS project started as a collaborative effort.  within tht: framework of the 
STRIDE  Pro~e,  to  apply  advanced~ Software  Enginc:aing  Methods  in  the 
domain of  Real Time Sysiems. 
Time criticality is a prevailing characteristic for real  time sofu.vare  enginccrini and 
special  effort  should  be  exerted  in  order  to  develop  efficient  modular  and  user-
friendly  systems  that  satisfy  User  Requireme~ts.  The  development  life  cycle 
commences  from  the  requirements  capture  and  analysis  stage  through  to  de~ien, 
implementation and  pilot operation.  The flexible use  of CA..SE  tool~ is  seen  to be 
instrumental for supporting the development process. 
The real time systems, on which the AR.TE.lvf!S  ~jects  is concentrating concern: 
•  The  domain  of T»ROCFSS  CONTROL,  and  in particular  the  consll"uclinn  of 
supervisory  monitoring  system~  ha.~  nn  ma~~b&tlnnce  principles  and 
perfonnance  models  for  the:  Fluid  Catalytic  Cracking  Unit  of the:  Hellenic 
Aspropirgos Refinery. 
•  The domain of  SCADA Systems and in particular the  desi~ and construction of 
unified telemetry electronic equipment for usc in the Utilities Industrial Sector. 
In parallel a seporate worl,ackage level activity is devoted to the identification of 
Software Engineering methods appropriate for real time systems development. and the imJ)lementatinn  in  A  unint.d  t:.ASb:  supporting  toolset  to  be  utilized  in the  nbovc 
domain~. 
An element of importance is the novelty nf the  foeu~.d application domains and the 
respective knowledae transfer required both at F.umrem  ~tnrl International level (with 
follow  up  of similar  practices  and  academic  develnyrmP.n~)  Ac:  wt'll  as  at  the 
Cur~urtium level  with  strong  interaCtion  between  academia,  SME  t.echnnlngy 
providers and establi~hcd Sun  W2lre Development centers in Greece. 
6.0 Synthesis of  the Consortium 
The composition nf the Consortium which was assigned to ~mplish  the goals of 
the ARTF.MIS  Pmject, was as foUo~; 
a) End Users 
Thc:ac  were  the  mdustrial  I!ntcrpri&ca,  ~-utins the  uccJ  fu1  lhc:  t.:cluaulu~i&.:al 
implement:ltion in  the~ form  of c  Ca.sc  Pilot Study.  The  cmd  mer  men1bc~ of the 
CO~OrtiU1'1'1 were: 
a  1)  Hellenic  .4.sp,.opi,.gos  R•fintJ1')'  (HAR)  which  is  one  of the  largest  industrial 
petroleum refinery  installations  in  Greece.  'Ihe Fluid  Catalytic:  Crocker  (FCC)  waa 
cho~  ~the  pilot proce" where Information Teclmology was to be applied to solve 
the problem of on  line  momtoriftg of the  process  per!orllWl~ by  uLilmng  Model 
HA~d  t~.hniqu~s. 
H A R is owned and managed by the Greek State . 
a2) .Arhens  Natural  Ga.t  fhgani1.ntinn  (DEF.A.),  which  the  State  owned  and is  an 
Or2anization for the operation of  aa~  netwnrlc~ fnr Athens district. The ca.c;e consisted 
in the aJ)plication of a Unified TelemetrY System (TITS) fnr the remote measurement 
illul  Lr~purt uf  nt:Lwork and c:uswmer Jnformatlon •  to be developed in the PmJect  . 
DEF A decided noL Lu cunttibute to the project at an early phase of  develoJ1ment . 
b) Tecbuolozy Providers 
These were tbe lD4ustrlal Enterpri~  th.'lt wnnlrl rwnv1n~ the te.c.Jmology to support the 
a)  Case  studig zmd  b)  lead  to  a  ~cncrali7.ed pmcinr:t  Rftl\lirJ1h1~ to  other similar 
industrial setttnp. 
The mcm~  of  the ~nsortium  ate 
bl) Private Sector 
h 1.1) TNTRASOFI,  being also the Prime Con~  of the  proj~L. ~  Lhc  Sun  ware 
House which would const:ruc1 the software prototype for the liAR applicl:ltion and th~ 
CASE prototypes to support t1w dwvelopment life cycle of real time .systenu. h 1.2)  INTRA COM,  heing  re~nsible for  the  eon.ctruetion  of th~ UTS  prululypc 
applicable  within  the  general  TJtility  Spr.tnr~ including  El!ctricity,  Gas  and  Water 
dimihutinn. 
bl.3) SoftVelvet, as a Software Hnu~  re~n~hle  fnr  ~.nnm11e~rina a subsystem of  the 
HAR Application. and in particular the detection nf Stl"Jldy State C'.hanges of  the FCC.: 
process. SoftVelvet is classified in the SME cateaory of companies speciali7.ed in the 
provision of  IT solutions in the Greek IndustrY. 
bl) Agulcmia 
b2.1) National Tecluzical University of  A.th~ns  •. Laboratory of  Eleclrullic:l·,  J:c:»puu:o~iblc 
for  the  development  of intcrfocing  communication  :software  for  the  iiU'tzUlcd  TT 
systems for the I  IAR o.pplicmion. 
b2.2)  National  Technical  Unh·crsity  of  Athens~ Laho,-arory of Intelligent  Systems, 
responsible for the development of cpeoialized Expert Syotom ba:Jod 3C\ftware for the 
filtering and smoothing of production measuremenb from  the FCC  process of the 
HAR. application. 
7.0 Technological Cooperation 1nd Development 
It is evident that tht! Nece'c of the project depends on tho efficient coll3bora.tion of 
the  p2Iticipants,  sharing  different  experiences,  lechnological  background.  company 
si2e, technologieaJ viewpoint s and management practices. 
Th~ above  situation is  typical  for a multicompany  collaborative  projeet  like  tho.:e 
~IJ"porterl  by  J::uropem  Union  Programmes.  The  fOllowing  obserwtioru:  wer~ 
recnmect chtnna rhe C'.ourse or· me project. 
a)  HAR.  provided  the  u~  Requiremen~ (which  i~  m  nneninp,  ~"rt dyn4'mic'.ally 
chaneine process)  to the  consortium.  There  appears tn he  a tendency tn  ~nlve tht'! 
current problems by automatini Data EntrY. rather than takine the 11mritinn nf prnce.c;.C\ 
oJ)timization (which Is  also a research issue of high value  added able tn l"mvic1r.  s. 
competitive advantage). This is the  rcsulL (Lo  lhc awthors opinion) of the  lack of an 
overall strategy for IT, part of  wlu~h  could ARTEMIS be:. 
b) The  process chosen for liAR Case  Study~ is  of' intcrat to the  overall  refwc1y 
operation. One side result of the project is ~  cxpc:ricn~ acUncd by mop JX!SOWlCl, 
on poS3iblc problems cmd tcelmolo&ical capabilities arisins in similAr projects, so 43 to 
~eguord  apin:rt fUture investments. 
e)  Aeademu can  play an instrumental  role  (it supporW<i  by a ceneml  opcmtional 
framework) in makina available to tcclmology providers, yplic•hle £tate of the art 
knowledge  . This  is  especially important  for  SMEs  that  cannot support  extensive 
R&D budget~ a ~ituatinn encotmtered in the Greek environment. 
Q21 d)  the  optimization of consortium communication is an  important issue.  This  is  a 
management problem coupled  (especially for  IT related  projects)  vvith  a  con1mon 
Technical Language. The utilization of CASE tools in a flexible manner should be 
favoured,  Also  formal  mwtitcam communication techniques  (e.g.  Joint Application 
Development sessions) can have a relatively high beneficial ~pact 
e) the management should he given the means to manage the project a.c;  an internal 
project  This  relates  to  the  fact  that  pre  competitive  research  can  establish  links 
between  companies.  To  sustain  economic  development  however,  product  oriented 
consortia and projects should be funded. IVe Conference Stride 
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Consorzio lnternazionale Marmi e Macchine 
Le  consortium  ERICA  a  ete  constitue  par  Ia  volonte  d'un  groupe  d'operateurs 
prives  se  joignant a Ia  S.A.  lnternazionale  Marmi  e Macchine  Carrara (societe 
pour Ia  promotion  du  marbre  et du  materiel,  ainsi  que societe  de  services aux 
entreprises)  et  au  BIC  (Business  innovation  centre)  afin  de  donner  une  forte 
impulsion, a  un  moment de difficultes importantes, au  secteur de  Ia pierre et de 
Ia mise au  point de technologies pour le travail de Ia pierre, qui  representant une 
source  importante  de  Ia  production  de  Massa-Carrara.  ERICA  veut  etre  une 
reference  pour Ia  relance  de  l'industrie,  celle  de  Ia  pierre  en  particulier,  qui  est 
basee  sur  l'harmonie  entre  !'innovation  technologique  et  le  tissu  productif 
traditionnel. 
Le consortium poursuit les objectifs suivants : 
a)  constituer une reference scientifique et technologique dans sa region, 
b)  etudier les applications avancees de  Ia recherche scientifique  dans un  milieu 
industriel, 
c)  constituer  un  trait  d'union  entre  Ia  recherche  universitaire  et  le  monde  de 
l'entreprise, 
d)  promouvoir  !'innovation  technologique  dans  les  secteurs  industriels  en  se 
referant  en  particulier au  secteur de  Ia  pierre  et  aux  problemes  concernant  Ia 
reindustrialisation de Ia region, 
e)  etudier  !'impact  du  developpement  industriel  sur  l'environnement  et  les 
moyens qui rendent compatibles l'un et I' autre, 
f)  promouvoir  et  realiser  des  interventions  en  formation  permettant d'atteindre 
des profils professionnels de haut niveau scientifique, 
g)  batir  des  projets  generaux  et  des  projets  d'execution  pour  Ia  fourniture  de 
services et les analyses des marches, 
h)  executer des travaux qui sent dans le champ des competences des membres 
du consortium. Le  cadre  communautaire  d•appui  pour  les  zones  d•objectif  2  de  Ia  Toscane 
identifie Ia  province de  Massa-Carrara comme etant une zone caracterisee par 
une  particuliere  faiblesse  de  Ia  structure  des  services a Ia  production  et  du 
systeme local des PME. 
La  presence d'un  pole  mondial  de  longue tradition ·industrielle,  celui  du  marbre, 
est  sans  doute  une  ressource  de  cette  region,  mais  pour  faire  face  a Ia 
concurrence mondiale croissante dans ce secteur,  il  est necessaire de proceder 
a  Ia mise a  jour d'un systeme productif dans Ia filiere du secteur de Ia pierre, en 
favorisant les innovations de precedes ou de produits, le transfert de technologie 
ainsi qu•une diversification.  J 
En  d'autres  termes,  Ia  situation  economique  et  industrielle  actuelle  dans  Ia 
province de  Massa-Carrrra est fortement caracterisee  par un  secteur productif 
qui  continue a  travailler avec  des technologies et des techniques qui  n'ont pas 
varie  depuis des  annees,  qui  d'un  cote  sont utilisees  par  les  pays  en  voie  de 
developpement  et  de  !'autre  sont  depassees  par  les  innovations  des  pays 
developpes comme le Japan. 
C'est  dans  ce  contexte  qu'il  est  necessaire  de  developper  !'insertion 
d'innovations et  de  transferts de  technologies dans  les  schemas de  production 
ayant pour  but  soit  le  produit  et  sa qualite,  soit son  cout  energetique  pour  un 
impact sur l'environnement faible. 
Le  transfert de  technologie  devra en  outre  necessairement ameliorer Ia  qualite 
de  l'environnement, ce  qui  est un  autre aspect dent il  faut tenir compte dans Ia 
reconversion economique de cette zone. 
Le programme Stride est done defini pour Ia region Toscane par Ia necessite que 
constitue Ia situation economique et sociale particulierement delicate de  Ia zone 
de Massa-Carrara. 
Le futur pour le developpement de cette zone passe par Ia reindustrialisation qui, 
en  tirant profit des  elements positifs laisses en  heritage  par Ia  grande  industria 
(culture  industrielle  diffuse  et  ample  presence  d'une  main  d'oeuvre  qualifiee) 
reussira a  faire renaitre le developpement industrial en  s'appuyant d'abord sur Ia 
vitalite  et  le  potential  de  croissance des  PMI  qui  naissent sur place  ou  qui,  par 
nature, sont encore presentes. 
La  premiere  phase  du  projet  Stride  prevoit  Ia  mise  en  route  d'un  laboratoire 
technologique dirige vers Ia recherche industrielle appliquee. 
A titre d'exemple : 
1)  mesures et essais techniques sur des echantillons homogenes et composites 
de panneaux a  base de pierre. 
2) tests des materiaux de support et de collage, 
3)  caracteristiques et classification de panneaux composites en fonction de leurs 
proprietes, 
4)  etude d'optimisation de processus industrials de panneaux composites 
5)  techniques d'a:lalyse non  destructive utilisable pour les materiaux a base  de 
pierre, 
.~25 .. 
6)  verification  de  Ia  compatibilite  avec  1·environnement  des  precedes  et  des 
produits, 
7)  en·quete  sur les  projets  et  les  technologies  ayant  pour objet  le  controle  de 
!'impact sur l•environnement des productions a  base de pierre, 
8)  methodes  et techniques de  mise  au  point de  machines  industrielles  pour le 
travail  de  Ia  pierre  compatibles  avec  l'environnement  en  ce  qui  concerne  Ia 
pollution acoustique. 
Lorsque le laboratoire sera operationnel : 
- il  fournira des services aux entreprises de  production  du  secteur concernant 
!'utilisation et !•experimentation de nouvelles tec1nologies 
- il  fournira  des  produits  de  recherche  industrielle  obtenus  sur  Ia  base  de 
programmes  de  recherche  propres  ou  acquis  par  des  entreprises  ou  des 
societas de recherche 
- il  fournira  des  resultats  de  recherche  industrielle  obtenus  sur  Ia  base  de 
demandes provenant de l'industrie manufacturiere 
- des  cours  sur  de  nouvelles  technologies  et  sur  les  techniques  applicables 
seront donnas aux operateurs et technicians du secteur 
- il  aura  pour  objet  de  divulguer  les  programmes  de  recherche  industrielle 
conclus. • 
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NIKEL 
THE NORTHERN IRELAND KNO'WLEDGE ENGINEERING 
LABORATORY 
SUM1\1ARY 
Faculty or Informatics 
University of  Ulster 
and 
International Computers Ltd 
The Faculty of Informatics has reCeived substantial support from the EC S!RIDE 
initiative to establish at the University of  Ulster, in collaboration with International 
Computers Ltd (ICL),  the Northern Ireland Knowledge Engineering Laboratory 
(NIKEL). The emphasis of NIKEL is on research and development in knowledge-
based systems and on technology transfer. The laboratory comprises a wide range of 
advanced workstations and software, a manager seconded from ICL,  five full-time 
research officers and an administrative assistant It is based at the University's 
Jordansto""'l campus with links to other sites across the province making use of the 
recent advances in telecommunications services supported by the EC STAR and 
Telcmatique programmes. 
BACKGROUND 
The range of tasks to which knowledge-based systems (KBS) have been applied in 
the commercial and industrial environments is now very wide and rapidly growing. 
Overall, the European market for such systems is expected to grow to a value of 
several billions of pounds per annum by 1994 and it has been predicted that by 1996 
over half of all new computer systems under development will be knowledge-based. 
In the United States, where industrial applications of KBS started rather earlier than in 
Euro~  several thousand major (i.e. million-dollar) projects are currently in progress, 
covering a wide range of industries. In Northern Ireland, the Industrial Development 
Board and the Department of Economic Development have identified KBS as a 
crucial aspect of their long tenn research and development strategy for industry in the 
province. Within this area., they recognise that close liaison between industry and the 
Universities is essential and they have supponed a number of successful initiatives to 
foster such collaboration. 
Although knowledge-based systems are often regarded as an entirely new form of 
software for stand-alone applications, attention is increasingly becoming focussed on 
establishing links between such systems and the conventional computer systems 
found in commercial and industrial application areas. These effons include the 
development of interfaces between knowledge-based systems and large-scale 
database systems, the provision of 'intelligent' front-ends for complex softwaxe 
systems. applications in real-time process control, and embedding knowledge-based 
software modules in convention~ data processing systems. However. despite the 
undoubtedly high level of  effort put into KBS development world-wide in the last few 
years, relatively few substantial systems are in regular use in industry. This is particularly true in those areas of the Community, such as Northern Ireland. on which 
the STRIDE initiative has been focussed. 
The Faculty of Informatics has many years experience of collaborative research and 
development with both SME's and large industrial companies in the province. NIKEL 
will assist with the development of these projects and help the research teams to 
establish new collaborative ventures with local industry. Our principal goals are to 
apply the Laboratory's research to real industrial applications and to ensure the 
continued applicability of that research. 
THE LABORATORY 
The Laboratory is managed jointly by Mr Gary Burnett, an experienced marketing 
manager seconded from ICL, and Professor Mike Me  Tear, Director of  the Faculty's 
KBS Research Group. Mr  Burnett is responsible primarily for administration and the 
marketing of the Laboratory's services in the industrial sector. Professor McTear is 
responsible for research and development A Management Committee has been 
established with Professor John Hughes as Executive Director and comprising the 
princi.Pal academic researchers, the managers of the Laboratory .and representatives 
from mdustry.  .  . 
The workprogram of NIKEL is motivated by clearly defmed industrial and technical 
goals. The Laboratory takes a strong industrial approach to addressing the 
applications of knowledge-based information systems both in major industries and in 
small to medium sized enterprises. The University, with substantial assistance from 
ICL, is maintaining a dialogue with the potential users of  its research and 
development, particularly 'Within the local commercial and industrial community. The 
Laboratory will strive to keep actively abreast of significant developments in 
technical domains of related interest and assimilate them into their work. 
Our principal goals arc to apply the Centre's research to real industrial applications 
and to ensure the continued applicability of that research. 
NIKEL currently has a wide range of industrial projects in progress. These include 
major research and development projects with Short Brothers. Nonhem Telecom, 
Tyrone Brick and Finlay Packaging. New collaborative ventures are about to begin 
with Ulsterbus, Seagatc and others. The work of the laboratory is at the leading edge 
of KBS technology. 
CURRENT PROJECTS 
Northern Telecom Pic 
Utilising case-based reasoning software, the system under development at Northern 
Telecom will help staff identify problem circuit boards quickly and accurately.  An 
important part of the finished system will be its ability to 1eam' new cases as the 
products being manufactured do change through time.  The work is to proceed in two 
phases: the firSt is to implement a solution at the shelf, or 'rack' leveL  Additionally, 
Phase I will include a software module to enable new cases to be added to the ease 
base.  The second phase concentrates on scaling up Phase L and incorporating 
(circuit) board level fault diagnostics. 
Short Brothers Pic 
The Shons Tucano aircraft is a single engined, turbo-prop trainer aircraft, in use 
world-wide. When the aircraft is being assembled, and prior to flight tests, the engine 
is connected to various electronic and mechanical components. and readings are taken 
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more  frequently  than  others,  and  the  technicians  usually  identify  such  faults 
immediately. But rarer faultS  are  more  difficult for the  ~hnicians to  trace,  and 
frequently the engineers need to be consulted. The engineers dmw on their more in· 
depth  knowledge  of the  aircraft to  sol\·e  the  rare  and  difficult faults,  but their 
availability is not always guaranteed. 
The  NIK.EL  Tucano Engine Ground  Running  Data Sheet System is  a diagnostic 
system which assists technicians by identifying faults when the engine is fust fitted to 
the airframe. It is designed to replace the manual paper data sheet, and free the time 
that the aircraft engineers spend in identifying faults. 
The Tucano System was designed to operate in four modes: 
• 
• 
Com.puter-Ba.sed Training (CBT) System. To be useful, the system should provide 
a  learning  environment  where  the  technicians  can  increase  their  skills  in 
identifying faults. 
Validation tooL All the data. entered into the Tucano system needs to be validated  . 
KBS that models the  engine.  These  rules  encapsulate  the  aircraft engineer's 
problem·solving expenise, and govem the diagnostic process. 
Specific  en~ine test mtuzager. The technican must be able to load previous test 
data pertairung to older engine trials, and to perform the mode~g  and diagnostic 
tests  on  this data. This can  be viewed  as an extension  to the CBT mode, as  it 
provides the technician with a library of information with which to compare and 
contraSt results. 
The four modes are designed to operate together, providing a failsafe environment 
where faults are identified, and the technician's level of understanding of the 
underlying processes is raised. 
Tyrone Brick Pic 
NIKEL is developing a knowledged-based process control system, which ensures that 
all the readings taken from the brick-fuing kiln are within permitted ranges. 
Furthermore, the system advises on new kiln burner settings, to produce the optimum 
brick si~  (within B S Quality limits). There may be future work with this project; in 
coupling the system with the company's database. 
Finlay Packaging Pic 
A reactive job-shop scheduling system is under development in collaboration with 
Finlay Packaging.  The development software 'Will be lCL' s DecisionPower, Ellipsys 
& GraphicsPower packages.  The system will be designed to off-load order 
information from the recently implemented Management Information System's  (MIS) 
lnformix data sto~, and produce oprimisedjob·shop schedules. 
Surgical CBT System 
The Surgical CBT system provides a test regime for under·  graduate medical students. 
The expertise is in the form of questions and answers in specialised areas of  surgery, 
and the system generates a study period for a medical student from a database of such 
questions. The CBT project is a joint development between NIKEL and a surgeon at a 
leading Dublin hospital The outcome will be a piece of software to be marketed 
commercially by ICI- The beta release of the fli'St stage of the software will be in 
December 1993. 
Ford Motor Company Pic 
This project will investigate the viability of a system to assist plant engineers 
diagnose faults in a large, complex maci?-inin& plant The study \\~ill also investigate 
the coupling of the resultant KBS with an image data~  with the intent of providing 
schematic drawings to the shop--floor repair teams. 
230 City  bus I Ulsterbus 
An agreement has been reached with management at Citybus to begin a feasibility 
study to-examine the possibility of applying constraint-handling techniques to solve 
the ~roblem of crew rostering. The software that will be used in this project will be 
ICL s DecisionPower, Ellipsys and GraphicsPower . 
Ballylumford Power Station (British Gas Pic) 
The study at Ballylumford will centre on the viability of  a KBS to provide 
preventative maintenance assistance. 
.. 